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ABSTRACT

Recent fish harvest levels in Lac seul (50"20'N, 90"

30'lV) appear to be Ín excess of the lakes morphoedaphic index

(I'IEI) determined potentiat yieId. The l-ake also experiences

marked annual water level fluctuations due to its function as

a hydro-electric power reservoir. Although several authors

note stable fish communities t¿ithin the lake, in spite of

annual water leve1 fluctuations, this author suggests that

these fluctuations may incur physical loss of spawning and

nursery habitat of certain species within the Lac Seul fish

community. The existence of Overharvest conditions and

spawning/nursery habitat loss would seriously impede the

ability of,Lac Seul fish stocks to contribute economic bene-

fits to the local and regional economies of northwestern

Ontario.

Historically, coÍÌmercial fish harvests are within

existing guota limits (42,935 kg whitefish, 9,092 kg walleye) '

However, sportfish harvests exhibit marked overharvests, with

respect to potential yield, in particular basins--notably

those basins in nearest proximity to developments ' Walleye

stocks for the lake as a whol-e are within MEI determined

potential yield levels, although B of Lac seul's 23 basins

experience overharvest. Northern pike sportfish harvest

exceeds the lake,s potential yielcl by 28,633 kg. The major-

ity of northern pike sportfish harvest is caught by non-

resident anglers. The levels of domestic harvest by natives

l_



of Lac seul Indian Reserve 28 is estimated at L8,795 kg fish

per year, 6,202 kg of which are walleye'

sportfÍsh angler catch (based on number of fish caught

per angler-day) is very high 5.07 kg fish,/angl-er day.

Future harvest targets, aiming at an angler satisfaction

level of 2 kg fish/angle::-day, necessitate the implementa-

tion of management strategies to reduce harvest leveIs with-

out limiting angling opportunities'

ManagementstrategiesaresuggestedforLacSeulbasins

resuiring maintenanee or rehabilitative management. Strate-

gies are grouped as foll-ows: strategies reouiring immediate

implementation, monitoring strategies designed to establish

a trend-through-time data base, and Iag or contingency strate-

gies--the imp]-ementation of which wilI be contingent upon the

relative success or failure of preceding management strategies.

These strategies include: the implementation of a crown Land

Access Permit intended to transform non-resident' non-contri-

butor anglers into contributors; reduced sportfish harvest

Iimits on northern pike for non-resident anglers on Lac Seul

only; basin restrictive management to divert non-resident

northern pike angling effort to water bodies in proximity to

Lac seul cagable of sustaining additional pressure-

FinaIlv, the Lac Seul fisheries management strategies

are priorized, and fish stocks allocated to the user-groups

-l_ l- -



of the fish resource:

fishery, non-resident

commercial fishery.

Lac

and

domestic fishery, resident sPort

contributor anglers, and the

SeuI fish community is

northern pike.

the purpose of allocation, the

comprised of: waIleYe, whitefish
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

In I974 a federal-provincial task force was commission-

ed to develop new management strategies for Ontário fisheries.

The task force was initiated as a result of concern over the

deteriorating status of fish stocks within Ontario (Loftus

et al., 1978). The Strategic Planning for Ontario Fisheries

(SPOF) program resulted from the work of this task force.

As the sPoF program developed it became quite clear

that the traditional approach to fisheries management--

development,oriented, exploitative, open access--would not

be appropriate in the I9B0's. Rather, a new approach to

fisheries management, characterized generally by maintenance

of fish stocks in northern Ontario waters and rehabilitation

in the south, was deemed essential (l,of tus et ä1, f 9 78 ) .

Further to the mandate, goals and objectives stated by

the SPOF federal-provincial task force, the Ontario Ministry

of Natural Resources (OMNR) has initiated several SPOF work-

ing groups designed to improve fisheries management, includ-

ing the development of guidelines for fisheries managiement

p]ans. The management plans are currently being developed

and are to be implemented at the ol'{NR District level.

Fisheries management plans will be developed both individual-

ly for ]_arge water bodies within the Districts, and as
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District fisheries management p]ans, to assess fisheries

resources within District watersheds. Examples of individ-

uaI, large water body fisherieS management plans presently

being developed for lakes within northwestern ontario

include the Rainy Lake Fisheries l"lanagement Plan and the Lake

of the Woods Fisheries Management Plan'

under the terms of reference provided in strategic

Planninq for Ontario Fisheries: Guidelines for Di stri ct

Fisheries Management Plans (SPOF, 19B1), and through OMNR

sioux Lookout District office, a Fisheries Management Plan

was proposed for Lac Seu]. This practicum represents the

results of the Lac Seul Fisheries l"lanagement Pl-an undertaken

by the author, under private contract to siouc Lookout OMNR

and in conjunction with the Natural Resources Institute,

University of Manitoba.

L.2 Study Area

Lac SeuI (50o20'N, 92" 30'w) is located within north-

western Ontario's l¡iest Patricia Planning Area (Figure f 'I) '

The lake is a highly complex, crescent shaped reservoir

approximately 150 km long, with a surface area of I,437 km2

(figure 1.2) - It is the second largest inland lake wholly

contained within the province of ontario (Hanna and l'lichalski'

1982). The complexity of basin shape is reflected by the
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high shoreline development factorl (35.6) of Lac Seul' The

lake consists of 23 basins (figure I.2). Maximum depth is

47.24 m. Mean depth for the lake as a whole is 7.1 m vary-

ing from 2.8 m (mean depth basin 23) to 14.6 m (mean depth

basin 6). Secchi disc transparency throughout the l-ake varies

from 0.7 to 2.g m (Table 1.I) '

The Lac seul basin lies mostly within the English

River subprovince (superior Province) of the Precambrian

shield, characterized by felsic igneous and granitic rocks'

Vol-canic meta-sedimentary rocks exist in the northern belt of

the subprovi-nce, whereas the southern belt is represented by

more complex formations containing numerous granitoid intru-

sions interspersed with gneissic material. These rocks are

highly resistant to erosion (Hough et â1', 1981) '

Depositsassociatedwiththelatestsu-bstageof

Pleistocene glaciation (i.e. , the Valders substage) and post-

glacial lacustrine events dominate present surficiat geologic

patterns.PresentdayLacSeulwascoveredbyglacial

the
ence

lshoreline development factor refers
length of shoreline (L) to the length
of a circle of area esual to that of

to the ratio of
of the circumfer-
the lake.

DL L

It reflects
communities
1975).

2rÑ
for
to

the potential
in proportion

greater develoPment of littoral
the volume of the lake (!,letzel,
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Lake Agassiz from ca. 1I,000 9,500 before present. The

major contributions of Lake Agassiz Lo the existing surface

features of the study area include the deposition of

"Patrician" red t.i1l and thick deposits of lacustrine sílts

and clays. Varved clay of variable thickness represent the

most widely distributed lake sediments (Hough et al., 19BI) .

The morphoedaphic index (nyder et aI., Lg14) of 8.182

categorizes Lac SeuI as mesotrophic (table I.1). However'

Hough et al., (1981) reported that Iow chlorophyll a concen-

trations reflect an oligotrophic--mesotrophic system. It

is important to acknowledge that a wide range of trophic

regimes exist among the 23 basins contained within Lac Seul''

Development in proximity to the lake includes four

towns (Sioux Lookout, Hudson, Perrautt Falls and Ear Falls),

L4 commercial fishing lodges, 10 outpost camps and 28 remote

cottages. Estimates currently available (1978) suggest a

population base of approximately 7,L50 people (Hough et aI.,

19Br).

A hydroelectric dam was constructed on Lac seul's

western outlet at Ear Fal1s in 1929-30. However, water

2
l"lEl figures calculated

TDS values were corrected for
Working Group L2 (t982) - ¡{EI
accordingly.

from Hough et aI., (198f) data.
conductivity as Per SPOF
values were adjusted
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TABLE T.1

Physical and chemical characteristics of Lac Seul I

Physical Chemical

)
Area (km-)

Lake
Watershed

Depth (m)

Mean

I*,Iaximum

Volume ( lO9m3)

Shoreline (km)

Shoreline
Dev. Factor

Transparency (m)

r437
2647 0

7.10
a.7 )Ã

15.04

47 B6

35.6

0.7-2.9
(vari able )

Total Alkalinity
(mg/I CaC0r)

Total Dissolved So1ids
(ppm)

Dissolved Oxygen
(midsummer hypolimnion
ppm)

Morphoedaphic Index
(metric units)

Sulphate Ion
(mg /L)

Total Phosphorus e
(ug/L ) b

Chlorides (mgrzl )

Nitrogen (ug/I)
Ammonia
Ni tri te-Ni tra te

Total KjeldahI

36.2

43

3.35
16 .4
20 .4

1

7.0-8.0

B.1B

30
e 11.8
b 20.4
e 390
b 36 B

lo-au source, Hough et al.,
.oMNR, !969 lake survey
eeuphotic zone sampl-e

brbove bottom sample

19 81
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leveIs were not increased to full storage capacity of the

reservoir until 1935. Lac Seul water levels are control-

led by the Lake of the Woods Control Board (Water Resources

Branch, Canada Department of Environment). The Board

attempts to meet a level of 355 m.a.s.l. by the opening day

of walleye (Stizostedion uitTeum) season, although this

level is not attained in some years (Hough et âf., fgBI).

In the past, water level regulation has been the subject of

much concern with regard to Federal-ProvinciaL water manage-

ment mandates, native peoples' considerations, deleterious

effects on fish spawning habitats and the interests of

tourist outfitter organizations.

Commercial fishing operations on Lac Seul began as

early as 1910. Records of the commercial harvest have

been maintained from 1924 to the present- The fÍshery

has encountered marked fluctuations in harvest and species

composition since 1924 due to changes in a variety of

factors affecting the productivity of the lake's fish

stocks, i.e.:

1. Flooding (1935-46 and post-impoundment water
level fluctuations;

Root River
(Ie57);

diversion from Lake St. Joseph

Establishment of tourist lodges (1946);

Closure due to mercury contamination (l'97l.-72)
and subsequent limitation of commercial
licenses; and,

Change from cotton to nylon gill nets, quota
adjustments and gill net mesh size changes
(Hough et â1., 19Bf).

2

3

4

5
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Currentlyr there are four commercial fishing licenses

allocated for Lac seu1. commercially important fish species

include walleye3, lake whitefish (Coregonus cLupeafoz'mis),

tullibee (Coregonus artedii), white sucker (Catostomus

commeysoni) and burboL (Lota Lota). Northern pike (Esoæ

Lucius.) were harvested prior to 1971. Incidental catches

of lake trout (SaLueLinus na.ma.Acush.)4 , sauger (Stizostedion

canadense), ye11ow perch (Perca fLauescens), rock bass

(AmbLopLites Tupestrís) and muskellunge (Esoæ ma'squínongy )

also occur.

Recreational fishing became important on Lac seul in

l'g46 with the establishment of the first two tourist lodge

operations on the lake. The main attraction to Lac Seul

in the early years of lodge operation was trophy northern

pike. This resource has declined in importance since the

early 1960's. Based on number of fish harvested annual-}y

and catch per unit effort datar wâlleye are currently of

primary importance to the sport fishery (Hough et â1., 1981) '

However, in terms of biomass (kg of fish), both walleye and

northern pike currently are harvested at a similar level

(Hough et aI., 1981) -

3Harvest permitted by quota in two blocks '

4 RareIy caught.
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1.3 Problem Statement

The Lac Seul fishery resource contributes significant-
Iy to both locaI and regional economies of northwestern

Ontario. However, the ability of the fishery to sustain

these economic contributions has been put into question as

recent harvest levels have been in excess of the MEI deter-

mined potential production. Flough et aI., (198I) report

the loss of fishing opportunities within particular basins

of Lac SeuI. Loss of environmental quality, in particular

the effects of water level fluctuations on fish spawning and

nursery habitats (Crooks, L972; Hanna and Michalski , L9B2) ,

has been identified as an area of concern. Conflicts also

exist among users of the Lac Seul watershed environment anci

the fishery resources of the lake (Hough et âI., f9B1).

Consequently, the commercial, recreational, and domestic5

fisheries appear to be competing for a limited supply of

valuable fish stocks. Management strategies are reguired

for Lac Seul that will distribute harvest pressures among

the user groups safely within the limits of the lake's
potential yield. These allocational strategies are

5Domestic fishery, in the context of this report,
refers to the component of fish communities harvested
annually by native peoples of Lac Seul Indian Reserve 28,
for subsistenee and/or traditional needs.
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necessary to ensure a continuing suPPIY of fish of a

and quality.predictable quantitY

1.4 Objectives

The factors responsible for and contributing to the

previ-ously ídentified problems and issues relevant to Lac

Seul are not ful1y understood. Resolutions to these prob-

Iems are essential, both in the immediate and long term, in

order to satisfy the SPOF mandate to maintain fishery resources

within northwestern Ontario waters. The primary objective

of this study is to develop management directives and to

prepare optimum fisheries management tactics upon which

allocation decisions can be made. It is therefore necessary

to evaluate the factors considered responsible for the decline

of Lac Seul fish populations and the loss of fishing opportu-

nities.
In addition, the study wilI quantify the production

potential of the Lac seul fisheries and derive supply balance

estimates between the fisheries production potential and

existing harvest IeveIs. This will be accomplished by:

estimating biological production potential
using Rydèr's (1982) morphoedaphic index
(MEIi aña species composition of the fish
community;

quantifying historic and present commercial
fish harvests;

quantifying historic and present recreational
fish harvest;

identifying shortages and surpluses between
potentiãI production and current total harvest.
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In order to reconcile the existence of a shortage or

surplus between the production potential of Lac SeuI and

currentharvestpatterns,itisessentialtoestablishsound

managementdirectivesonwhichtobasefisheryallocation

decisions. Vüithin this study' the allocation decisions

developed for Lac Seul incorporate an application of the

management directives criÉeria stated in sPoF (19Br) ' The

finalcomponentofthisstudyconsistsoftheallocationof

Lac Seul fisherY resources '

I.5 Limitations

InthecaseofLacSeul,trendthroughtimedatafor

both sport fishing and commercial fishing harvests are

limited. creel survey data utili zing different data gather-

ingtechniquesandfocusingonspecificbasinslimitmeaning.

fulharvestcomparison.Thecomparativevalueofconmer_

cialharvestestimatesovertimeislimitedduetochanges

intheavailabilityofcommerciallicensesandspecies

harvested prior to and after closure of the fishery in

::|TL-T|,changesinmeshsizeandstructure(e.g.cottonto

nylon nets ) during the 19 60 's ' and impound-ment ef fects '

Habitat data (i'e', information on spawning habitats)

are somewhat limited due to the vastness and shoreline

irregularity of Lac SeuI and consequent difficulties in

navigation during spring (walleye and northern pike) and
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fa11 (whitefish) spawning periods.

At present, there is no determinate calculation ap-

ptied to the indirect benefits and costs attributable to

the commercial- and recreational fisheries (Hough et aI.,

1981), limiting thorough economic analysis of the Lac seul

fishery. Data do exist regarding direct benefits and

costs (see Hough et al., I9B1). However, more complete

information is necessary to ascertain the measurement of

net economic yield for the purpose of valuation of sport

and commercial- fisheries. The data reguirements are out-

Iined in section 2.3,



CHAPTER II

LITER.ATURE REVIEW

The following review examines the concept of morpho--

eclaphic index (MEI) as a fish yield estimator, the impacts of

water Ieve1 fluctuations on fish species found within Lac

Seul and economic perspectives as tney pertain to commercial

and sport fisheries. A thorough account of biological con-

cepts (such as maximum sustainable yield) and the Strategic

Planning for Ontario Fisheries (SPOF) program is provided in

Wepruk (198I) and does not bear repeating here.

Appendix 2. I provides an extensive annotated bibliog-

raphy on the effects of water ]eve1 fluctuations on whitefish,

walleye and northern pike the major fish community type

present within Lac Seul. Discussion within this chapter

is restricted to northern pike r âS this species appears to

have been most seriously impacted since impoundment of Lac

SeuI.

The morphoedaphic index literature is examined here,

as this method has been the subject of much controversy

since its inception as a fisheries management tool-. Further,

the MEI is used throughout Ontario (by OMNR fisheries manage-

ment personnel-) as the primary criterion for cleterl:rininq

potential fish supply within watersheds. An elucidation of

the I*,IEI concept, in terms of its utility, precision and iusti-

fiability as a fish yield predictor, would be useful to

fisheries managers involved with long-term fisheries manage-

ment schemes.
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2.I The Morphoedaphic Index

The morphoedaphic index (MEI) is an empirically derived

formula that was first described as a convenient method of

rapidly calculating potential fish yield for unexploited

north-temperate lakes (Ryder, 1965) .

Ryder (1965) originally coupled two limnological vari-

ables to determine the MEI. Total dissolved solids (TDS)

was chosen to represent an average edaphic6 condition for

any watershed as it reflects, to a certain degree, geological

characteristics of the watershed as modified by climatic

effects such as rainfall (Henderson et aI., 1973). rt is

suspected that TDS is generally proportional to one of its

eomponent ions (Iimiting or índicative of biological produc-

tion) such as phosphorus, nitrogen or carbon (Henderson et aI.,

1973). Mean depth tzt was chosen to represent a morphometric

variable of the lake basin. Thus in its basic form the MEI

is expressed as an edaphic.factor, representing nutrient va1ue,

divided by a morphometric factor:

l"lEI - N ornnre commonly = TDS (mg/I)
z

= nutrient value
= mean depth

(nyder, I9B2).

C,"Edaphic factors: environmental conditions that are
determined bv the physical, chemical and biological char-
acteristics of the soil.

Z

where
and

(m)

L\

,,
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Numerous researchers (e.g. Oglesby, L977i Dillon and Rigler,

I974; 1975) have used surrogate values for TDS as nutrient

variables. However, mean depth til Ís most commonly used to

represent the morphometric variable.

2.I.L FundamentaL Coneept

The fundamental concept in all morphoedaphic expres-

sions is that energy and matter placed in an aquatic system

from external sources are channelled, cascaded, dissipated

or retained in the system because of that system's morphology.

These two inputs, regulated and constrained by the basin

shape, produce both a yield of fishes and other biotic out-

puts such as production of plants and invertebrates. Fish

yield is considered to be a substantial, predictable propor-

tion of total internal production in intensive fisheries

(nyder, L9B2) .

After recogni zíng the morphoedaphic relationship

(¡lEf = TPS), Ryder (1965) found a significant positive cor-

oL

relation between the MEI and fish yields from 23 intensively

fished lakes in Canada and the United States (Schlesinger and

Regier, LgB2) - Consequently, the simplified metric formula-

tion of the MEf-based potential fish yieldr âs expressed for

north-temperate lakes is:

0.966Y- x

\)/ -I-where annual yield to
analagous to the
yield of a fish

a fishery and is
maximum sustainable

communi ty

L97 4) .and X = MEI (Ryder et aI-,
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This formula has since been refined and individual MEI-based

yield functions have been determined for various watersheds

andphysiographicunitswithinnorth-temperatelatitudes
(sPoF, L9B2) .

TheMElwasoriginallydevelopedtomeetthreemajor

objectives:

. to determine empirical relationships of
fish Yield with abiotic factors '

. to provide fisheries managers with an

".siIy applied technique fo! first
-ppto-*i*älio., of annual fish yield' and

. to provide a fundamental conceptual base
for the 91oba1 synthesis of production
Processes in aquatic sYstems '

(Ryder, I9B2) .

2.l--2 Ad.uantages and Disaduantages

Timelinessisperhapsthemostoft-quotedadvantage

regarding the use of MEI as a fish yield estímator, since

a "quick-and-dirty" solution to a fisheries management

problem is often more important than the leve1 of precision

attained in its solution. The proper application of the

MEI provides a rapid, first approximation to fisheries yield

problems.Precisionintheresultmaybeimprovedlater

with feedback data from existing fisheries (Ryder, 19B2) '

of foremost importance in this regard is the derivation of

yield estimates for large lakes and reservoirs prior to the

implementation of any management scheme' Once first
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approximations have been derived for the total fish community

the ichthyomass can be applrtioned to the various fisheries by

a number of management methods (e.g. quota' gear regulations,

size/season limits, etc.) of an appropriate time frame (Ryder,

r976' .

one other advantage of the MEI is its simplicity of use-

l"lean depth data is readily measureable within lake systems

through sounding techniques and contour maps. TotaI dissolved

solids data is readily obtainable via conductivity conver-

sions or gravimetric analysis, and requires 1ittle sampling

intensity compared to other productivity determinants '

simplicity, however, has also been indicated as a dis-

advantage with respect to l'lEI determination. I4any authors

have criticized that the MEI oversimplifies and understates

the inherent ecological complexities (Ryder, L982) . Adams

andolver(Lg77)haveidentifiedgeologicalconditions(with*

in lacustrine and outwash deposits) that can result in over-

estimates of both TDS and conductivity readings, and sub-

sequently affect I'4EI-determined yield estimates. Hough

et aI., (1981) and Crooks (I972) have compared MEI-yield

and harvest data with length-weight-age data and both con-

cluded that MEI may be underestimating the productive poten-

tial of Lac seul. This discrepancy is likely due to the

wide variability of MEI at the 95 per cent confidence levef'

Estimates of MEf at this level vary by a factor of three

between upper and Iower limits (sPoF, 1982) . Although
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these problems are of minor conseouence in unexploited

fisheries they can present significant long-term manage-

ment probl-ems within expJ"oited fisheries involving a

number of user groups. Underestimates of the MEI-

determined potential yield can lead to sub-optimal

allocation and waste of valuable fish stocks -

2.L.3 Substitutes and Surt'ogates

The greatest contríbution of the morphoedaphic
indel has been its demonstration that empiricaL
prediction of fish AieLd uas possible. . This
ho" Led to the deueLopment of severa.L indices
based on phytopLankton standing cToP' macYo-
benthos standing crop and totaL phosphorus
concentration uhich appear to be superior
in their genera.Líty, predictiue poúer, and the
insights they giue into the nature of the
bioLogicaL process operating.

(Hanson and Leggett, f9B2)

Dillon and Rigler Q974¡ )-975) developed a significant

predictive relationship between spring tTPl and mean sunmer

phytoplankton standing crop, based on conditions where

phosphorus is the limiting ion within the aquatic system-

Following this, o91esb1' (r-977 ) has related an index of mean

phytoplankton standing crop to annual fish yie.Id. Oglesby

(1977) however measured Ch1. a as his initial edaphic
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variable (surrogate to TDS). Ryan (1980) has evaluated

the above techniques, as well as several other TDs surro-

gates, for takes within ontario's I{est Patricia region

(e.g. Lac Seut). Ryan (1980) determined that the use

of phytoplankton standing crop is of limited use in this

region due to the variability of chl. a phytoplankton

biomass in north-temperate lakes. Further, collection

of chl. a data reouires intensive field work and is not

very practical in a lake-dense area such as west Patricia '

Ryan (1980) advocates the use of tTPl as a better indi-

cator of productivity due to its ease of measurement and

direct control over phytoplankton standing crop '

Recently, employment of spring tTPl as a fish yield

predictor, appears to be approaching the "state of the art"

in terms of its utility as a fisheries management tool-'

Hanson and Leggett '1g82) employed an extensive analysis

using two data sets, to evaluate the precision of several

popular edaphic variables (e.g. TDS, TP, mean depth, macro-

benthosbiomass)inpredictingfishyield.Univariate
and mùItivariate predictors (i.e. edaphic variables used

in combination) were compared for both data sets. For

the first data set the best univariate predictors were

macrobenthos biomass/mean depth and macrobenthos b'iomass'
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The best multivariate predictor for the first data set

included macrobenthos biomass, TDs, mean depth and lake

area. Their results indicated tTPl to be the best uni-

variate predictor for data set 2. The best multivariate

predictor included a combination of ITP] with mean depth

as independent variables (I{anson and Leggett, 1982) -

2-L.4 Conclusions

The MEI has been both praised and criticízed, both as

a methodotogy and- a concept. lronically, both criticism

and acclamation haÎe been directed at the perceived in-

herent simplicity of the index' Properly applied' the

MEI provides a rapid first approximation to fish yield

problems and is a reasonable compromise between unmanage-

able complexity and ecologicaf oversimplification (Ryder,

t9B2). While the MEI is expected to be a major tool fot

yieIc1 estimation in northwestern ontario, the use of other

descriptors of lake productivity should allow for an evalu-

ation of the precision or applicability of the I\4EI (Ryan,

1980). Total phosphorus is perhaps tlre best candidate

currently available for this purpose due to its key role

in production dynamics, relative ease of measurement and

strong predictive power (Hanson and Leggett, 1982). To

conclude,thefollowingtwo_stepprocessissuggestedfor

the acquisition of reliable, Iong-term fish yield data for

specific lakes:
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The calculation of a timelY, rough
empirical fish yield prediction (e-g.
using ¡,18I) , followed bY,

The tengthy develoPment of a more
accurate prediction of maximum
sustainable yield (e-9. using tTPl) '

(Matuszek, f97B).

2.2 Water Level Fluctuation Effects on Fish
Productivi ty

2.2.I Response of a naturaL Lake to impoundment

The classic long-term response of a natural lake sys-

tem to impoundment was first detailed by Ellis (1941) '

ElIis (1941) pointed out inherent factors of reservoirs or

dam operations that reduce or limit biological productivity,

and consequently, fish populations in impounded waters.

Among the characteristics iterated by Ellis (1941) were:

. stagnation of large masses of waLer,

. removal of food materials within the
aquatic sYStem via drawoff,

. limitation of productivity within the
littoral zone,

. extensive water level fluctuation and,

. continued and often heavy siltation of
the lake bottom.

Ellis (194f) described temporal changes within reser-

voirs as following a number of classical stages. Initially

following impoundment, biological productivity and natural

fish food rapidly increases due to inundation of soils and

L

2
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subsequent leaching of minerals from those soils. After

initial inundation fish productivity "booms" at an accelera-

ting rate and remains high for a 5-10 year period. Ellis

(1941) noted that after the boom period, físh productivity

begins to decline with amazing suddenness for the following

reasons:

1. The supply of raw materials from freshly
inundated soils has been largely leached
out,

2. Most organic matter left in the basin
has been removed by bacteria, used in
fish food production, or expelled in
draw-off water,

The lake bottom begins to silt in, estab-
lishinq new conditions at the sediment-
water interface and,

3

4

Fish

Large numbers of fish, developed during
the accelerated production stage are no\,v

consuming food sources at a more rapid
rate than the declining food supply will
support. This condition has a particu-
lai marked effect on top predators (e.g-
northern pike, \rJâl1eYe) .

populations eventually reach a "stable" leve I

finalapproximately 20-35 years post-impoundment. The

level is usually disappointingly low compared to pre-

impoundment level-s. This classic post-impoundment response

of fish populations has been documented for Lac SeuI, which

was impounded in 1935 (Crooks, 1972) .

Despite the eventual stabilization of impounded waters'

detrimental effects may linger as a result of continued water
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leveI fluctuations. These detrimental effects include:

decreased water qualitY,

increased sedimentation affecting spawning
success and confusing mígration of potential
spavrners to spawning beds (June, I970i
Hassler, 1970).

negative economic impacts as a result of
increased Triaenophorus crassus cyst counts
in commercial species such as lake whitefish
(Mclaren, ¡.97B; Bodaly et â1., 1980).

winter drawdowns necessary to meet hydro
demands result in low spring water leveIs,
sometimes preventing walleye and northern
pike access to spawning grounds, and causing
de-watering of lake whitefish eggs (Gaboury
and Patalas, L982) .

Crooks (L972) and Hanna and Michalski (]982) both concur

that the Lac SeuI fish community currently exhibits stable

post-impoundment population levels. However, marked annual

water level fluctuations (mean annual fluctuation = 2'26 m)

continue to affect component species of the Lac Seul fish

community during spawning and nursery periods (Hough et al.'

1981).

The remainder of this literature review wiIl concen-

trate on these water ]evel fl-uctuation impacts as they

pertain to northern pike. Prior to the discussion of

these impacts, it is useful to indicate those conditions

necessary for quality northern pike spawning and nursery

habitat.
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2.2.2 Northern Píke - spauníng and nuz'sery
habitat nequirements

According to Scott and Crossman (I973) , northern pike

spawn after ice-melt, between April and mid-Mafr in water

temperatures ranging from 4.4"C to 1IoC. Preferred habitat

within lake systems appears to be embayment areas, sheltered

from wind and wave action, amongst submerged vegetation inun-

dated by high spring water levels (l"lachnj-ak, 1975) .

Johnson (1957) noted that high spring water level-s dur-

ing spawning and a sma1l, gradual decline in water levels dur-

ing egg incubation (nursery periods) represent good conditions

for the production of a strong northern pike year-c]ass.

Franklin and Smith (1963) add that stability of both water

level and temperature are critical factors for the survival of

northern pike year classes within spawning and nursery areas.

I'lost authors contend that survival during these early

critical stages depends upon the presence of inundated sub-

merged vegetation within protected embaYments, minimal wind

and wave action, a silt-free water system and stable temper-

ature and water leve1 conditions. Changes in water temper-

ature are not necessarily critical, provided they are gradual

(Hassler, 1970).

2.2.3 Water LeueL fLuctuation impacts on Northern
Pike the case of Lac SeuL

crooks (Ig72) and Hanna and I'fichalski (1982) examined

relationships between water level fluctuations and fish pro-

ductivity for Lac Seul. However, in neither case were water
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level fluctuations examined from the viewpoint of habitat

loss or degradation due to water level fluctuation induced

sedimentation.

On December 24, l,982, this author discussed poten-

tial water leveI flUctuation effects on northern pike spawn-

ing habitats with Dr. Bruno Boucek (Professor of Remote

Sensing, Sir Sandford Fleming College, Lindsay, Ontario).

Dr. Boucek recommended that a time-series of air-photos be

examined for Lac SeuI to determine the extent to which water

level fluctuations had increased the rate of infilling of

Lac Seul embayments. This exercise would provide a pre-

liminary indication of northern pike spawning habitat loss

or degradation

Hassler (1970) observed that strong year-classes of

northern pike (in Lakes Oahe and Sharpe, South Dakota) were

associated with stable to rising water levels and tempera-

ture, flooded vegetation and calm weather during the spawn-

ing season. Benson (1980) pointed out that the absence of

such flooded vegetation and habitat conditions, due to the

establishment of unfavourable shore substrater cân result

in poor reproductive success and a relative scarcity of adult

northern pike within a population. June (1970) associated

atresia (resorption of eggs) and interrupted spawning acti-

vity with f l-uctuations in water temperature and level-.

Further, Hassler (1970) has reported that erosion and silt

deposition represent serious mortality factors in the
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development of pike embryos. Silt deposition and turbidity

tongues have been observed in Lac SeuI during spring seiching

and turnover periods. If silt depositions are accompanied

by abrupt temperature or water 1evel changes, complete mor-

talities of an entire year-class can occur (Machniak, 1975).

2.2.4 ConeLusion

The preceeding discussion suggests that an assessment

of the impacts of annual water leve1 fluctuation on northern

pike spawning and nursery habitat would provide a realistic

determination of the contribution of these habitats to the

recruitment of northern pike stocks. Data generated from

the assessment could then be utilized to refine/adjust poten-

tial yield estimates for northern pike as determined by the

l'1EI.

2.3 Economic Perspectives

Economic efficiency is essential for establishing

allocational criteria among conflicting resource uses, based

on comparative evaluation of individual activities (Wepruk,

1981) . The incremental values are important in making

decisions relative to resource allocations (Knetsch and

Davis, T966) . In order to integrate recreational and

commercial fisheries valuation it is necessary to relate

both to common denominators (Copes and Knetsch, 19Bl) ' Net

economic yíeld is the only measure that will permit accurate
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comparisons of the benefits and costs of fishery development

programs, of fish with other services from multi-purpose

projects (e.g. hydro projects) and of commercial versus soort

fishing (Crutchfield, 1962)

The purpose of this section is to review methods and

information requirements necessary to ascertain the measure-

ment of net economic yietd for the purpose of valuation of

sport and commercial fisheries. The review is intended to

provide fisheries managers with rudimentary economic consider-

ations that will become increasingly important for the

reconciliation of demand conflicts among those who derive

benefits from fishery products or fishing opportunities.

2.3.I CommerciaL Fisheries

Bioeconomic models for the operation of commercial

fisheries have been well developed (see Crutchfield and

Zellner, 1962; Wepruk, 19Bl; Gordon, 1954). The majority

of these models develop criteria for economic efficiency

based on a consideration of the fundamental relationships

between sustainable yield and levels of fishing effort

under a variety of management modes. A1I of the models

attempt to reconcile externalities inherent in the common

property nature of the fishery resource. This section

presents a collation of information requirements and manage-

ment mod.es necessary for efficient operation of a commercial

fishery.
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Copes and Knetsch (1981) review and compare a variety

of management modes (e.g. free access/free market, public

management, consumers' monopson)r, producers' monopoly,

resource owners' monopoly) that occur in commercial fisher-

ies in terms of their effect on the generation of three

categories of net social benefits. Net benefits constitute

a difference between total utility enjoyed by consumers and

real costs of production (Copes and Knetsch, tgBI).

The three categories of net social benefits are:

I Consumer's surplus (CS) :
i.e. what fish are worth to
above what they have to pay
to pay - cost of commodity) .

consumers over and
(CS = willingness

Producers surplus (PS) :

a form of economic rent to the commercial
enterprise (PS = revenue - [opportunity cost
and operating costl )

Resource Rent (RR):
in a common property/free access resource,
resource rent measures the surplus revenue
that could be appropriated by the owner of
a fishery resource who is exploiting the
resource to his best pecuniary advantage.

(Copes & Knetsch, 19Bf) .

The authors favour a mode of public access management

that attempts to maximize the sum total of net benefits to

society via the combined total of consumer surplus, producer

surplus and resource rent that may be derived from utiliza-

tion of a fishery (copes and Knetsch, 19BI).

2

3
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The system of public access management reguires fishing

effort limitation to a level of catch Production capable of

achieving maximum net benefits. rn order to determine this

optimum level of fishing effort, three sets of data are required:

t.Estimatesofthedemandfunctionforfish

2.Patternofprivatecostsforfishingfleet,and

3. Bioeconomic information to estimate the rela-
tionship between effort and yield !i:t' a

eumetriä fishing curve as described in
Crutchfield and Zellner ' 1962) '

Data reguirements for short-run regional analysis of a

commercial fishery's performance are outlined more specifical-

Iy in Meuller and wang (1981). These include information on

the following:

1. Price changes,
2. Net income in the harvesting sector'
3. Employment in the harvesting sector'
4. Labour income in the harvesting sector'
5. Net income in the processing sector 

'
6. Emplo¡¡ment in the processing sector'
7-Labourincomeintheprocessingsector'
B. Regional income '
9. Consumer surPlus '

10. Management and enforcement costs ' and

1I. Trade f lows regional import'/export

Following the acguisition of the above data the next

step is to specify the assumed behavioural relationships that

exist among the various categories of data and empirically

estimatethesere]-ationships(MeullerandWang'1981).
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The efficient acouisition of the above data inherently

requires control systems on the fishery that wilI progress

away from common property externalities and toward a "best

üse" principle aimed at satisflring biological, economic and

social objectives. The conclusions of the Sinclair (1979)

Report for British Columbia salmon fisheries suggest that

license limitation alone is an inadequate tool to achieve

the economic optimum of best use. Sinclair (1979) stressed

that extant fisheries must also be under effort control. To

correct the problems of the B.C. fishery, Sinclair (L979)

recommended limited entry, control of over-capitalization by

an increase in fishing vessel license fees and the implementa-

tion of a royalty on landings- The desireability of imple-

menting a royalty on l-anded-value as a means of capturing

resource rent is discussed fu1ly in Cauvin (1979).

I4itchetI (198f) discusses the advantages of the royalty

or landing charge considered by Sinclair (1979) as a regula-

tion means which woul-d (1) act as a governor of the rate of

growth of the fishing fleet and would decrease incentive

for overcapítalization, andì (2) act as a means of increas-

ing government revenues by recovering resource rent, there-

by providing payment to the owners of the resource--the

people of Canada. However, equity considerations are

inherent in the collection of royalties. Should royalties

be captured by or shared with government or distributed more
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widely by allowing more fishermen into the fishery

(Mitchetl, 1981) ? These decisions are crucial at the

regional leveIr particularly when unemployment is a primary

governmental concern.

The establishment of property rights (e.g. enterprise

quotas) within the fishery, has been forwarded as a powerful

solution to the common property problems of fisheries exploi-

tation. Such a system would permit fishermen to make

rational decisions of how best to make their quotas in the

same way a farmer determines the best combination of labour

and capital to expJ-oit his land (¡'litche1l, f 9 Bl) - The bio-

logical, social, economic and philosophical implications of

establishing property rights within the fishery are discussed

in Wysocki (t9BI) . The advantages of establishing property

rights from a management standpoint are as follows:

1. They are a means of assuring catch remains
within biologically acceptable 1eveIs,

2. They provide operational flexibility to
fishermen since they determine the best
way to catch their quota -in this
'milieu' overcap.italization will be
rationali zed,

3. Rights can be marketable, and

4. They are a means of collecting management
fees.

(Mitche1l, f9BI).
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Thusr ârI individual vessel and enterprise quota system

accompanied by a free market for these quotas ' once estab-

lished can be a strong self-regulatory mechanism for fisher-

íes exploitation (¡litchelI, 19 B0 ) -

It is encouraging to note that the ontario I'finistry of

Natural Resources (OÌ"1NR) is attempting to adopt principles

outlined by l,litcheIl (1981) to Ontario's commercial f isher-

ies. Initiatives aimed at modernizing ontarío's commercial-

fishing industry are in progress lnvolving both governñent

(OMNR) and industry (through the Ontario Council for Commer-

cial Fisheries--see OMNR - OCCF , L982) . The property rights

system for fisheries exploitation has already been success-

fu1Iy implemented in the Bay of Fundy herring fishery ' There,

the system proved that "individual vessel quotas can be

administratively feasible, acceptable and popular with fisher-

men, achieve greater efficilt.y in production and bring about

a more equitable distribution of incomes and returns"

(r4itchelI, I9BI).

2.3.2 RecreationaL Fishing

The critical product to be measured in a recreationaf

fishery is the value of the fishing opportunity (Anon" in

press; copes and Knetsch, IgBI; Crutchfield, L962). As

with the commercial fisherv, the net benefit of a sport

fishery is expressed by what individuals are willing to

pay (in addition to what they already pay) for the experience
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rather than to go without it (ltdcConnell and Norton, 1976) .

Willingness to pay is equivalent to the consumer surplus

area under a demand curve. However, due to the non-market

nature of most sport fisheries, the derivation of this area

poses problems. An essential requisite, regardless of

valuation method utilized, is a means of translating net

benefits from fishing to net value of fish in order to make

stock allocations among competing users (¡'lcConnell and

Norton, I976) .

2.3.2.I fnformation Reguirements for Demand
Analysis

Tf any economic model is to be of practical use, it

must be capable of capturing the economic effects of changes

in the quality of sport-fishing (Anon., in press). McConnell

and Norton (1976) and Meuller and Wang (1981) list the follow-

ing as quality determinants for individuals partaking in the

sportfishing experience :

. success ratio (e.g. CUE), stock size,

. user--congestion,

. availability and selection of time,

. availability and selection of income, and

. availability of alternative fisheries.

Each of these quality determinants is capable of affecting

the position and slope of the sport fishery demand curve

(Meuller and l^Iang, 19Bt) . Conseguently these determinants

constitute the desired information sought from the methods

of recreational- fishery valuation.
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In addition to the acquisition of demand datar ê cârê-

fur delineation of the region for analysis and import/export

money flows Ís necessary to achieve sound evaluation of re-
gional income effects (crutchfield, 1962) . Trade frow data

includes 'downstream' impacts of sport fishing (i.e. food

and lodging consumed or contributions to the regional economy).

Data of this nature is the domain of input-output analysis

(Meuller and VJang, 19BI). Besides identifying regional

trade flows, this data also indicates substitution effects
and available alternatives to the sport fishery" It is
important to note that input-output analysis constitutes a

separate dataset from that used to determine sportfishery
demand (ef Barber, pers.comm.). To include thís type of

data in sport fishery demand analysis would be to invite
double counting errors. Nevertheless, the acquisition of

input-output data is crucial in making allocation decisions.

2.3.2.2 Va1uatÍon methods f or demand analysis

Several methods have been developed for generating data

or the relationship between willingness to pay and the quan-

tity of angling. l"lcConnell and Norton (I976) and Knetsch and

Davis (1966) advocate the direct interview (or contingency

valuation) approa.ch combined with the imputation of a demand

curve from travel cost data as a reasonable means for obtain-

ing meaningful estimates of net economic benefits.
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Continqency valuation

Th" contingency valuation method simply involves asking

a sample of anglers how much they would be willing to pay. It

is thè only method available for obtaining information on how

much anglers would have to be compensated to forego the oppor-

tunity to fish (Anon., in press). Therefore, the survey is

a direct measure of the value respondents receive from the

fishing opportunity.

Probl-ems inherent in wil-l-ingness to pay queStionnaires

include response reliability, bias in answers dealing with

matters of opinion and the exclusion of qualíty determinants

affecting value. These shortcomings can be overcome to an

extent by carefully worded questions (to eliminate the 'ask

a hypothetical question, 9et a hypothetical answer' syndrome

McConnell and Nor:ton, 1916) and by including additional

questions asking anglers their willingness to pay for fishing

of different qualities (Anon., in press).

Travel Cost Method

The travel cost approach (McConnel-I and Duff , l-976)

is used to estimate a per capita demand function and compute

consumer surplus. The method generates price-quantity data

by utilizíng existing quantities for an angler and treating

the anglers' travel costs as a proxy for the price of going

fishing (Anon., in press) " The basic assumption is that

anglers would react to an access fee for the fishery in the
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same manner as they would to an identical increase in their

travel costs. The exact steps for applying this approach

are provided in Anon. (in Press) -

rn utilizLng the travel cost approach problems can

arise when demand is rationed or congestion occurs to the

extent that the consumerrs perception of spatial availability

and demand affects the i-ikel-ihood of travel-. Under such

conditions, the travel cost approach can 
-l-ead 

to under-

estimates of resource value (McConnell and Duff ' L976) '

However, by using the contingent valuation method in

combination with travel cost data gathering, the results of

both approaches could be compared to check for consistency

and reliability (Anon., in press). Interviews may be the

best way of resolving the ambiguities in the t'ravel cost

method concerning multiple, destination cases and fot finding

the appropriate valuation for converting distance into

dollars (Knetsch and Davis, 1966) -

2.3-2.3 Externalities and Costs

?he most important issue facing aLL of Canadc's
recreationaL fisheries is that of reconcíLing
the continuaLLy increasittE denand for sport
fishíng uith the fiæed suppLy of angLíng oppot'-
tunitíes prouided for by the rescu-rce.

ShouLd agencies continue to perrnit free entry
to the fisheru (or entry at c teTatiuely nonincl
cost) ín uhich case the Líkelt1 result u)ouLd be

ouercroadtng, falling success rates anC, in
generaL, a deterioration in the quaLity of tlrc
sport físhery? 0r, should t]rct"e bc- measut'es to
restr'íct the nunber of fisltennen and therebu
presevrùe the quaLítu of sporifisitirul?

(Anon. , in press . )



Copes and Knetsch

social costs in a sPort

ate costs. These are:

1

3B

(1981) identify two categories of

fishery that are exclusive of priv-

Public l'lanagement Costs
incurred bY Pu-blic authorities
providing access to recreation
and maintaining environmenLal
tions and facilities, and

in
sites

condi*

External Diseconomies
e.g. congestion resulting from the
"cóst" that each additional partici-
pant imposes on tkre fishermen already
committed to the fisherY.

Figure 2,l represents the model developed by copes and Knetsch

(1981) describing the relationship of private and social bene-

fits and costs in a recreational fishery. An itemized des-

cription of the model in Figure 2"L follows:

1. AB represents the demand curve and
measures marginal value of the
sport fisherY assuming no further
entry.

CED- the area within this triangle
represents the "cost" of conges-
tión externality as each addition-
aI fisherman affects an increasing
number of fishermen alreadY
committed to the fisherY -

If free access is maintained, total social
cost becomes the area CEBO - Therefore
social benefits are represented only
by the area of ABO that exceeds CEBO'

At participation leve1 OG, the social cost
of providing access for additional
fishermen exceeds the net benefits
per person-daY. Therefore, âDY
fishing beyond this leveI represents
"overfishiñg" or a "socialty detrimental
use of the resource. "

2

2

3

4

Copes and Knetsch, 19Bl'
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Dema nd

G B
Person*days fishing

Relationship of private and social
benefits and costs in a recreational
fishery with publ-ic resource owner-
ship. (Copes and i(netsch, I9Bl).

A

E

F
H

c

D

o

Figure 2.I
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Therefore, the optimum partícípation level is OG as it gener-

ates the largest possible aggregate net social benefit -- AFC

(Copes and Knetsch, 1980).

optimum participation could be achieved if an access

fee of FG per person-day of angling were charged. Potential

participants in the range GB would then not join in as the

fee of FG woul-d exceed their willingness to pay for further

use of the fishery (Copes and Knetsch, 1981).

This model could prove to have interesting applications

to the non-resident, non-contributor user groups of the north-

western Ontario sport fishery. Currently, these groups camp

on Crown Land free of charge and their only access fee is the

nominal charge of a fishing license. The introduction of

OMNR's proposed Crown Land Access Permit combined with

increased user fees and species-specific licensing coul-d

provide useful vehicles for controlling congestion externa-

lities and maintaining a quality fishery.

costs remain to be considered in the model developed

by Copes and Knetsch (198I). For examPle, if the costs

attached to enforcement and collection of access fees were

to exceed area FEB (Figure 2.I) , then it would be socially

preferable to a]Iow free access to continue. Further, at

the prestated level of maximum net social benefit (OG) with

an associated access fee of FG, the public authority then

collects revenues equivalent to the area HFGO, offset by

public expenses of CJGO. The remainder (HFJC) after outlays
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isthesumcollectedbythepublicauthoritytoassureopti-

mal use (Copes and Knetsch' 198I) ' This amount -- HFJC

isinthenatureofaresourcerent,collectedbythepublic
authority representing society as resource manager and owner'

Astheresourceisownedbyallofsocietyandnotjustthose

using it for fishing, the fees might also accrue to the public

treasurytherebyavoidingtheinefficienciesinherentinear_

marked funding (Copes and Knetsch' 19BI) '

2-3.2'4 Pricing as an alternative to proxy
valuation

Cauvin (1980) and others (e'g' Crutchfield' l.962)

firmlybelievethatrecreationalfishingopportunitiesare
grossly underpriced and that it will become increasingly

necessary to adopt a pricing system to value recreational

resources- Cauvin (1980) argues that the provision of

freegoodsproducesbadmarketsignals(e.g.signalsof

infinite demand) whereas a pricing system assures that

equitable allocation decisions might be made and that govern-

ment management programs wiII stand scrutiny:

. . .uithout pnices the fishe.t"Le-s manager ís
¿Lor¿rted of tttn tooLs required. to measure

i"iåälZti' tL,n des;res of societv and thus

lnl- u"*oinic ualue of fisheries resowces

;;t; *r- r*derLging 'nqïi'n^nn-t 
f:l making

inueshnent and aLlocation d'ec,'t'8Lons ' ' '
äLtá"t"a 'demøtã' sígn-aLs pl'ace pres-sure

;;";;;;r"*ent to .nry""( tvæ suPPLY of
,n"lour"n" to satisfy the z'equirements

of t?w beneficiaries ' ' '

Caurin, I9B0
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the importance of pricing is two-fold. Firstly, it

provides price control on demand and informs sport fishermen

of the costs of providing recreational benefitsi revenue is

generated; demand is under control; and the price-quantity

information to measure demand signals is available. Secondly,

by pricing of recreational resources at their economic cost,

the Sport fisherman is expressing his evaluations of the

benefits he receives on the basis of willingness to pay

(Cauvin, 1980). This provides signals of whether recreation-

al benefits should be expanded or contracted; information for

governments to assess their expenditures in supply of the

resource and therefore allows governments to make more effi-

cient allocation of resources (Cauvin, 1980).

2.3.3 ConcLusions

In order to make rational allocation decisions within

a fishery, economic 'i,nformation is required that is capable

of assessing comparative value of all component user groups.

The comparative unit of value desired for allocation arnong

user groups is maximum net economic yietd.

The establishment of property rights within the commer-

cial fishery has proved effective, in the Bay of Fundy herring

fishery, âs a self-regulatory means of achieving efficiency

in production and consumption and equi.ty. The Report of the

Committee on Modernizing Ontario's Commercial Fisheries

(OMNR-OCCF, 1982) proposes to adopt property rights
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initiatives as a means of assuring sustainable harvests and

controlling overcapitalization and various externalities in-
herent in a fishery resource. This process is also capable

of providing the economic information necessary for valuation

of the commercial fishery.

The combined use of travel cost and contingency valua-

tion methods for recreational fisheries appears to offer a

reasonable means for obtaining meaningful estimates of net

economic yield. fn conjunction with these valuation methods,

it is necessary to identify the presenee, and magnitude of

any externalities affecting the quality of the sport fishery.
Depending upon the severity of the externalities, a system of
pricing may be necessary in order to control demand and/or

to permit the public authority to assess the sport fishery
value for allocative purposes.

While a number of the valuation methods discussed

contain certain problems, the accfuisition of such data

will, ât least, provide for informed judgment and thereby

contribute to allocational and policy decisions.
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METHODS

Principally the fisheries management plan was developed

using fisheries data filed at O¡'ÍNR, Sioux Lookout District

Office, consultant reports and refevant published and un-

published manuscripts .

Specific methods relating to previously discussed ob-

jectives are as follows:

estimating production potential of
Lac Seul ichthyomass using Ryder's
(1965) morphoedaphic index (MEr) .

The

using the

MEI

MEf was determined for each of Lac Seul's basins

TotaI dissolved solids ( TDS ) in mq,/l

Mean depth (z) in m

TDS and Z data were obtained from O¡'INR lake survey fil-es.

MEI was then used to calculate potential yield, utilizing

the yield function derived for the Winnipeg-Nelson river

physiographic watershed unit (SPOF, L9B2):

1.38 (

where

.45

Assuming a fish community type of whitefish, walleye

and northern pike, fish yield was partitioned as follows:

formula:

Y ME I

Y potential yield
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Fish Community Species

Lake Whitefish
Northern Pike
WaIleye

Percent of Potential Yield (8)

22

15

26

(Northwestern Region partition-
ing cri teria, Nevi Ile VJard,
pers. comm. )

quantify historic and present commercial
and recreational fish harvest.

Commercial and recreational fish harvest data were ob-

tained from OI\'INR Sioux Lookout District files. Present and

historic harvest data for the commercial fishery were examined

and compared with existing quota leve1s for species on quota

(walleye, whitefish). Current guota leveIs represent target

levels for future commercial fish demand (O¡,INR , 1-gB2) . For

commercial species not on guota (e-g- sucker, burbot, tullibee),

future a1l-ocation targets comprise average annual- harvest

over the I976-L981 period, as per OMNR (L982) targets.

Recreational fish harvest Ievels were determined using

creel survey data (Crooks, I972¡ Hough et aI., 19BI; l"larshaf L,

1982). Allocation targets to the year 2000 are based on

projected demand as per OMNR (1982). OMNR (1982) data

suggest that angling demand by resident sport fisherman

witl be maintained at present leveIs to the year 2000;

whereas non-resident angler demand is expected to increase

at an annual rate of L.25 per cent to the year 2000.
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. Identify shortages and surpluses between poten-
tial production and current total harvest'

Estimates of biological production potential were

compared with present commercial and recreational fish

harvest levels to determine supply-balance ratios (i.e.

the extent of over/under harvest) for each basin. Present

supply-balance ratios were then compared with a fishery

demand scenario to the year 2000 based on SPOF (1982) tar-

gets and allocational criteria.

llanagement strategies were developed employing mitiga-

tive measures to basins, or components of the Lac Seul fish-

êry, exhibiting discrepancies between short-term,/1ong-term

targets and supply/demand inadequacies. Management strate-

gies were priorizeð., based on subjective evaluation, under

the following categories:

1. Strategies requiring immediate implementation,

2. l4onitoring strategies '
3. Lag or contingencY strategies.

Further priorization of strategies employing benefit-cost

analyses or cost-effectiveness techniques will be necessary

once budget allocation has been finalized for the implementa-

tion of the management Plan-

The final section of the Plan all0cates the Lac seul

fish stocks based on the following allocational ranking sys-

tem established by SPOF (1978):
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Priority rank l-nq Allocate to:

I All residents (maintenance and/or
rehabilitation of the resource).

2 Native people with Treaty fishing
rights for subsistence and/or
traditional needs.

3 Resident sPort fishermen.
4 Business enterprises--priority between

eommercial fishing or sportfishing in-
dustries to be decided on the basis of
optimum benefits to residents of Ontario.

(modif ied f rom !,repruk , 19 B 1) .

For the purpose of fishery al-location for Lac Seul, priority 4

is broken down such that non-resident contributor sport fisher-

men have priority over the commercj-al fishery. The benefits to

the loca1 and regional economy of northwestern Ontario, from

the lodge based fishing industry (catering almost wholly to non-

resident sport fishermen), far exceeds those derived from the

commercial fishery of Lac seul (llough et â1., 1981) . It is

this premise that establishes priority of non-resident contri-

butors over the commercial fishery.

Fina1ly, a spring aerial reconnaissance survey was con-

ducted to examine sediment sources and turbidity tongues which

may have impacts on northern pike spawning and nursery habitats.

fn conjunction with the aerial survel/, âir photos spanning the

period 1958-1978 were examined (at National Air Photo Library,

Ottawa) to determine the extent of infilling of embayment areas,

representingpotentialnorthernpikespawning'/nurseryhabitat'

This data was compared with water-Ievel fluctuation litera-

ture to serve as a preliminary indicator of the status of

northern pike spawning and nursery habitats.



CHAPTER IV

RESoURCE t*"1T3*1"åil" ANALYSTS oF

4.I User Groups and the Resource

4. 1.1 Users

Potential loca1 users of the Lac SeuI fishery resource

consist of approximately 7,300 people (based on 1978 deter-

minations), within the study area delineated by Hough, €t al.,

(1981). Approximately 31å of the population base live along

Highway tO5 from Camp Robinson to Ear FaIIs, 639 within Sioux

Lookout-Hudson area and 7Z on the Lac Seul Indian Reserve

(nigure I.2) .

user groups for the Lac seul fishery include: recrea-

tional anglers (including locals, Ontario residents, non-

resident contributors and non-resident non-contributors),

commercial fishermen, tourist operators and their guests,

and native peoples.

4.1.1. 1 Anglers

Anglers are primarily non-residents. In L9'79, angler

origin was 2oz local , 4* non-local Ontario residents, 18

non-resident Canadians (i.e. citj-zens of Canada residing

outside of Ontario) and 748 American (Hough, €t ê1', IgBI) '

An estimated L86,657 angler hours effort were exerted

from June to August lg7g, with 4OB of this effort exerted in

June. Eighty-two percent of aII angling occasions were
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through Sioux Lookout-Hudson access points; these basins

represenL 46? of Lac Seul's total area.

In Lg7g, species sought by anglers were exclusively

walleye and northern pike. Approximately equal weights of

both species were taken although twice as many walleye were

caught.

4,I.I.2 Commercial Fishermen

The earliest systematic commercial fishing of Lac Seul

began in 1910 (Weilandt, 1982) . Records of commerciaf har-

vests are available from L924 t.o the present in Sioux Lookout

District files (.f. McDona1d, pers.comm. ) - The fishery has

undergone a marked fluctuation in harvest and species composi-

tion since L924 (Table 4. f) .

Flooding in 1935 caused by installation of a dam at

Ear Falls, was followed by a 7BZ average increase in harvest

(295,000 kg/year) over the period 1940 to 1949 ' This

compared with an average harvest of 166,000 kg/yr during

the period Lg24-1939. During the period 1950-196I, harvests

Ievelled off averaging 200,100 kg/yr; these harvests were

slightly higher than pre-flood catches. This increase has

been attributed to tÌ¡e increased productive surface area of

Lac Seul (Hough, €t â1., f9Bl) -

Hãrvests averaged 180,400 kg/yr during the period L962-

Ig7O. Coarse fish (i.e. burbot, suckers, chubs, etc')

accounted for 31t of this harvest, in comparison with 58 for



Table 4.Lz History of commercial harvests on Lac Seul , 1924-1979.

Sportfish

Total Harvest
values in kilograms)

Coregonids Coarse Fish

1924- 1939 Pre-flooding 60
(100,700)a

Time
Period

19 40 -r9 49

1950-1961

7962-1970

1971-r972

L973-1980

Influencing
Factors

Post-flooding
ttboomtt

Nylon gi11 nets
used; increasing
sportfish harvest"
Greater water leve1
fluctuations.

Coarse fish har-
vest increases

Lake closed due
to mercury levels

Quota management &

licence rer]uction

8of
(Bracketed

70
(207 ,9oo)

57
( 1l4,6oo)

4T
( 73, 300 )

0

9
( 7,100)

3B
(63,300)

27
(7B,5oC)

3B
(75,500)

2B
(50 ,500)

52
(42,900)

2
(2,600)

3
(9,400)

5
( lo, ooo )

31
(56,600)

0

39
(32,5C0)

Àverage
Total Catch

(kg/Yr)

166,600

295,800

200,100

180,400

B2,5oo

ul

0

aBracketed number is weight of catch, in Ug/year.

Source: Ilough et aI- , 19 BI.
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the 1950-1961 period.

From lg2B-I97O, harvests were not based on scientific

information. Annual harvest was governed primarily by the

abundance of fish and market conditions -

In 1970, thirteen commercial fishing licences were

held for Lac SeuI. Three of these licences were held by

treaty Indians from the Lac Seul Reserve. In that same

year, the discovery of elevated mercury Ievels in walleye

and northern pike 1ed to the closure of the commercial

fishing seasons in I97L and 1972. Following this, one

licence was issued in 1973. Quota restrictions based on

historic maximum sustained yield estimates were put into

effect. The harvest was restricted to whitefish, tullibee

and coarse fish showing acceptable l-eveIs of mercury.

Northern pike was eliminated as a commercial species and

walleye was allowed only as an incidental catch, with size

limit restrictions imposed (38 48 CÍlr J. ItfcDonaId, pers.

comm. ) .

since the re-opening of the fishery in L973, harvests

have averaged 82,500 kg/yr. The walleye catch has been

reduced to 9t of the total harvest. Coarse fish constitute

398 of the harvest (Weilandt, 1982).

At present, Lac seul is commercially fished under four

gill net licences held by three fishermen. Each licence is

assigned to a fishing block (Figure 4.1) with a guota assigned

for whitefish on all four blocks and an incidental catch quota
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Figure 4.1: Commercial f ishing bl-ocks, Lac Seul.

Source: Hough et âI., 19BI.
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for walleye on blocks 3 and 4. No guotas are set for tulli-

bee or coarse fish such as sucker or burbot. Fishing opera-

tions usually run from mid-June to mid-August

Commercial fishing licences for Lac SeuI are as

follows:

Commercial Licence Type

SL
SL
SL
SL
SL

4459
4333
4566
Â,567
4552

ci 11
Gi 1I
Gi 1I
Gi I1
Trap

Lac Seul Fisheries is based in Hudson where a packing

and cold storage facility is operated" A fishing cafnp at

Camp 19 on Weslelz Bay is used as a base.

Mallard Fisheries, based in Iludson, maintains a fish

camp near Manitoba point (north of IrIilliam nay); fish is

shipped from this camp to Hudson and has recently been

shipped to Ear Falls for truck pick-up.

A and M Fisheries opèrates out of Dryden; fish are

trucked to this location from Lac Seul.

There is no 10cal market for the commercial fisher-

men's catch. Fish are marketed in Thunder Ba!' Fort

Francis or Kenora. Walleye are exported to the United

States.

Based on O.Ir4t.N.,R. records of fishermen's receipts, the

gross value of these sales outside of the local- area was

s103,000 in 1979. Indirect spinoff benefits cannot be
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estimated for Lac Seul (Hough et ã1., fg8f).

4. I. 1. 3 Tourist Operators

Lodge operatj.ons on Lac SeuI began in 1946 with the

opening of two lodges. In 1948, two more were operating;

five rnore lodges opened in the early 1950's; two more

lodges opened in the 1960's¡ one in 1964 and one in 1969.

During the 1950's and early 1960's Lac SeuI was known

for its trophy northern pike fishing. I,7a11eye and northern

pike now represent, eoually, the mainstay of tourist opera-

tions on Lac Seul.

Fourteen licenced commercial lodges now operate on

Lac Seul. All are located on the western or central por-

tions of Lac SeuI. Ten outpost camps are located on the

more remote sections of the lake (Figure 4.2) - Four of

these ogtposts are operated by Lac Seul lodges; five are

operated by lodges in the Sioux Lookout area, and one by

a lodge in the Dryden area.

In L979, two of the lodges did not operate as tourist

J-odges and one rsas closed. Of the remaining 1l lodges, one

offered American Plan only, four offered housekeeping onIy,

while the remaining six offered both. camr:sites were

available at six of the lodges-

The tourist lodges provided approximately 25,56 B guest

days during 1979i 998 of the guest-days represented u.s.

visitors. Seventy-three percent of aII anglers on Lac SeuI
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Figrure 4.2: Tourist lodges and outpost cafips, Lac Seul

After: Hough et al., (19g1)
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stayed at lodges in 1979. Ninety-two percent of lodge

guests were found to be anglers and eight percent were

hunters. Al-1 lodge operations began in May with, on

average, closing occurring in October (Hough et a1., 1981) .

Hough et ê1., (tgBI) reported that B of the 11 tourist
operators made investments of $2r500. or more towards

upgrading of buildings and eouipment within the five seasons

prior to and including 1979. Total capital investments

reported were approximately $290,000. The estimated capital

market value of all lodge operations (].979) was $1,746,000.

(Weilandt, 1982) .

Gross revenue for all- lodges was estimated at $595,000.

for 1978. There was an average increase of 7.92 in gross

revenue during I979. This provided a capital productivity
(gross revenue divided by market value) of 372¡ this figure

is comparable to the capital productivity for the whole of

the Kenora District (Weilandt, 1982).

4.I.I.4 Native People

Lac Seul Reserve 28 is the only reserve located on

Lac Seu1. It has an area of 26,832 hectares, In 1978,

the population of the band was I,237¡ 460 actually lived

on the reserve. The remainder live in Hudson, Sioux

Lookout, Ear FaIIs, Kenora and Savant Lake (llough, êt â1.,

IeB1) "
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Use of the fishery resource by native people for Lheir

ovrn use is unknown. fn the commercial fishery' three li-

cences r{tere held by treaty Indians prior to the 1971 closure.

Since reopening, all four licences have been held by non-

Natives (.1 . I4cDonald, pers . comm. )

4.I.2 The Resource

4.I.2.I Climate

The Lac Seul area experiences a continental climate

moderated by the influences of Hudson B.y, Lake Superior

and Lake Winnioeg.

Average daily temperature in January is -18-BoC and

18.3"C in Ju1y. Mean annual temperature variation is 37.loc.

Mean daily temperature throughout the year is 1--25oC with a

mean annual frost free period of 108 days (Weilandt, 1982)-

Mean annual precipitation is 704.5 mm; 37-4% of this

occurs during the sufiImer months. The ground is usually

covered with snot{ from November to April. Mean annual

snowfall is 215.1 cm with the greatest amount fall-ing in

November (19.28). Northwestern Ontario is subject to

periods of drought which can lead to uncharacteristically

Iow water levels.

Hours of daylight range from approximately 16 - 5 hours

to B hours in June and December, respectively (lüeilandt,

19B2).
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4 .L.2.2 PhYsiography

, The major physiographic characteristics of the Lac Seul

region have been outlined in Chapter I (Introduction) of this

report.

climatic and geological characteristics within the Lac

Seul region are factors }imiting fish production in this area 
'

compared to most other areas of ontario. The short growing

season and the long duration of ice and snow cover limit ori-

mary productivity, and ultimatety fish productivity- Al-though

granite bedrock is characteristicall-y low in nutrients, the

ancient lake bed history and clay deposits of the area would

compensate somewhat for the low nutrient composition of the

bedrock within the watershed.

The Lac SeuI watershed drains an area of 26,4'70 km2 of

the winnipeg-English River system. since L951, the Root River

diversion bringing water from Lake st. Joseph on the Albany

River watershed, has increased the drainage area of Lac seul
)

by l-2,238 km' (weilandt, f9B2) -

In 1980, the di.scharge of the EngJ-ish River aL Ear Fal-1s

was 232 *3/r.. whiIe the infLow at Sioux Lookout averageC

69 *3/=.. (Environment Canada, IgBI). fn comparison, the

Root River discharges 84 *3/="" into Lac Seul during peak

f Iow periods (John McDonal-d, gers ' comm ' ) '
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4.L.2-3 HYdroIogY and LimnologY

Lac Seul undergoes a marked annual fluctuation in

water levels due to its use as a waLer storage reservoir

for hydro-electric facilities downstream- water levels

have averaged 356.0 m above sea level during the 2O-year

period from t95B to 1978. Water level fluctuations for

this period are presented in Tab1e 4'2'

FromIg5BtotgTB,Lheannualwaterl-evelfluctuation
.{,vas 2.26 m. Annual fluctuations prior to impoundment aver-

aged0.gTm,Afterimpoundment,butpriortotheoperation

of the Manitou hydro station (i.e. from 1935 to 1957),

fluctuations averaged 1.34 m (Hough et âl', 1981) '

on a yearly basis, minimum levels are reached in

April after a continuous water drawdowR during the winter'

spring runoff recharges the reservoir by early June. Peak

levels are attained in September (Environment Canada' l9BI) '

water quality was evaluated in L9': 9; a brief discussion

of the results is now given. water cÌarity was limited;

secchi disc readings ranged from 0-7 m to 2.9 m. average

I.6 m. Presence of temperature stratification was variable'

due to the differing nature of the basins. However, temper-

ature stratification was present in deeper basins such as

McKenzie Bay, Mclntyre Bav, Eagle IsIand, Wapesi Bay and

Sen Bay. More detailed data on temperature stratification

is available in Hough, €t aI', (I98I)'
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Table 4.22 Water level fluctuations, Lac SeuI 1957-1978-

Elevation (m)

Year Itaximum t4inimum Fluctuation (m)

L9s7 /58

19sB/s9

L959 /60

L960 / 6r

19 6I/ 62

re62/63

1963/64

1964/65

T965/66

Le66 /67

l.967 /68

L96B/69

1969/70

L970/7r

r97 r/7 2

r972/73

r973/74

r97 4/75

r975/76

r976/77

r977 /78

356.s8

357.24

356.68

356.l-3

357.10

357.07

357.26

357.30

356 .9 4

356. B7

357.31

357.35

357.24

357.30

3s7.33

356.75

357.49

3s6.70

356.51

356.20

356. B7

354. BB

35s.18

354.95

35 4 .29

354.58

355.29

354.57

35s.01

354.60

3s4.10

35 4 .,49

354.65

354.70

355.17

354.90

35 4 .46

355.04

35 4 .82

354.64

3s3.60

354. B0

1.70

2.06

r.73

1. 84

2.52

I.7B

2.69

2.29

2.34

2.71

2 .82

2.70

2.54

2. t3

2 .43

2.29

2 .45

1.BB

l. 87

2 .60

2.07

ul"l"ur-, di f ference

Source: Hough, €t â1., 19Bl.

2.264
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4.1 .2.4 Potential YieId

Because of the complex nature of Lac Seu1, data on

area, mean depth, TDS, morphoedaphic index (M.E.I.) and

potential yield is presented for each basin (Table 4.3).

The TDS values for all 23 basins were derived from 7

sampling sítes, some of which were remote from the basins

to which they were apptied (Hough et â1., I9BI) .

Hough et aI., (1981) partitioned species yield into

308 watlêyê, 109 northern pike, 308 coregonids and 303 coarse

fish. For basins 2, 4,9,16, 20,2I, 22 and 23, species

yields \.rere partitioned into 408 wallêY€, 108 northern pike

and 503 coarse fish. Hough et â1., (198I) argue that these

shallow water basins lack suitable mid-sunmer cool water

habitat, required by coregonids. The partitioning ration-

a1e adopted by Hough et a1., (1981) is used in this text

only to illustrate comparisons of past harvests with poten-

tial species yields (see Table 4.13). However, in deter-

mining actual allocation of the Lac Seul fish species to

existing user groups, a more current partitioning rationafe

(prescribed for northwestern region) wiIl be utilized. This

partitioning of species yields assumes a whÍtefish,/waLIeye/

northern pike fish community type with allowabl-e sustainable

yields assigned as followst 
nartitioned species

Species Yie1d (g of MSY)

Vlhitef i sh
WaIIeye
Northern Pike
Total
(Neví lle Ward,

22
26
15-G:-

Regional Fisheries Biologist, Kenora--
pers . comm. )



Table 4.3: Potentlal Yíeld and partitioned specles yield, Lac Seul.a

Surface
Area
(ha)

12,000
r,549

20,667
2,248
2,L76

40,610
2,L76
L;r24
3,302
3, 118
7 ,832
2,031

435
2,336
4 ,452

570
4,7IL

16,752
1,595
3,546
4,659
2,683
3,r52

Mean
Depth

(*)
TDS

(Íre/1)

5L.94
53.6L
53. 61
53.61
s7.94
47.82
47 .82
47 .82
7 /+.79
47 .82
42.82
42.82
42.82
42.82
43.29
43.29
45. 15
4). I)
45. 1s
46.62
46.62
46.62
46.62

Total
Potentlal
Yteld
(ke/ha)

2.9r
3. 86
3.09
4.08
3. 50
2.34
4. 11
2.40
4 .37
3.37
2.83
3.24
2.84
3.2t
2.89
3. 51
3.77
2.30
4,30
3.2s
3.57
4.3r
4 .82

MSY
(ke/yr)

bPartftloned Yield (Ke/vr)
Northern

Plke I,,Ihlte f l-shBas ln

1

2

3
t+

5

6

7
a

9

10
11
L2

14
15
16
L7
1B
19
20
2L
22
23

Or
N

9.7
5.3
8.7
4.7
6.4

14.6
4.I

13.7
5.6
6.4
8.5
6.3
8.4
6.4
8.2
5.3
4.7

l-4.2
3.5
6.8
5.5
3.6
)a

13

MEI

5. 35
10. 11
6.16

11. 41
8. 12
3.28

11.66
3 .49

r3.36
7 .47
5 .04
6 .80
5.10

.6 .69
5.28
B. 17
9.60
3. 18

L2.90
6. 86
8.48

T2.95
16.65

34,907
5,982

64,004
9,161
7 ,62I

94,gB4
8,954
2,703

14,436
10,522
22,18I
6,573
r,238
7 ,505

12,872
2 ,001

17 ,7 77
38,645

6 ,854
11,520
16,636
11, 568
15 ,200

Walleye

9,076
1,555

l.6,641
2,382
1,981

24,696
2,328

703
3,753
2,736
5,767
L,709

322
1, 951
3,347

520
4,622

10 ,048
1, 785
2,gg5
4,325
3,008
3,952

5,236
897

9,601
r,37 4

l,143
L4,248

1, 343
405

2,165
1, 578
3,327

986
186

r,126
1,931

300
2,667
5,797
1 ,030
r,728
2,495
I,7 35
2,280

7 ,68A
. 1,316
14,081
2,015
r,67 7

20, 896
r,97o

595
3,L76
2,3I5
4,880
r,446

272
1, 651
2,832

440
3,911
8,502
1,510
2,534
3,660
2,545
3,344

423,855 110,002 63,578 93,248L43,726

"TDS, MEI and subsequent yleld <leterminations, as per SPOF Working Group /112, March, 1982.
h-Partitlonlng assumes a flsh community type as follows: Wal'leye 267", Northern Pike 152, WhiÈefish 222,
as per Northt+estern Region partitioning crltería (NevÍ1le Ward, pers.comm.)
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Oxygen concentrations were not found to be a limiting

factor in any area of the lake tested in 1979. Marked oxy-

gen deptetion with depth or area was not evident. All

readings were either near saturation or at complete satura-

tion at all depths.

The minimum oxygen concentration recorded was 5.8 ng/I

in Wapesi Bay at a depth of 16 meters. Total dissolved

solids (TDS) varied between basins but were generally between

4I and 5I ng/I (table 4.3) .

Fish species recorded for Lac SeuI are shown in Table 4-4

4.I.2.5 Rivers and Streams

The importance of the numerous inflows into Lac SeuI has

not been determined. Some actual and potential spawning areas

were located by Crooks (1972) but these locations represent an

incomplete list. These sites were generally walleye spawn-

ing sites with northern pike and whitefish spawning areas

more dispersed and difficult to locate. Known and potential

spawning areas are shown ín Figure 4.3.

Other lakes are accessible to fish from Lac SeuI; the

contribution of these lakes to fisheries habitat for Lac

Seul populations has not been determined. Tagging projects

by Milko (1960 and 1961) showed some movement of walleye

into !,Ienasaga Lake and one northern pike into Broad Lake.

This study also showed that a number of northern pike are

swept over the dam at Ear Falls (Milko, 1960; 1961)-
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Table 4.42 Fish species present in Lac Seul

aCommon name Scientific Name

Lake Whitefish
Lake Herring
Ciscoes
Lake Trout
Northern Pike
I"luske lIunge
Ye1low Perch
Wall-eye
Sauger
Golden Shiner
Emerald Shiner
Common Shiner
Spottail Shiner
Mimic Shiner
Least Darter
Johnny Darter
River Darter
Iowa Darter
Logperch
Longnose Dace
Lake Chub
Fathead l4innow
Whitehead Sucker
Redhorse
Burbot
Brook Stickleback
Nine-spine Stick leback
Trout-perch
Rock Bass
Mottled Sculpin

Cor egonus cLup eafo rmis
Coregonus artedii
Conegonus spp. h
SaLueLinus namaycush"
Esoæ Lucius
Esoæ masquinongye
Perca fLauescens
Stizosteriion uitreum
Stizo s te di on canadens e
Notemigonus crA soLeuras
Notropis atherinoides
Nott,opis cortxutus
Ìlotz,opis ht¿dsonius
Notropis uoLuceLlus
Etheostoma microperca
Etheostoma nigrum
Percina shumardi
Etheostoma eæiLe
Pez,cina eaprodes
Rhínichthy s catarac tae
Couesius pLumbeus
PimephaLes promeLas
Catostomus eommersoni
14oæo stoma sp .

Lota Lota
Culaea inconstans
Pungitius pungitius
Percopsis omis comaACus
AmbLopLites rupestrís
Cottus bairdi

aNomenclature follows vi.B. Scott and E

Freshwater Fishes of Canada. Bulletin 184,
J. Crossman, I973
Fisheries Research

Board of Canada, Ottawa.

bTaken, rarely, by native fishermen.

c^"one specimen recorded in trap net survey (MíIko , '60- '61) .

Source: Crooks, L972¡ O.M.N.R. Lake Survey data, L969; Milko,
1960-61.
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..2a

t

1
N

I

P- pote¡tial spawni¡g areas

a - actr:al spar"rrirç areas

NP - ¡¡crtlÞrn Pilce spandni¡g
area (all otlrer sites,
walleye)

N - lralleye sanctuary -
þril 15- ìby 31

Cgnp Robinson

o to 20 Souxo Loø* oúl

Or(¡

4.3: Known and potential spawning areas, Lac Seul.

Source: Weilandt, L982.
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4.I.2.6 Trend-through-time fnformation

Weilandt (1982) presented a comparison of the bio-

logy and harvest statistics of individual species for 1970

and J979 surveys. The general findings are summarized in

Tables 4"5 and 4.6. (More detailed information can be

found in the Hough et a1., tl98fl original document) -

Commercial harvest data indicates an increase in

mean age of both walleye and whitefish from 1970 to L979.

The data also implies a greater variety of age-classes

within the IgTg whitefish harvest and reduced mortality

from 1970 1979. Overall-, th.e data indicate a more

stable commercial fish base was present in L979, in

comparison to 1970

As outlined abcve, a number of changes were

implicit in the J-970 to 1979 harvest data- These

changes can be attributed to any or all of a number

of factors; the contríbution of each factor is

unknown. Possibte contributing factors are those

listed in Tabl,e 4-I.
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A comparison of 1970 and 1979 survey harvest
statistics, for commercially caught físh.

Mean Age
Mean ToËal
Length (cm)

Dominant
Age Class

7" Catch of
Dominant

Age Mortality
Specíes 19 70 I979 1970 L979 L970 1979 L970 1979 1970 L979

l.la1leye

trihitefish

Tullibee

6.8 7 .7

7.0 7.r

34. B 50.3

47.5 47.0

40.9 39.6

32 .2 33 .6

43.7 29.9

0. 78 0. 5s

0.59 0.50

- 0.48

7+

7+

7+

7+

6+
7+

7.9 t9.2
19.2

Source: Weilandt, 1982

Table 4.6: A comparison of 1970 and 7979 creel survey
sport-harvest statistícs.

Mean Age
Mean Total
Length (cm)

Dominant
Ase Class

% Catch of
Dominant

Age Mortality
species r97o L979 r97o 1979 L97o 1979 1970 1979 1970 7979

l^lalleye

Northern
Pike

6.2 5.0 43.0 42.0 4+5+
6+

4+

26.0 30.0 0.41 0.49
26 -O

0.71 0.27

0.53

4.3 7 64.0 63.2
to

7L. t+

,6
to

o

7+

11

Source: WeÍ1andt, 1982.
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A comparison of :-.970 and L979 sport harvest data

(Table 4.6) indicate that fishing pressure on walleye had

increased over the J.970-79 period. In general, younger

walleye were being taken in L979. Conversely the mean age

increase in northern pike from 1970 to 1979 suggests a

decrease in sport harvest pressure. However. data presented

in later sections of this report indicate a condition of over-

harvest in the 1919 northern pike sport fishery (see Table

4.13). One must view Weilandt's (l-982) mean age compari-

sons with caution; Crook's (L972) data is not basin specj-fic,

whereas Hough et aI. (1981) only util-ized data from 5 of

Lac Seul-'s 23 basins. These types of variation make compari-

son difficult. weilandt (l-982) proposes that the elimina-

tion of the commercial fishery for northern pike and angler

selection of larger fish may partly explain the apparent

contradiction of mean age increase in the presence of over-

harvest (see Table 4.6) -

4.2 Resource Use and Projections

4 .2.I U se

4.2.I.I Commercial Fisheries

Tab1e 4.7 presents

type of commercial fishing

ive harvests for the years

information on the number

licences issued and their

1960 to 1981, inclusive.

and

respect-

Quotas
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Year

1960
196 1
1962
196 3
1964
r965
1966
L967
1968
l-969
197 0
L97L
L97 2
797 3
r97 4

t97 s
r97 6

l-977
19 78
L979
19 80
1981

No. of Licenses

Summary of lnformatlon of commercial ffsh llcenses,
(ln kg) and dollar value for Lac Seu1, 1960-1981.

equlpment, reported harvest

Gi11

11
11
11
11
11TI

11
11
11
11
11
11

a
a
1

J
J
3

J

4

4

4
4

Impoundíng
Gear

Amount of Lícences
Nurnber of

Traps
Total Reported

(ke)

L92,923
247 ,7 49
233,786
260,607
2L3,46I
180, 939
L70,752
155 , BB3
150,820
]-4B,824
108,933

5,461
68,849
82,079
66 , lB6

130,549
r25,442
r05,142
98,584

100, 608

Total Value
of Harvest

$u

109, 105
113, 319
I0B,2g4

2
,)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0
0
U

0
0
0
o

0
0

Yards

42,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
42 ,000
42,000
42,000
42 ,000

2,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

4
4

4

-

Or
\0

10
10
10
12
72
t2
72
12

a - Season closed - mercury restrictíons
b - Data not available for 1960-1978, inclusive

Source: Weilandt, 1982.
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were put into effect in 1973, resulting in marked changes in

both total harvest and species composition. Commercial

harvest amounts, bY species for the years 1960 to 1981, and

relative do]lar values by species for the year J.979 to l9$l,

are presented in Ta-bles 4. B and 4.9 respectively. (DoIIar

value estimates are not available for the years previous to

LgTg).Estimatesarebasedonspecificassumptionsof
market va1ue, i. e. $f .50/Ib ($ 33 O/kg) for walleye, $0 ' 55/Lb'

($1.2 5/kg) for whitefish, $0.30/Lb ($0.66/kg) for tull-ibee

and $0.15llb ($0.33/kg) for sucker and burbot. The Freight

Equalization Assistance Program paid fishermen $0.09/Ib

($0.19,/kg)forsucker,burbotandtullibeein19Bl'result-

ing in total grant payments of $7,933 (Weilandt, 1982).

The type and value of investment in the commercial

fish industry in Lac seul is given in Table 4.10.

4.2.I.2 Anglers

A sunmary of information collected through creef

census projects conducted on Lac Seul, is presented in

Table 4.1I. Such projects usually restricted their areas

of survey to specific sections of Lac Seul' The most

comprehensive of the creel census projects was conducted

in IgTg (Hough et al- , 19BI) ' Resul-ts of this census are

presented in Table 4.L2.



Table 4.8:

Year

1960
1961
l-962
L963
L964
1965
L966
1967
19 6B
l-969
19 70
L9714
L9724
ß7 3t)

r97 4
r97 5

r97 6
1977
1978
L979
19 B0
1981

a

b

Nor the rn
Pike

62,022
63,863
4 7 ,110
53,620
49,732
43 ,67 g

25,638
2L,22r
22,447
\6,235
15 ,954

0
1,4I9
1,019

0
27
57

n

57
0

Burbot

15, 394
20,193
21,505
37 ,439
34, 318
8,938

25,529
21, 1Bg
14, glB
22,908
l=3,44r

0
¿+ , Jö4

L9,2IL
7 ,r4L

37 ,975
33,436
23,005

7 ,136
23,3r8

Lake
Trout

79
¿L+

0
0

0
30

0
0
0
0
0

Tulllbee

15 ,069
23,395
L2,255
1l, 910
11, 385
10,351
10, 315
13,779
r0,422
16,761
B,29r

0
418

4 ,404
3,753

Yellow
Perch

15 34,837
40,056
47 ,966
55,456
43,878
42,859
44,440
37 ,796
39,955
23,654
28, 360

3,464
15 ,7 60
6,229
2,316
4,37r
6,2L5
9,r25
9,401
8,7 62

0
0
0
0
0

38,435
820
0
0
19

_5

0
0

983
54

0
0
0
0
0

196,923
242,7 48
233,7 87
260,6t8
2L2,772
180,900
L70,752
155 ,883
150, Bt5
148,825
109 ,028

5,462
68,848
82,080
66,187

130,555
L25,442
L05,L42
98,534

100,608

Annual summary of reported coÍmercial flsh harvest, by species, for Lac Seul, 1960-1981.
Data g1-ven 1n kg.

Sucker Whítef lsh t^/alleye 0ther Totals

32
28
24
29
37
45
25

43
l+6

49
49
51
57
51

0
rì

0
24

9

31
JI+

173
3
0

0
0
0
0

27
ô

0
0
0

t4
9

6

5

10

3r,728
32,7 55
32,7 83
48,228
4r,228

8,209
39,232
32,655
25,889
24,034
\7 ,I96

37,779
61,904
72,168
53,965

,I71
,429
,7 47

,809
,015
,191
,781

\¡
P

;
0
0
0
0
U

0
0
0

,826
,950
,624
, 501
,620

,7 85

,188
,029
,994
,27 5
,990
,l79

l,553
26,620

6 ,449
6,735

24,300
25,790
15, 113
18, 4gg
6,L29

445
20,247

Fishery closed - mercury restríctions

Quotas established in 1973

Source: Hough et al., 1981
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Table 4.9: Valuea in dollars; of reported commercíal harvest,
by specÍes, for Lac Seul, 1979-1981'

Year
Northern

Pike
Yellow

Burbot Tullibee sucker l,ihitefish Pickerel Total

L979 0 7 ,592

2,355

7 ,694

19 B0 3B

1981 0

"Vulrru, are approximatíons.

4,37r

3,630

7 ,009

4,987

6,105

2,023

62,042

70,168

62,653

30,lt3

31,023

28,9L5

109 , 105

113,319

r08,294

Source: l.treilandt, 1982.

Table 4.10: Status of 1981 commercial fish investment, Lac Seul

Number
of Li-
cen ce es

Number of
Man-months
Fisheries-
Re 1a ted
Employment

Number
of Craft

Amount
of Gear

Capi- Invest-
tal ment
Type Val-ue

To ta1
Inve s t-
menta a

Shore
Typuu

4 5
($68,000)

12,000
yds.

($6,000)

Packing 0
plant &

Fish Camp
($100,000)

$174,00009.5

Value given in brackets.

Source: hleilandt, 1982.



Table 4. 11:
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Stmrnary of creel census information for Lac Seul
lncluding estimates of angler use, harvest, and
catch per unit effort (C.U.E.)

Year
Area Cen-

sused

Estímated
EstÍmated Angler
Nr¡nber of Pressure
Anglers (Hrs. )

Success and Harvest
Northern Pike Yel1ow Pickerel
CUE Harvest CUE Harvestc

1970 Baslns 1-3

IgTga All Basins

1981 Basín 23

0.60 0. 19

0.27 50,118 0.52 97,735186,657
( 33,935)b

7 54 .0

17,513

0

0. 09

0 0.96 52

Basin 15 & 16 L,587 670 0.35 3 ,163

tR.f"t to Table 4.L2 for more deÈailed information on Ëhis cree] census.

bEstimate of angler days.

cHarvest i-n nunbers.

Source: I^/eilandt, I9B2



Table 4.L2:

7¡,

Snrmnary of l-979 creel census informatíon for Lac Seul,
by basln.

Angler Pressure
Basin Hours Days C.U. E. Harvest

(kg/man hr. )

Success and Harvest
Northern Pike

C.U.E. HarvestS
(kglman hr. )

I^Ia11e

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
oU

9

10
11
t2
13
I4
15
T6
77
18
19
20
2L
22
¿J

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
2

1

0

3l+

7

43
2

1

5
l+

t
11

4

15
1B

,27 o

,410
,364
,2Il-'
,853
,476
,058
,7 20

,489
,502
,797
,614
634

7,450
1,950
6,377

273
195
702
527
215

l, 853
804

3, 361
3,441

144
618
158

29
2,269
2,844

r29
302
L44

a1

.09

.34

.32

.11

.89

, 309
,223
,47 B

398
537

, 3]4
,583
447

,298
r,62r
2,52E
4,095

89
260

54
60

r,779
2,304

31
368
306

36

9,253
667

14 ,7 44
708
204

4,873
988
860
969
2Bl
273
748
558
05r
732
148
672

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n

0

33 11
2

T6

2,596
600
232

11, 118
15 , 358

619
L,842
r,699

.73

.33

.47

.88

.79

.22

.64

.78

.87

.10

.33

.76

.30

.38

.18

.29

.24

.39

.26
)(\

.36

.16

.22

.L4

.10

.09

.26

.16

.15

.05

.20

.18

"49
.50
.39

1

1
1

215'
1J9

5,
oo,

2

8

13 , 361
r,337
2,450
r,29r

1, 195 144 0.52 62l- 0.03

Total 186,657 33 ,935

a
Harvest in nr¡nbers

97 ,7 35 O .27 50, 118

Source: Hough, et al.' 198I.
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Sport and commercial harvest estimates for ye1low pickerel,

northern pi'ke, coregonids and coarse fish, for 1979, are present-
ed in Tabte 4.13. For comparison, estimates of potential yierd
for each species are also gÍven in Table 4.13 and 4.146. Based

on these figures, it appears a surplus of all com¡nercially avail-
able species exists, with onl-y 5Bs of the whitefish yierd and

272 of coarse fish yield in Lac seur being utitized. However,

actual harvests are taken primarily in basins 3,6 and 19, an

area representing only 542 of Lac Seul_'s total_ area (Table 4.13).

Therefore, based on an evaluation of demand versus supply within

these 3 basins Hough et al., (1981-) suggest that 9BB of coregonid

yield is presentl¡¿ being utilized.

Hough et a1.. (198I) assumed that no contributions to core-

gonid production were available from shal1ow, warm water basins.

This assumption is relaxed in the northwestern region partition-

ing rationale which assumes a positive contribution to coregonid

production within these basins. Big Trout Lake (Sioux Lookout

District) represents a fitting example of a shallow water lake

with significant coregonid production. fn light of all the

above factors, a 9Be" coregonid exploitation rate appears some-

what inflated. However, MNR personnel in Sioux Lookout beLieve

that the whitefish harvest within the licensed areas is now at

an optimal levef (J. McDonald, personal communication).

6rrbru 4. 13
from Hough et al

presents potential yield and harvest data
(le81).

TabIe 4.L4 presents potential yield based
region partitioning criteria and Hough et al.
data.

on northwestern
(1981) harvest



Tablc ó.133 X¡rl¡w sustelnâblê yteldr and 1979 sport and ccmerc1rl herve¡t deta for-ycllw pLckercl, northern plkc, corrgonlde(lake vhlteflsh and culllbee), and coarse flsh {o 2J buafn¡ fn Lac Seul.l rl f ,"t,,c. ln t g.

9al Ieve
Herueat

Coooer-
Sport clal

HSY

ReEåln-
1nB

Sport
Hanc¿t

}ISÏ
Reaaln-

lnB

Co re¡oni d e

Cmercfal
Heruest

21,706

11,336

HSt
Reuln-

lnE

2,298
6, 315
2,7L6

199

3, ló2
6 ,626
L,97 4

369
2,?43
3,847

5,399

_77

Co!rac

Coæc¡cf ¡l
BrnrÊr t

6,89t

2l,000

xsY
Re¡¡le-

lnB
HSTBa¡fn HST

10,442
2r¿t6

19, 15 8

3,696
2,298

26,021
2,1t6

799
5.878
3, r62
6,626
L,97 4

369
2,2t 3

3.847
sÖ7

5,399
lt , ¿08
2,788
4, 596
6,672
a. 668
6,228

RenaLn-
HSY HârvÊ3t lng HSï

r0,442 10,4¿2

19,t58 24,463 - 5,305

üst

I,
3
4

5

6
t
E

I
l0
tl
L?
l3
l4
l5
16
17
l8
19
20
2l
22
23

ô,349
487

12,680
941
102

6,823
2, ¿85
1.307

la,213
3,618
3, 751
6,474

429
923
747
123

6.764
lIi491

1, ó45
2,3s2
r,218

236

6,093
1,929
6,478
2,155
2,796

17 ,082
231

- 508
- 8,335
- 486

?,87 3
- 4'5oo
-60
- 1,320

3, 100
684

- 1,365
- 4,701

I,143
2.244
5,394
4, ó68
5,992

-11.673
- 2)975
-26,571

395
- 16¿

5,660
- 2,767
- 986
- 3,ó78
- 2,106
- 3,149
- 5,13O
-69

304
L,220

72

- t,420
- l,265

699
479

1,1r0
I,I67
l¡503

- 5,580
- 1,046
-20, 09 3

3, 150
7,032

72,742
- 2,516
- L,h94
-12,013
- 2.592
- 276
-10 ,2 30
- 109

1,624
4,32O

756
- 2, 785
- 5,96ó

1.812
2,723
6,505
5,835
6,854

2,298
28,021
2,716

799

3,I62
6,626
t,97 4

369
2,243
3,847

l0,442
3,021

t9,158
4,620
2,298

2 8.021
2t716

799
7,347
3,162
6,626
L.97 t

369
2,2t 3
3,847
1, 009
5,399

11.10E
3,485
5,1t S

8,340
5,835
7,785

10, ¿42
3 ,021

12.2ó1
4,620
2,298
7,021
2,716

199
7,347
3, 162
ó,626
1,974

369
2.24t
3,847
1,009
5 ,399

68r
3,4 85
5,745
8, 3¿0
5 ,835
7.785

3,481
604

6,386
924
766

9, 340
905
266

1 ,469
1,054
2,2A9

658
123
7 1,8

L,282
202

I, 800
3,803

697
I, I49
1, 668
I,ló7
l,557

15, 154
3,5 79

32,957
529
930

3. ó80
3,672
r,252
5,\t 7

3,160
5.358
6,388

172
t4t

62
r30

7,220
5,068

28
670
5s7

13,023
3,020

25,544
4,620
3,064

37,361
J,62L
l. 065
7,3tl
4,216
8,835
2,632

(92
2,99L

19 ,503
4t066

45,617
L,47O
l,032

14,619
ó,157
2,559

19,360
6,808
9,111

L2,862
601

L,367
809
253

9,984
2r. L7 7
1.673
3,O22
1,835

o':"

1,ór8

\¡
(}r

5

I

15
3
5

I
5

L29
009
199
2U.
485
745
J40
835
785

5,399
tl, ¿08 70,727

54 290

Torer 136,211 83,250 8,134 lt,,227 42,258 92,2t1 -49,gst r78,469 184,195 - ó,ó37 98,¿62 S7,SO5 LO,}S] ILS,6¿.9 38,ó24 r07,02j
Source: Bh, er rl., I
ThlE trble 1a tubalÈted for cæparetlve PurPoaea only-to coEpare the Hough et sl,, (1981) supply-bárance scen¡rto vlth thst ahoÈìln l¡bI(' 1''¿ e+ltch utlll2es revfsed HEr calcuratlons and fish c@unlty psrtltlonlng crfterla establtshed for Northveerern Reglon



Table 4.]-42

Basln MSY Sport

MSY and 1979 sport and commerclal harvest data for walleye, northern plke and
lake whlteflsir, Lac Seul, using Northwestern Region partitloning ratlonale
(Neville Ward, pers.comm.). All values 1n kg,

Walleye Northern Plke Whi te f1 sh

Conmrer-
c ia1

MSY

Remaln-
íng I'f SY Harves t

MSY
Remain-

ing MSY Harvest

nla by
basin

MSY
Remal-n-
lng

nla by
basin

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
oo

9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16
77
18
L9
20
2T
22
23

9,076
1, 555

L6,44r
2,382
1, 981

24,696
2,328

703
3,7 53
2,7 36
5,767
l,709

322
1, 951
3 ,347

520
4,622

10, 048
r,7 85
2,995
4,325
3 ,008
3,952

4 ,349
487

12,680
94L
102

6,823
2,485
1,307

14,2L3
3,648
3,7 53
6,474

429
923
747
l-23

6,764
l-l-,4gI
L,645
2,352
1,278

236

L+,I ¿/
l,068
3,76r
L,44L
L,87 9

13, 336

- 157
- 604
-10,460
- 9L2

2,0r4
- 4,765
- r07

1,028
2,600

397
- 2,142
- 6,061

140
643

3,047
3,008
3,716

5,236
897

9, 601
r,37 4
1,143

14,248
L,343

405
2,L65
1,578
3,327

986
186

r,126
1,931

300
2,667
5,797
1, 030
r,728
2,495
r,7 35
2,2BO

15, 154
3,579

32,957
529
930

3, 680
3,672
r,252
5,L47
3, 160
5,358
6, 388

I72
44t4

62
130

3,220
5,068

28
670
557

- 9,918
- 2,682
-23,356

845
2l.3

10,568
- 2,329
- 847
- 2,982
- L,582
- 2,O3L
- 5,402

L4
682

1, 869
170

- 553
729

1, 002
1,058
1,938

54 2,226

7,680
1,316

14,0Bl
2 ,015
r,677

20, Bg6
1,970

s95
3,r76
2,3L5
4, BBo
L,446

272
1,651
2,832

440
3,911
8,502
1, 510
2,534
3,660
2,545
3,344

4 ,507

4,6L8

To tal 110 ,002 83, 250 9 ,L25 17 ,627 63,578 92,zIL -28,633 93,248 5I,27 5 42,Il-2
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Although there is a surplus of coarse fish in all
basinsr ân increase in harvest for these species is not

being actively sought due to their Iow market value. coarse

fish are generally caught incidentally to whitefish; any

increase in pressure on coarse fish witl therefore resurt
in greater whitefish harvests.

A comparison of warleye harvest estimates with predict*
ed yierds for this species, indicates a condition of surplus
(Table 4.13 and 4.14). Unequal distribution of angler

pressure, however, created overharvest situations in basins

closest to the sioux Lookout access area while surpluses

existed in other more remote basins (Table 4.13 and 4.14).

Northern pike were generally overexproited in Lac seu1,

arthough Basin 6, and the more remote basins at the north-
east end of the Lake, had a surplus production in I97g

(Table 4.13).

Northern pike harvests are approximately two times

larger than estimates of potential yield, while walleye

harvests are approximately 2/3 of the maximum sustainable

yietd. Harvests for both species are concentrated in
certain basins. Greatest harvest pressures are exerted

in vaughan Lake (Basin 9) and other basins closest to the

Ear Falls and Sioux Lookout access areas.

Creel census data from Sen Bay (Basins 15 and 16--

Marshall, 1981) suggest that pressure and harvest estimates

for 1979 were, in fact, under-estimates. This may be a
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result of under representation of certain access points in

the 1979 sampling schedule. In 1981, harvests of walleye

and northern pike in Basins l-5 and 16 were 4864 kg and 3306

kg greater than the 1979 estimates of 870 kg and J-92 kg,

respectively. Therefore, overharvests of both species were

occurring in Basins 15 and 16 in 1981. (This in addition to

those overharvests shown in Table 4.13). It was assumed that

the majority of the t9Bl harvest, estimated through the creel-

census in Sen Bay, actually took place in Sen Bay. (Basins t5

and 16). Although it is known that some of the pressure was

actually exerted outside Basins 15 and L6, in all likelÍhood

this excess fishing pressure would have occurred in Basins 17

and 18, whichr äs other data show (Table 4.13) are also over-

exploited.

Comparison of I970 creel census data (Crooks L972)

with l-979 creel data show a shift in preferred species. In

1970, northern pike and walleye accounted for 672 and 332,

respectively, of the harvest in numbers. In L979, northern

pike and walleye each accounted for 50% of the harvest by

numbers in Basins I to 3 (corresponding to Crooks 1970 study

area). For the entirety of Lac Seul-, northern pike and

walleye accounted for 2IZ and 792, respectively, of the

harvest by numbers. Although weight data are not avail-

able for 1970, for comparison with 1979 data, numbers data

indicate that walleye had replaced northern pike as the

dominant fish species harvested in I979.
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4.2.2 Pro j ections

Estimates of future demand for the fisheries resource

must take a number of factors into consideration. First,

commercial fishery harvests are regulated by guotas, which

regulate the use of fish resources based on the estimated

maximum sustainable yield. Any increase in the commercial

quotas would be based on more accurate estimates of the

maximum sustainable yieId. Commercial fishermen have

generally expressed the view that they are satisfied with

the present guotas. No increase in the commercial quotas

are foreseen (John McDonald, pers.comm. ) .

with respect to the sport fishery, angler satisfaction

and quality of fishing, local population changes, and

increased access are the most apparent factors affecting

future harvests.

Lodge guests accounted for 742 of anglíng pressure on

Lac Seul (Hough et 41., 19Bf). Lodges reported repeat

visitation as accounting for approximately two-thirds of

occupancy (Hough et aI., t9BI). Angler satisfaction with

the fishing experience may influence future angling pressure,'

in 1979, 268 of a1l lodge-based anglers were not satisfied

with their fishing experiences and only 40? were moderately

satisfied (Hough et â1., draft report, l9B0). Assuming

that present overharvests continue, a decline in average

size and C.U.E., with an associated decline in angler
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satisfaction, could be expected. A reduction in demand

could follow as non-residents are attracted to other areas.

However, the lodge industry also has the capacity to

increase harvest pressures utilizing present facilities.

Lodge and outpost occupancy rates for L979 averaged 3I8

and 308, respectively. Peak occupancy was 48%, attained

in June. If the economic clj-mate were to changer ârI

inCrease in pressure and greater overharvests could result.

Resident anglers comprised 202 of aII anglers in 1979

(Hough et aI., 1981). Population trend data comparing

northwestern region angler-day estimates from I970 (Cox

and straight, :-97o) to 19B0 angler-day estimates (OMNR,

]-gB2) suggest that angling demand by resident sport fisher-

men will be maintained at present l-evels until the year

2000 (OMNR, l-g82) - However, non-resident angler trends

indicate an expected.,annual increase of L.25 percent to

the year 2000. Assuming this trend continues, projected

demand for sportfish by non-residents will be 41,408 angJ-er

days

Harvest and demand data for natives of Lac seul

Indian Reserve 28 currently do not exist. However' mean

fish consumption data exists for Lake of the Woods and

recent reserve population trend data exists for Lac Seul

Indian Reserve 28. These data are utilized in Chapter V

to determine the present and future demands of the domestic

fishery on Lac Seul fish l:esources.
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4.3 Present Fisheries lrfanagement Strategies

Fisheries management for Lac Seul is the responsibi-

lity of the Dryden, Red Lake and Sioux Lookout Districts of

the Ministry of Natural Resources. The area of jurisdic-

tion for each district is shown in Figure 1.1. Ilistorical

information (i.e., p::ior to 1978) pertinent to the fisher-

ies resource of Lac Seul, is available at the Sioux Lookout

District Office. Information gathered from 1978 to the

present is on file in the respective district offices.

4. 3. I Enfoncement and PubLic ReLations

Enforcement patrols are carried out from Ear Falls

and Sioux Lookout by boat, during the open water period.

These patrols are primarily enforcement checks on angler

Iicences, catch limits and giII nets" Public relations

activities are also part of the enforcement patrols.

Winter patrols are also undertaken in order to check

i-ce fishermen. These patrols are performed on Lost Lake

(Basin 11) and Adamhay Lake (Basin 23) , since it was

accessed by the Vermillion River road in 19Bt.

Public relations activities are undertaken by enforce-

ment staff during regular patrols. When required, dealings

with commercial fishermen, lodge operators, cottagers, and

the one houseboat operator are on an individual basis -

Staff of the Red Lake District also attend the annual meeting
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of the Ear Fal1s Outfitters Association.

4.3.2 Habitat Management.

In general, the goal of the three districts having

jurisdiction over Lac SeuI is to maintain present habitat

quality and quant.ity in both the aquatic system and that

portion of the surrounding terrestrial system having in-

fluence on fish habitat.

Little alteration or degradation of fish habitat has

occurred., outside of the effects of the initial flooding of

Lac Seul and the continuing water leve1 fluctuations. This

situation is largely due to the relatively undisturbed

nature characterízíng much of the shoreline and surrounding

area. As a resultr Do projects to improve existing habitat

conditions are presently performed or planned for the future.

The maintenance of fish habitat in Lac Seu] is the

goal of two poli-cies adhered to by all districts involved.

First, no further shoreline development is allowed in order

to protect shore spawning areas and prevent increased erosion.

Secondly, timber reserves of 120 m around the perimeter of

Lac Seul and 30 m on all inflowing streams have been desig-

nated. The restriction on cutting in these areas elimin-

ates the siltation, nutrient enrichment, loss of cover and

temperature elevation problems associated with aquatic

habitats in proximity to cut areas.
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Currently, there is not a habitat inventory program

for Lac Seu1. Previous projects have included a lake sur-

vey in 1969, identification of some actual and potential

spawning sites (Crooks 1972) , and water qualíty samples by

Hough et â1., (1981) in 1979. The information gained from

these projects forms the basis for present habitat manage-

ment strategies.
Àt present, approximately 30 man-days per year are

expended on habitat management activities, including the

review of timber harvest programs and the development of

the Root River Sanctuary (see Section 4.3-3.3) (l.Jeilandt, 1982).

4.3.3 PopuLation Management

Present population management strategies aim to main-

tain both the present guantity and quality of angler success

and commercial harvests at present levels.

The number and extent of popuì-ation assessment programs

has been limited. No regularly scheduled creel census pro-

jects are undertaken- The most recent netting study was in

L970 (Crooks, I972) and the most recent and comprehensive

creel survey was conducted in L979 (Hough et al., 19Bl).

The I979 creel survey provided data on angler harvest, species

composition and biology of the angled species. Information

on commercial fishery harvests is obtained through conmer-

cial fish returns.
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rn 1981' a creer surveyr covêring sen Bay (Basins 15

and 16) was conducted (MarshaJ_l, 19BI). A repétition of this
creel survey is planned for 1983 or IgB4 to serve as an index
of use in this area of Lac SeuI. fn addition, a tagging
project in Basin 23 was conducted in lg83 to deternine
the migration patterns and mortality of walleye spawning in
the Root River.

Potential harvests for each fish species are determined
from partitioning of the M.E.r. derived potential yield.
rnformation on the extent of human and other impacts on fish
populations is derived through comparison of data gathered
in previous investigations (i.e., C.U.E. and statistics on

average length, weight and age).

supplemental stocking or introduction of new fish
species are not considered necessary or desirable; the fish
community now present in Lac seuL represents a balanced fish
community. Arso, the self-sustaining capabilities of the
fish populations appear sufficient to meet current harvest
demands.

Although estimates for potential harvest are available,
there are no long-term, standardized monitoring programs in
place to provide trend-through-time data on angling harvests,
As discussed in section 4.2.r, r97g creel census harvest
estimates may be unreliabl-e, and,/or harvest pressures may

have increased signi ficantly in the interim
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Harvest control measures currently in effect include

daily catch and possession limits, season restrictions, the

designation of a sanctuary, access limitations, cottrmercial

quotas, mesh restrictions and enforcement efforts.

4.3.3.1 Catch Limits

Daily catch and possession limits are as given for

divisions 20 and 22 in the Ministry of Natural Resources

publication "Summary of Fishing Regulations, I9B2-" The

daily catch and possession limits are six per angler for

both walleye and northern pike.

1.3.3.2 Seasons

There is no closed season for northern pike; the

season for walleye conmences the third Saturday in May

continues to the second week of April in the foJ-lowing year.

4.3.3.3 Sanctuary

A section of the lake and the Root River between lati-

tudes 50o49' and 50o39' was designqted as a sanctuary for

the I9B2 season. Fishing is prohibited between March 15

and June 2L, inclusive. This area has become well known

for its high walleye catches, in both winter and summer.

4.3.3.4 Access

Access to Lac Seul is limited through Ontario's

l"linistry of Natural- Resources policy which prohibits

permanent roads from within 610 m (2000 ft.) of the shore-

line. Generally, there are no restrictions on the use of

forest roads bY the Public.

open

and
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4. 3. 3.5 Enforcement

Enforcement efforts attempt to prevent gross over-
harvest and helps to distribute catch fairly. These

efforts include the monitoring of commercial harvests for
incidental catches, checking licenses, catch limits, etc.

4.3.3.6 Regulation of the sport Fish rndustry
and Commercj_aI Fishery

According to commercial harvest regurations, minimum
gill net mesh size is 5 inches (I2.7 cm). This regulation
\das modified in rgï2 for one Lac seul commercial operation
to allow the use of 41.â inch (1I.5 cm) mesh to harvest wall_
eye only (John McDonaldr p€rs.comm.).

Present guotas for warreye and whitefish are to remain
as follows:

Fi shin Block Quota (kq/vr)
Whitefish Walleye

1 18,144 o2 6,BtB o3 4,546 4,5464 22,727 q,546

(for locations, see Fig. 4.I)
Quotas are not set for turlibee, sucker or burbot.

Efforts are being made to reach a cooperative agree-
ment with the one operator renting houseboats on Lac seul_.

The objective of the agreement would be to re-distribute
fishing effort to basins showing a surplus of fish. Harvest
from houseboat anglers was not recorded in the rgTg creel
surveyi hence, those basins shown to be over-utilized by the
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;1gTg survey may actually have experienced greater harvests due

to houseboat anglers. Re-distribution of this unknorvn but ad-

ditional harvest, could prove beneficial.

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (Northwestern

Region) is collecting boat cache information on northwestern

Ontario lakes in an attempt to monitor and control fishing

pressure resutting from boat cache users. An inventory of

chached boats commenced in l-983 (t'leville Ward, pers 'comm' ) '

In general-, controls on commercial harvest have been.very

effective. Commercial fishermen appear satisfied with mesh-

size restrictions and guota sizes. Most commercial opera-

tors are able to harvest theiï quota within a few weeks in

June and/or JuIy; this aids the monitoring of the fishery,

and ensures that harvest data will be available at an early

date.

It is probably that the 5 inch (I2.7 cm) gill net mesh

size restriction is contributing to year-class stability

through the maintenance of a varied age class structure.

This stability may to some extent, compensate for a possible

increase in egg mortality during winter drawdov¡n.

Angling regulations for walleye have generaLly proved

effective in previous years and should provide a margin of

protection for the near future. The Root River sanctuary

wiIl protect a known spawning population of walleye allowing

dispersal prior to exposure to angling pressure'
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Current regulations have been ineffective in limiting

northern pike harvests to the level of the estimated poten-

tial yield. Information collected in the 1981 Sen Bay

creel census indicate that the situation has deteriorated.

If harvests continue at present levels, northern pike

populations would eventually decline. rn fact, a decline

in fish size and hence angling quality, has been evident

since the early 1960's. Angling opportunities for north-

ern pike, âÍt important component of the non-resident harvest,

may suffer further decline. This would likely result in

an economic impact on the local tourist industry catering

to non-residents.

4 .3.4 Concluslons

Fisheries management strategies have achieved a harmo-

nious co-existence of sport and commercial- fisheries. A

stabte supply of fish for the commercial fishery has been

achieved through management strategies currently in place.

To date, fisheries management has also proved effective in

providing angler opportunities. However, more effort is

needed towards the development of strategies to maintain or

improve the sports fishery on Lac Seul.
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4.4 Issues and Problems

4.4.I fssues

Past and present issues pertinent to the Lac Seul

fisheries resource, are presented here in order to provide

an insight into the changing concerns of the public. ì{any

of these issues, âlthough currently resolved, are sti1l

potential influences on fisheries management programs for

Lac Seul. Issues are discussed under three major headings:

loss of fish and fishing opportunities, loss of environ-

mental quality and conflicts among users of the environment

and the fishery resources.

4.4.L.I Loss of Fish and Fishing Opportunities

a The livelihood of lodge operators and conmer-
cial fishermen depends upon a continuing supply
of fish of a predictable quantity and quality.
Lodge operators in particular are concerned
that overharvests are occurring on certain
parts of Lac Seu1, notably Vaughan Lake (Basin
9) and the Wenasaga River area. However, to
date they have been able to move to areas of
excellent fishing in other basins.

Fish populations in these areas are subject
to heavy demands by lodge guests and local
anglers (Weilandt, t9B2) .

The most seríous concern expressed by Hough et
aI. (i-981), was the excessive harvest of north-
ern pike in 1979. Harvest estimate for this
species exceeded the estimated potential yield
of 42,258 kg by 49 ,954 kg (Table 4.13) . Hough
et a1. (1981), however, assigned northern pike
a potential yield value of 108 of total sus-
tainable yield" The partitioned value for
northern pike has since been adjusted within
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a whitefish/walleye/norLhern pike fish
community type, assigning a value to pike
of 158 of the total sustainable yield
(Neville I,Iard, pers.comm. ) . Under this
new partitioning rationale, the degree of
overharvest of northern pike in Lac Seul
appears less severe both'by basin .nq
fõi the lake as a whole (i.e. revised
overharvest leveIs for pike estimate a
28,633 kg overharvest, Table 4 -:-.4,
compared with the Hough et al. (f981)
estimate of 49,954 kg) .

Potential yield and harvest estimates for
walleye indicated overharvest in some
basinã (8, g, 10, L2, 13, L7 and 18)
during IgTg (Hough et ãI., 1981; Table 4'13) '
Houqh et al. (198I) utilized a 30 40
per centT partitioning of total sustain-
able yield for walleye.

For comparison, Table 4-14, illustrates
revised maximum sustainable yield (MSY)

determinations, 1979 harvest data and
supply balance estimates based on north-
*eäi"tt region determinations for walLeye/
whitefish/notthern pike comrnunities. This
partitioning rationale will- be followed
h.re in the allocation of Lac Seul fisher-
ies.

Involvement of the native community in
commercial. fishing is another area of
concern. Some members of the Lac Seul
fndian Band have indicated an interest in
commercial fishing (Hough et â1-, f9Bl).
Walleye have been expressed as the pre-
ferreã species (¡. McDonaId, pers. comm')

7

-308 partitioning for walleyes for basins in
which wa1leye, northern and whitefish cohabit'

-408 partitioning in basins lacking cool, deep
mid-summer habitat suitable for whitefish'

b
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The l"finistry of Natural Resources has not
issued an additional commercial l-icence
since present harvests are considered opti-
mal and walleye is not a target species for
the commercial fishery. ft should be noted,
however, that the Band was issued a commer-
cial- Iicence to fish whitefish, pike and
walleye in 1975. This licence was later
changed to "whitefish onIy" as increased
angling pressure became evident. The Band,
through the Department of fndian Affairs and
Northern Development (DIAND), had first pri-
ority to obtain another licence but did not
feel the fishery was economical as they
traditionally harvested walleye (John McDonald,
pers.comm.). fn conclusion, the Band has been
þrovided with commercial fishing oppertunities
but feel they require a top predator guota to
make those opportunities economically viable -

4.4.I.2 Loss of Environmental Quality

The issues relating to environmental quality have in-

c]uded water leveI fluctuations, diversion of water from

Lake St. Joseph, mercury contamination, and preservation

of spawning habitat.

a. The issue of water level fluctuations has
historically brought the most vocal pro-
tests from tourist outfitters. This issue
was at its height during the 1960's when
the annual water leve1 changes, inundating
or exposing spawning beds ' were held as the
primary factor in the decline in fish popu-
lations. Consequently, the Ear Fal1s Out-
fitters Association prepared a "Brief Concern-
ing Water Levels of Lac Seul" (1967) - This
culminated in a study by Crooks (1972) who
noted that the l-ong term decline of fish
populations was due to natural processes,
related to decreased fertility of the water,
rathet' than overharvest or annual water
leveI changes.
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Water leve1 fluctuations, commercial har-
vests and diversion of the Lake St.
Joseph inflow via the Root River have
been iterated as factors contributing
to the decline of both the fishery and
the average size of northern pike in
the early 1960's. Commercial harvests
illustrated a gradually declining trend
coincident with the period following
the Root River diversion. Ministry of
Natural Resources staff at that time
were doubtful that increased flushing
rates resulting from the diversion were
sufficient to affect the average size
of pike. Rather, they proposed that
intensive angling pressure may have been
the greatest contributing factor in the
average size reduction of pike (letter
from W.G. Cleavely to L. Ringham,
February 22, 1965 in Weilandt, I9B2).

In I970, elevated mercury levels were
discovered in northern pike and walleye
from Lac Seu1. Subsequently, commer-
cial fishing operations were closed and
cautions were placed on the consumption
of angler caught fish during 1971 and
1972. Commercial fishing operations
are currently restricted to harvesting
only species that are free of elevated
mercury levels; incidental catches of
predator species are controlled by
legislation which designates permissible
mercury leve1s consumption guidelines
(Weilandt, 1982). Consumption guide-
lines, available to anglers, are out-
lined in the "Guide to Eating Ontario
Sport Fish" (OMOE, 1979) .

At the time of closure of commercial
harvests in I97I and 1972, fish with
mercury concentrations exceeding 0.5 ppm
were not permissible for sale in Canada
or the Uníted States. Presently, fish
with mercury levels up to I.0 ppm can be
marketed in the united States and some
Européan countries. OMOE (1979) report
the following values as representative
of levels in northern pike and walleye.

c.
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Walleye (cm)

Northern Pike (cm)

4.4.I.3 Conflicts
and the

Concentration
1.0-1.5

Mercury
0.5-r.0

(ppm)
1.s

35

45

55

55

55

55

65

65

N/A

65

d Habitat quality concerns are presently
expressed by lodge operators. Their
concerns relate primarily to the main-
tenance and enhancement of spawning
areas to ensure a continuing supply
of fish (Hough et â1., 1981) .

Among Users of the Environment
Fishery Resource

a The most publicized conflict concerns the
use of Lac Seul as a reservoir. Hydro-
electric stations downstream necessitate
the previously cited water level fluctua-
tions. In addition to the possible
effects of water Ieve1 fluctuations on
fish populations, the fluctuations have
created difficulties with dock access
during the spring, i.e., prior to the
recharging of normal water levels in the
reservoir.

Another conflict between commercial and
sport fishermen concerned the decline in
size of northern pike caught by anglers.
Tourist operators noted that commercial
fishermen were taking many large pike.
Large pike are also the main attraction
for many non-resident anglers (meeting
of Ear Fa1ls Chamber of Commerce,
August 2I, L97B; meeting of L. Ringham,
B. Bousfiei-d, H. Yoachum , J .8. Barnes,
February 15, 1965). It was suggested
at this time, that comrnercial fishermen
be compensated for not taking pike.

b
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Ontario MinistrY of
ing Guidelines for Locating
Forest Reserves.
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Spatial conflicts between the commercial
fishermen and tourist operators were
largely resolved upon the reopening of
the commercial fishery in L973.

Commercial fish licensing following I973
was effective in separating anglers and
commercial fishermen with respect to
species sought and respective fishing
grounds. Commercial fishing currently
take place in basins where anglíng
pressure is light.

Tourist operators expressed the view that
commercial walleye harvests ought to be
strictly incidental, with no commercial
quota. Commercial fishermen contend
that, in dealing with an overharvest
situation, it would be more equitable
if both groups were so restricted (Hough
et ô1., 1981).

Lodge operators have voiced concern over
the overharvest potential of the one
houseboat enterprise operating on Lac
SeuI. Lodge operators feel that house-
boats should be regulated as tightly as
outpost camp operations (Hough et 41.,
1981) "

Lodge operators are also concerned with
the expanding network of forest access
roads in the vicinity of Lac Seul.
Operators are primarily concerned with
the possible loss of remote angling
experience and additional contributions
to overharvests. fn an attemPt to
resolve this issue, the MinistrY of
Natural Resources encourages public
input prior to road construction, and
has adopted interimopolicies, expressed in
land use quidelines" cited in OMIJR (f9SI).
These polices are designed to control
potential land use activities which
conflict with remote tourism.

Natural Resources, L979. Operat-
Forest Access Roads and Managing
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In general, the major issues of concern
to lodge operators relate to the mainten-
ance of quality and quantity of their
cl-ients' angling opportunities. Most
of these issues have been resolved by
the l"linistry of Natural Resources to
the satisfaction of lodge operators.
Sioux Lookout District MNR encourages
the discussion of issues of concern by
ho1-ding annual meetings with loca1 tourist
operators (John McDonald, pers. comm.)

4 .4.2 Pz,obLems

4.4.2.I Inadequate Scientific or Technical
Knowledge

It is difficult, if not impossible, to compare the

biological data and harvest data available for Lac Seul.

The few studies that have been completed lack consistency

in both methods and types of data collected. For example,

Crooks' (lglZ) creel census examined only the west (Ear

Falls) end access points while both west and east (Sioux

Lookout-Hudson) access points were covered in 1979 (Hough

et a1., 1981). AIso, weights of fish were not collected

by Crook s (ir972) further prohibiting any comparison with

L979 harvest estimation and average weight data.

Several changes have occurred on the Lac SeuI reser-

voir since impoundment in 1935 (Table 4.15). The documenta-

tion of the effects of these changes on factors controlling

fish community composition, productivity and harvests and

habitat, is sparse. The influence of these changes on

present and future fish productivity is speculative.
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Changes 1n factors affecting productivlty and
blology of fish populations in Lac Seu1.

Year Change ln conditions

Flooding of reservoir

Increase in productivity, due to nutríent release.

Average annual fluctua!Íon of 1.34 m.

Average annual fluctuation of 2.26 n,

Root River dÍversion from Lake St. Joseph begins.

Increase in sport fÍshing.
Change from cotton to nylon

(1% times more effective).
gi11 nets

Root Ríver made up 227" of annual discharge from
Lac Seul.

Root River made up 28.6% of annual discharge
from Lac Seul.

Root River macle up
from Lac Seul.

35.5% of annual discharge

I97I and 1972 Closure of commercial fishery.

L97 3

r9 35

1940's

1935-195 7

L957 -r97 B

1957

1960's

l-963-r970

I971-191 4

l-97 5-197 I

L97 5

1982

Co¡mnercial
estÍmates
flsh with

quotas restricted Èo annual productivity
and restri-cted to whitefish and coarse
small quota on walleye.

Mínimum gi1I net mesh slze increased from 4\,' to 5".

Gill net mesh size reduced from 5" lo 414" for
D. McMillan for harvestlng walÌeye only.
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As a result, there is essentially no basel-ine data with which

to compare biological information on a trend-through-time

basis. The most recent and comprehensive data available

is contained within the study undertaken by Hough et â1. ,

$iould represent(f9BI). For future comparisons, this study

the best basel-ine data spurce currently available-

a. Water Level Fluctuations

Several authors (Benson, I973, 1980; Machniak,
1975; June, 1970) have noted that water leveI
fluctuations incur a detrimental impact on
spawning and nursery habitat of various fish
species. The majority of those impacts are
related to winter drawdown. The eggs of
fatl spawning species, such as whitefish'
are subject to increased mortality due to
atmospheric exposure during winter drawdown-
If low spring water levels ensue following
winter drawdown, sprÍng spawning esocid 

9populations may be affected either by atresia-
(June, 1970) or loss of shallow weed bed
spawning habitat.

Crooks' (I972) study identified the classic
Iong term change in biological productivity
following impoundment of Lac Seul in 1935-
However, the specific effects of annual water
level variation upon fish populations within
the lake remain unanswered. Hough et âI-,
(1981) noted that such fluctuations were
indeed detrimental to Lac SeuI fish produc-
tion. Their opinion was based on a correla-
tion between increased annual water level
fluctuations (commencing in 1958) and decreas-
ing commercial harvests (post-1963) . Conse-
guently, the actual sustainable'yield for
éommercially harvested coregonids may in
fact be lower than that suggested by the
currently accepted yields based on parti-
tioning of the M.E.f-

9
Resorption of eggs -
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b. Diversion of Water from Lake St. Joseph

Flow from Lake St. Joseph has increased
by increments since inception of the
diversion in 1958 (Table 4.15). Although
water coming into Lac Seul from this
source is lower in total dissolved solids,
this factor is considered to have a minimal
effect on fish growth and productivity(letter from W.c. Cleavely to L. Ringñam,
February 22, 1965, in Weilandt, I9g2). In
fact, however, no dãEa currently exists
concerning the nutrient regimes operating
in Lac Seul with respect to the rälation-
ships between the lake and incoming tribu-
taries. Regardless, thj_s condition must
be accepted as is, since the Ministry of
Natural Resources has no jurisdiction over
the diversion ffow from Lake St. Joseph.

c. Population Evaluation

Data is needed on populations, distribu-
tion and movements of the fish species
inhabiting Lac Seul. Further, consist-
ent and comparable fish harvest monitor-
ing methods must be implemented in order
to refine estimates of the fish resource
base within each basin. These types of
data are necessary to confidently identi-
fy the degree of overharvest evident in
some of Lac Seul's basins and to effici-
en+-ly allocate the fisheries resource
base by basin.

As previously stated, overharvest of north-
ern pike was evident in 1979. However, the
1979 harvest data also indicated exploitation
over a broad size range, revealing strong
representation by older age classes (Hough
et aI., 1981). Data from Marshall (198I)
indicated overharvests in basins 15 and 16,
coupled with an increase in average weight
and decrease in catch per unit effort (C.U.E.)
over L979 data. Ilough et ãI., (1981) noted
that I979 angling pressures were actually
less than the combined commercial and angling
harvests experienced prior to L970. Further,
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decreased growth rates were observed by Crooks
(L972) between 1960-6I and 1968-70 and by
Hough et al., (198f) between 1970 and 1978'
In combination, these data patterns suggest
that either the northern pike populations are
being underexploited (thereby implying that
the partitioned potential species yield
assigned to northern pike is extremely
eonservatíve), or that habitat quality
has been reduced, owing to increased water
level fluctuations. This dilemma rein-
forces the necessity to establish popula-
tion and habitat assessment data.

Information is required concerning the distri-
bution patterns of Lac Seul walleye and pike -

SpecificalIy, data is required that wilI iden-
tify dist.inct sportfish populations within the
lake. The acquisition of such data woul-d
a1Iow for more accurate determinations of
relative harvest potential within basins,
and could necessitate reallocation between
basins to better suit fisheries management
purposes. Tagging studies would be useful
to determine the extent to which overharvest
in one population basin may be compensated
for by migration from underutilized basins.
Spatial and temporal sportfish migration
dàta would also provide an indication of
the utility of sanctuaries, such as Root
River.

Data concerning the location of spawning beds
is sparse. Crooks (L972) identified a few
walleye spawning sites, however, the present
condition of these areas, and their potential
contribution to recruítment is unknown.
Present manpower and equipment availability,
coupled with the inaccessibitity to potential
spawning sites on Lac SeuI during the spring
thaw, make the acquisition of this data a
formidable task.

Generally, habitat and population assessment data is

and coregonid species inhabit-concerning sPortfish

Seul. Present harvest controls and management

prevention of increasedare insufficient in the
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fishing pressure and provision of additionar fish resources.
A data base beyond that provided by the M.E.r. is necessary
to more efficiently manage the Lac SeuI fishery.

4.4.2.2 Lack of public Awareness

with respect to the issues previously iterated, lack
of public arvareness does not appear to be a major problem.
Regurations have eliminated major conflicts between commer_

ci-al fishermen and anglers, timber companies and todge oper-
ators. Past investigations on water revel fluctuations,
mercury contamination and the Root River diversion have
incorporated adequate public information components.

once a scientific data base is estabrished with respect
to populations, habitat and harvest data, it will be necessary
to inform the public of conditions and effects of exploitation
on Lac seul and the initiatives necessary to effectivery
manage the fishery. However, any future public informatÍon
component regarding the fishery resources of Lac Seul wil_I
only meet with success if the management decisions affect_
ing the interest groups are supported by a sound scientific
and technical data base.

a. fneffective Institutions
The Ministry of Natural Resources has nocontrol over water leveI fluctuations inLac Seul. Control and monitoring of waterlevels is the sole responsibility-oi tn.Lake of the Woods Control Board iUougnet â1., 1981) . Although minimum ,.i.",
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levelsr or maximum fluctuation ranges' are
not in effect, the Board attempts to reach
a level of 355 m a.s.l. by the opening of
fishing season (ca. May 15, annually) to
allow safe navigation to and from most
lodges (Hough et al., i-9BI) . This target
cannot always be met. Therefore, OMNR
fisheries management programs must operate
within this constraint regardless of poten-
tía1 effects on fish population stability.

4.5 Projected Yield Based on Present Management
Practices

Harvest avaitable to commercial fishermen is expected

to remain constant for vifiitefish and coarse fish species.

Projected yield for walleye wí11 depend upon commerciaf and,

more notably, sport harvests. It is assumed that commer-

cial walleye harvest will comprise components of the walleye

stocks not utilized by the sport fishery. This Ieve1 of

harvest is expected to continue as per I9BI levels. Pro-

jected annual yields available to the commercial fishery

are:

Lake I'lhitef ish: 52 ,935 kg (quota)

Walle1ze: 9,A92 kg (quota)

Coarse Fishz 46,679 kg (avg. harvest L976-1981)

The supply of northern pike availabl-e for sport fish har-

vest is expected to decline at a constant rate (Weitandt, L9B2).

Based on the supply balance between sustainable yield and an-

nual angling harvest, it is not unreasonable to expect a 503or

greater reduction in the avail-ability of northern pike by the

year 2000. ThÍs would result in a reduction of annual,
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allowable harvest from 42,248 kg to 2I,I29 kg. fn order to
retain constant angling quality to the year 2000, this reduc-

tion in northern pike allowabre harvest would necessitate a

drop in angl-er day effort from 7,L26 (1979 estimates) to

3,563 angler days ((projected year 2000 (Weílandt, 1982)).

Since current walleye harvests are at a Ievel below

the sustainable yield, the walleye supply is expected to

remain constant for Lac SeuI as a whole to the year 2000.

Variation in this supply balance is expected to occur for

some basins. Using the I-979 effort estimate for walleye

of 26,808 angler-days (Hough et â1., 19Bl) effort to the

year 2000 is expected to increase by 304 (i.e., to 34,800

angler-days). Horvever, factors such as non-resident

angling pressure, shifts in species-specific effort towards

walleye as northern pike C.U.E.'s decline, harvest levels by

native people and an improvement in the current economic

climate are as yet poorly accounted for. An increase in

any or all of these factors could easily contribute to

future walÌeye overharvests under the existing supply bal-

ance relationships. Another potentially significant compo-

nent of the walleye harvest, winter angling pressure, remains

unquantified. Considering the lack of these data in the

harvest component of walleye, it is perhaps reasonable to

assume that the I979 walleye hêrvest estimates are conserva-

tive.



CHAPTER V

MÀNAGEMENT DIRECTIVES

5.1 Introduction

This section presents optimum fisheries management

strategies aimed towards the efficient allocation of the

Lac Seul fishery resources. The primary objective of the

fisheries management strategies for Lac Seul- reflects the

goals of the SPOF progranme, that is;

to protect, rehabíLitate, enhanee and
maintain 0ntario I s fish communíties
and their enuironment to pt,ouide a.n
optimum contribution of fish, fishing
opportunities and associated benefits
to society.

(sPoF,19B1)

The objectives, targets and management tactics specific

to the allocation of Lac Seul fish resources will be discus-

sed under each SPOP sub-goal, specifically:

Fish Communities
Water Quality and Fish Habitat
Contributions to Society
Public Awareness and Scientific Knowledge

(sPoF, I9B1)

targets stated for each SPOF sub-The objectives and

goal will be followed by

strategies suggested to

a brief discussion

achieve objectives

of management

and targets.

5.2 Fish Communities

SPOF Sub-goal: to secure
fish community based on a
of stable self-sustaining

a desirable
foundation
stocks'.
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The physical and biological characteristics of Lac

Seul have been described in Chapter I. The lake consists of

23 morphometrically distinct basins, inhabited by waIleye,

northern pike and whitefish. Discrete subpopulations of

these three species are as yet unidentified for Lac Seul.

Deep, cool water habitat is limited in a number of Lac seul

basins. However, temperature and oxygen (Hough et âl''

lgBl) profiles indicate that conditions are sufficiently

within the tolerance limits of all three community species

(scott and crossman, 1973) throughout the basins of Lac

seul. Therefore, for the purpose of allocation, Lac SeuI

is assumed to consist of 23 distinct basins, each contain-

ing a fish community structure of walleye (262 poLential

yield) , whitefish Q2%) and northern pike (15%) (Neville

Ward, pers. comm. ) .

The allocational objectives and targets for the Lac

seul fish community will be discussed from the points of

view of the three main use components of the fishery: sport
'ì

f ishery, corrmercial físhery and domestic fishery. -

t
Domestic fishery refers to the component

communities harvested annually by native peoples
seul Indian Reserve 28 for personal consumption.

of fish
of Lac
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5.2.r
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Fish

1 Objective and Target

To meet the angLer demand for sport fish
at the Aea.T 2000 based on an angLer sat-
isfaction LeueL of tuo kiLograms per
angler-day or the Lake's ca.pabiLity to
produce sport, fish, uhicheuer is Least.

(o¡4NR, J'982)

Questionnaires and interviews provided recreational

user-day data (Hough et aI., 1981) and an estimate of angler

demand of 35,700 angler days for Lac Seul during the period

May t9 October 31, Ig7g. Ontario residents account for

3,800 angler-days (202 Iocal, 43 non-Iocal Ontario residents)

and non-residents for 31,900 angler-days (74? American, I%

non-resident Canadians ) .

Trend data stated in section 4.2.2 suggest that angling

demand by resident sport fishermen will be maintained at

present levels until the year 2000. However, non-residents

demand is expected to increase by I.25 percent per year to

the year 2000. Assuming this trend continues, projected

demand for sport fish by non-residents is 41,408 angler-

days representing a 30% increase in demand from IgTg to

2000. Table 5.1 illustrates the determination of the sport-

fish target by user group, given an angler satisfaction

l-evel of two kilograms per angler-day. Projected sport-

fish demand by species is determined in Appendix 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Sportfish targets to the year 2000 for Lac Seul

User
Group

Angler Demand
L97ga

(angler-days )

Projected De-
nand 2-000b

(angl-e r-days )

Projected Hårvest
t Based on I9l9 

^(kg) Harvest Levels'(kg)
Harve

Ta rge t
c
c

On tarío
Resident

Non-
Res Íden t

3,800

31, 900

3, 800 7, 600

41,408 82,8L6

l-8,677

203,5L5

To ta1 35, 700 45,208 90,4l-6 222,r92

uTublu 9.10, Hough, et a1., (1981).

bD"*"nd projection based on NW region growth criteria.
cHarvest target based on angler satisfactíon level of 2 kg per

angler-day.

dHypoth"tical harvest based on 1979 harvest levels of 5 kg. Per
angle r-day .
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In L979, a total of I75,46I kg of sportfish (walleye,

northern pike) was harvested during 35,700 angler-days

throughout the creel survey period (Hough et al., 19Bl).

This represents 5 kg of sportfish per angler-day. The

capability of Lac Seul to produce sportfish, as determined

by the MEf is estimated at l-73r580 kg. Compared, these

figures indicate that during 1979, the Lac Seul sport fishery

was being overharvested.

The extent and percentage of overharvest, by basin,

for walleye and northern pike is illustrated in Table 5.2.

Commercial walleye harvest values are included for the

applicable basins. These data suggest that 12 of Lac Seul's

23 basins--most notably basins g, 9 and 12 with greater

than 1008 overharvest - we!:e overharvested during L979.

Overharvests of northern pike are most evident in basins L,

2,3, 7, B,

suggest that

maintenance

12 (Figure 5.1). These data strongly

are necessary.

Sportfish demand and harvest targets for the year 2000

are compared with l-979 figures and the lake's capability to

produce sport fish in Table 5.3. The data in this table

illustrates the challenge to the fishery manager of realiz-

ing the SPOF sportfish targets for Lac Seul to the year

2000. As the sportfish demand of 35,700 angler-days

9, 10 and

immediate

of northern

strategies designed to ensure

pike populations within Lac

the

SeuI



lable 5.2: Haxlar'm 8usÈalnable yleld and 1979 aport and harvest data, uslng H,t{. Reglon partltfonlng crlterla,for r*alleye and northern plke ln the 23 baslns of Lac óeul.

lla l leye

Bastn Hsya sportb t:ffi6-
HSY

Remaln-
lnt

Percent (Z)
Over-
harveat

ke

MSY

Remaln-
lnB

1,869
170
553
719

1,002
1, 058
1,938
r,735
2,?26

Percenc (I)
Over-
harveaÈ

rl¡
210
138
100
60

548

HSï
Reoel¡-
fng

Perceot (I)
Over-
harvec t.

óE
1æ
227
58
I

317
18

Northern Pf

FISY HarvegËb

lotal Gæe Ffsh

I
2

3
4

5
6

7

I
9

10
ll
l2
l3
14
15
l6
I7
18
19
20
2l
22
23

9,076
l,555

16,441
2, 381
1, 981

24,696
2,J28

703
3,153
2t716
5,767
1, 709

laa

1,951
3,347

- 9,918
- 2,682
-23,356

845
2t3

l0 ,568
- 2,329
- 847

520
,622
,048
, 785

,995
,325
,009

4,349
487

l2,680
94L
t02

6,823
2,485
1,307

14, 213
3, ó48
3,753
6 ,47 tl

429
9?3
747
t23

6,764
11,49 1

L,645
2,352
1,278

4,227
1,068
3,76r
I,441
1,879

1 3, 366
- L57

604
-10,460

912
2,O14

- 4,765
- 107

1,028
2,600

797
- 2,L42
- 6,061

140
643

3,047
3,008
3,716

5 t236
897

9,601
I,37 4
I,143

l4, 248
1,343

405
2,165
I,5 78
3,32f

986
18ó

1,126
1,931

300
2,667
5,797
1,030
L,7?8
2,495
1,7 35
2,280

15,154
3,579

3?,957
529
930

3,680
1,677
L,252
5,147
3,160
5, 358
6, 388

L72
444
6?

130
3,220
5,068

28
670
557

19,503
4 ,0ó6

45,631
1,470
1,032

15 ,010
6,157
2,559

19,360
6, 809
9, lll

12.862
601

1, 367
BO9
253

9 ,984
2L,L77
1,673
3,022
I,835

,286
,og2
,9i4
,4gó
,451

-13,442
- 2,494
_L7
-I0, 16 7

- 93
1,7lo
7,469

561
- 2,695
- 5,332

1,142
1,701
4,995
4,7 43
5,942

36
66
75

H
O
\o

-2
-l
-2
-5

3l
34

4;
604,6L8

l{SY Harvestb

14,3L2
2,452

26,o1.2
3,7 56
3,r24

38,944
3,67L
I,108
5,918
4,314
9,094
2,695

508
3to77
5,278

190
300
243

- 5r191
- 1,614
-19,595

4,507
2

2

23
-2
-1

I
86

280
33

278
33

,982
,582
,031
,4O2

T4
682

4

10
I
2

4

3

3

20
820
289

952 236

845
8r5
723
820
743
232

7

15
2

4
ó
4
ó54 290

lotel Ll0"0O2 B3,2SO 9,IZS t7 r6t7 63,578 IZ,ZLL _28,633

\axlnr'ua SusÈalnabte Yleld - sPortfteh - baeed on N.lJ. Reglon parÈltlonfng crlterla.bspo.a, coæercfal and oÈher herveat e.tinåtea from Hough, et aI., l9gl.

173,580 184,596 -1I,006
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l¡crthern Pike-Np)

1..
1. NP : I90t
2. NP - 300t
3. NP - 243t
7. NP - I73t; lÞ - 7f
8. NP - 210t;wa- 868

I

H
H
O
I6

./"!

6
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NP-
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Wa-
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l00r;
60t
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33r
20tt
60r

1^¡å - 280t
tta - 33t

Ha-27 I t

Wa - 46t

\
I
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\i"
'i

J

)

q

12
13
L7
1BCyrt¡, ltoò,,r'.,",

1

5u,r't L,,^t'.'l
at

Fign:re 5.1: Overharvested Basins, Lac Seul.



Table 5.3:

User
Group

0ntarlo
Res id en t

Non-
Res ídent

d

comparison of year 2000 sportflsh targets r,¡ith Lac seul sportfishproduction capabllity and 1979 demand and harvest figures.

Year 1979 Sportfish Demand Year 2000 S portflsh Demand

Capabilirya Angler Daysb

3, g0o

Hough, et al 1981.

Es t ima ted
Harves t

( Le)
Angler Days

3,800

Anticlpated
Harvest

(ke)

7 ,600

MSY Ml_nus
Anticipated

llarve s t
(Year 2000)

Wa 17,316
Np 3,043

Wa 42,682
Np 45,699 H

F
ts

Toral 173,580 35,700 108,740c 45,208 x 2 kg= g0,416d g3,164

acapability (in kg/yr) represents total potential yfe1d, assuming yield partitioned on theof 157 for northern píke anð 26% for ralleye (Neville ward, pers.comm.). Data from Table
h" Frorn Table 9 . 10,

"Fro* Table 6.15,

31, 900 41, 408 82,9L6

Hough, et a1., 1981, based on number of flsh kept.
Sportflsh harvest target for the year 2000, based on angler satisfaction level of 2 kg perangler-day.

basis
11 .3.
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increases by 30S to 45,208 angler-days during the period

leading up to the year 2000, harvest level-s must be con-

trolled such that the current yield of 5 kg per angler-day

(Hough et al., 19Bl-) is reduced to the angler satisfaction

l-eve1 of 2 kg per angler day (olrNn, 1982). The following

management strategies are suggested in order to achieve the

sportfish targets.

5.2.I.2 Management Strategies - Sportfish

Northern pike are currently being overharvested in

several basins of Lac Seul. In order to meet projected

angler demand for the year 2000 it is apparent that harvest

leveLs for pike must be brought within the biological limits

of the population.

As non-resident anglers comprise up to BBg of all

anglers on Lac SeuI (Hough et al., 19BI), control of this

user group, with respect to the harvesting of northern pike,

could effectively reduce harvest pressure on this species -

lactí.e:

Decrease present possession limit for
northern pike of 6, to a possession
limit of 3 for non-resident anglers
utilizíng Lac Seul. New limit of 3

northern pike wilI further be restrict-
ed to include only 1 northern pike at
trophy size.

Encourage a redirection of non-resident
northern pike angling effort to waters
in the vicinity of Lac Seul capable of
sustaining additional angling pressure
for northern pike, i.e., restrictive
zoning of overharvested Lac Seul- basins
(e.s., resident-only anglitg, basin-specific) .

1

2
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Walleye are similarly being overharvested in a number

of basins. Additional harvest pressures on this species

could be

speci fic

declines.

angler effort as

Both walleye

anticipated as a result of shifts in species-

the supply of northern pike

and northern pike stocks are

of overharvest pressure in basinsexperiencing the majority
of closest proximity to Ear Fa1Is, Hudson and Sioux Lookout.

Redirection of angler-effort to less exploited basins woul-d

and enforcement difficulties.present formid-al:'l e management

Rather, the following strategies are suggested:

Tactic:

3 Initiate an "Assessment Study" on Basin 9 -
Vaughan Lake, for a 3-year period. This
study would necessitate a 3-year closure of
the Vaughan Lake fishery. Chemical and
physical data would be collected to verify
the production Þotential of this basin.
fndex netting would be undertaken to estab-
lish growth rate data, condition factors
and population stress indicators. Spawning
and nursery habitat availability/utilization
would be investigated for walleye and north-
ern pike. Sedimentation studies would be
initiated to determine rate of succession
(infilling) of potential northern pike
spawning habitat.
Once acquired, such data would provide a
solid foundation upon which to base rehab-
ilitation strategies for similarly stressed
basins within Lac Seul.

Conduct a "roving" creel surveyz on basins I,
2 and 3 (through Red Lake District, OMNR) and
basin 12 Deception Bay (through sioux Lækout
District, OMNR) to verify/determine leveIs of
angler harvest and pressure and to exanLire tlese
parameters by angler origin. Compare creel

4

2
As per Malvestuto et al., 1978.
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survey parameters to those calculated
for all basins in 1979. Continue creel
survey monitoring every third year there-
after to develop trend data. UtiLíze
creel survey data to evaluate the impact
of a reduced. northern pike catch limit
for non-resident anglers.

Promote a greater utilization of fish
species (e.g. perch, whitefish) other
than prime sportfish (walleye, northern
pike) within basins capable of incurring
increased harvest levels.

The Adamhay Lake (basin 23) winter waJ-leye fishery

appears to be a very significant, though as yet unquantified,

component of the walleye harvest within this basin (John

McDonald, pers. comm.). Adamhay Lake is considered a very

important walleye spawning area due to the large number of.

inflowing tributaries; the area retains sanctuary status for

spawning walleye from March 15 to June 2L, incl-usive. Bodaly

(t9BO) has suggested that soawning walleye tend to move back

towards spawning areas as early as the fall prior to spring

spawning. If such is the case for Lac Seul, then it is

Iikely that a significant portion of potential walleye spawn-

ers are being removed by the Adamhay Lake winter fishery.

Continued removal of potential spawning w.aIleye by a winter

fishery could severely limit the utility of applying sanctu-

ary status to this important basin of Lac Seul. The follow-

ing management strategies are suggested for the Adamhay Lake

5

area:



Tactic:

Continue walleYe
(l4arch 15 June

1I5

spawning sanctuarY status
2I) each year.

6

7 Initiate a walleye tagging program to pro-
vide temporal and spatial information on
walleye movements and inter-basin migra-
tion.

Initiate an extensive winter creel survey
of Adamhay Lake. Data collected should
include angling pressure and harvest,
average weight determination, catch per
unit effort and condition of walleye at
time of catch (i.e. with or wj-thout spawn/
milt).3 If harvests are found to be
excessive--especially with respect to
potential spawners--it may be necessary
to extend sanctuary status to include
protection of the winter fisherY.

5.2 2 Commercial Físh

5 "2 "2.L Ob jective and Target

To maíntain the current LeueL of comner-
ciaL fish production uithin the commercicL
fishtng bLocks of Lac SeuL. The target
for Lac SeuL commerciaL fisheries uiLL be
the sum of eæistíng quotas and alerage
haruest (L976 - L9B1, incLusi'ue) for
specíes not on quota.

(OMNR, L982)

Average commercial harvest levels (I976-1981 inclus-

ive) are compared with existing quotas for commercially

fished species in Table 5.4. These data indicate that

3The author has
is currently

been informed that this management
being undertaken, Jan. 6 - March ]5'

(.f . McDonald, pers.comm.).
tactic
1983,

B

7-days per week
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Table 5.4: Comparlson of average colTmercial harvest levels
(1976-1981) v¡ith coumercíal harvest quotas'
Lac Seul. Al-l values in kg.

Whitefish Other a
Walleye

Year Harvest Quota Harvest Quota Harvest Quota

Total Com-
merc ial
Harves t

r976

l-977

T97 B

r979

1980

19 81

2,316

4,3r7

6,2L5

9,r25

9,401

8,762

9,092

9,092

9,O92

9,O92

9,092

9,092

46 ,1BB

49,029

49,994

5r,27 5

57 ,990

5L,779

52,955

52,955

52,955

52,955

52,955

52,955

rl ,863

77 ,r55

69,223

44 ,7 42

31,l-93

40,067

66,T8]

130,555

L25 ,442

ro5,L42

9B,584

100, 445

0

0

tl

0

0

0

Average 6,698 9,092 50,54 3 52,955 46,679 0 104, 393

aspecies included
(Íncidental) ,

DaËa source: Table 4.8, this rePort

ling, sucker, tullíbee, yellow perch' northern pike
chubs.
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quota controLs have been reasonably effective in regurating
the commerciaf fishery. Hence, wal-reye and whitefish quotas
should be maintained as they currently exist within respective
commercial fishing blocks; an annual commercial harvest revel
of 46,680 kg is suggested for species not on quota. 4

5.2.2.2 Management Strategies Commercial Fish

As indicated in Figure 5.1, walleye overharvest is
apparent in basin 18. A portion of commercial_ fishing Block
4 is contained within this basin. Although there is no data
to suggest that walleye overharvest in this basin is attribut-
able to commercial fishing, the folrowing management strate-
gies are suggested as a meaRs of avoiding potential confricts
with the sport fishery:

Tactic:

9 - Encourage a redirection of demand to basins,
or parts of basins capabre of sustaining addi-tional fishing pressure with particur-ar atten-tion to basins where conflicts aïe anticipated
with the sport fishery

l-0- continue to promote a greater utirization ofcoarse fish species such as sucker, tulribee
and burbot.

The following are intended as general management

strategies aimed at achieving commerciar fish targets to
the year 2000:

4b̂pe cre s
suckers, chubs,

not on quota include: tullibee, burbot,
etc

perch,
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Taetic:

11. l4onitor commercial fish operations on a
continual basis for signs of overharvest
and adjust quotas accordingly.

Apply scientific knowledger âs it becomes
available, to refine the I'ÍEI determined
potential yield of the commercial fish-
ing blocks, such that accurate product-
ivity determinations and quotas will
ensure a sustained yield.

12-

13. Encourage fu11 utilízation of fish stocks
allocated to¡ard the commercial fishery,

5.2.3 Domestic Fishez,y

SPOF Guidelines do not provide specific management

directives for the domestic fishery component. Therefore,

suggested objectives, targets and management strategies

appropriate to the allocation of the fish community component

utilized by native peopl-es inhabiting Lac Seul- Indian Reserve

28 will be outlined.

The current population (I982) of natives living on

Lac Seul Indian Reserve 28 is 537 residents (t"targ Eady, Band

Membership Clerk, DIAND, Sioux Lookoutr personal communica-

tion, February 11, 1983). Off-reserve residents, Iiving in

Hudson, Sioux Lookout, Ear Fa1ls, Savant Lake and Kenora,

approximates 734 residents (OMNR, I9B1). This data compared

with t-9B2 estimates suggests a growth rate of 3.5 percent per

year for Lac SeuI Indian Reserve 28 on-reserve residents.

Projecting this growth rate to the year 2000 indicates that
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on-reserve residents of the Lac SeuI Band will be approxi-

mately 1000 residents.

Domestic consumption by natives on Lake of the Woods

was estimated at 35 kg of fish per year (Hough et aI., 1982).

The Lake of the Woods study further suggested that 33e" of

the domestic harvest was comprised of walleye.

Apptying these values to Lac Seul Indian Reserve 28,

the domestic component of harvest in LgB2 would be I8,795 kg

of fish , of which 6,202 kg are walleye. Projected harvest

to the year 2000 (based on the above population estimates

and a consumption level of 35 kg fish per year), will be

35,000 kg of fish, 11,550 kg of which will be walleye.

In order to refine the species composition of the

domestic fisher¡2, it has been suggested that index netting

experiments be initiated to determine the percent fish bio-

mass (by species) of the domestic fishery (Nevil-le r.dard,

pers.corrrm., Februarv 4, 1983).

5.2.3.1 Objective and Target

To maintain a domestic consumption
level of 35 kg/fish Per vear for
members of Lac Seul Indian Reserve 28.
The target for the Year 2000 will be
43,750 kg/fish per year, 11,375 kg of
which are wa11eye.
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5.2.3.2 Management Strategies Domestic Fishery

Tacti c

14. Conduct a survey on Lac SeuI fndian Reserve
28 to determine consumption levels of alI
fish and the top predator component. Obtain
census data from DIAND, Sioux Lookout Office,
regarding the number of on-reserve inhabit-
.nls. Conduct index netting experiments
to indicate percent fish biomass, bY species,
for the domestic harvest- Use data to re-
fine demand and harvest estimations.
Repeat survey at 5-year intervals to estab-
Ii;h population growth rates, emigration
rates and capacity of the reserve to support
band members.

5.3 Water QualitY and Fish Habitat

SPOF Sub-goal: to secure an environment
which wil-1 sustain unimpaired fish commu-
nities and those ecosystem components on
which they dePend.

This sub-goal presupposes the sub-goa1 for Fish commu-

nities as

tenance of

desireable fish communities may reguire the main-

both water and habitat qualitY.

5.3. I Water QuaLitY

In general, water ouality does not appear to be a

problem with regard to Lac seul. Navigational hazards

exist (e.g. sunken timber debris) and are further aggrawated bV

fluctuating water levels. However, this issue is beyond

the jurisdictional control of the OI'INR. Data presented

in Section 4.L.2.3 indicates that fish in Lac SeuI are fit

for human consumption, though users are advised to foll-ow
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Ministry of Environment (Cn4OE, 1979) EruiCe1ines. as-.they pertain

to the consumption of walleye and northern pike. All

other water quality criteria measured by MOE indicate that

the water quality of Lac SeuI is adequate to secure an

environment which wil-1 sustain unimpaired fish communities

and related ecosystem components.

5. 3. I . I Objective and Target

lÍaintain water ouality at present
standards to the year 2000.

5.3.I.2 Management Strategies Water Quality

The responsibility of maintaining water quaì-ity is

shared cooperatively between Omr (through Water Resources

Act and Environmental Protection Act) and CFNR (through the

Fisheries Act) (Nevi1le I,Iardr pêrs. comm.)

Fisheries management strategies pertaining to r^/ater

guality will be contingent upon the acquisition of water

quality data as it becomes available either through ItlOE or

I'INR r¡onítoring programs.

?actic:

t5. Acquire water quality data every 5 years
and incorporate this data into on-going
fisheries management schemes.
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5 .3. 2 Fish Habitat

5-3.2.L Objective and Target

To maintain the present quantity and
ouality of fish habitat for the fish
communities of Lac Seul to the Year
2000.

5.3.2.2 l'lanagement Strategies - Fish Habitat

Section 2-2.3 of the Literature Review discusses the

specific impacts of water level fluctuations on northern

pike habitat. The observations of several authors

(Section 2.2.3) woul-d suggest that an assessment of

northern pike spawning and nursery habitat would provide

a realistic determination of the contributions of these

habitats to the recruitment of northern pike stocks. Data

generated from the assessment could then be utilized to

refine potential yield estimates for northern pike as

determined by the MtrI.

Tactic:

16. Initiate an assessment to evaluate
potential spawning and nurserY habi-
tat for northern Pike. Examine
succession rates of embayments using
aerial photos from 1954 to present.
Conduct spring on-site surveys to
determine presence,/absence of spawn-
ing norther:n pike. Use Landsat
imagery or infrared photos to examine
water thermal changes at time of spawn-
ing. Apply coll-ected data to producti-
vity determinations for northern pike.
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The following general management strategies relate to

the protection of fish habitat for the remaining fish species

comprising the Lac Seul fish community.

Taetic:

17. Continue shoreline
to Prevent erosion
ing habitats.

development
and protect

regu lations
shore spawn-

Continue modified management area designa-
tion of shorelines to protect potential
spawning areas and littoral habitats that
aie of importance for fish productivity'

FJxamine proposed road construction and
bridge crossing plans (e.g. MacKenzie Bay
Roadi which may affect Lac SeuI and in-
flowing tributaries with the aim of regula-
ting access to vul-nerable fish resources
and protecting potential spawning and
nursêry habitats from uostream erosion'

5.4 Contributions to Societlz

SPOF Sub-goal: to provide an optimum con-
tribution of fish, fishing opportunities
and associated benefits to meet society's
needs for: wholesome food, recreation,
employment and income and a healthy human
environment.

5.4 . I 0bi ectiue and Target

To increase the contribuiions to the LocaT
economA of the Lac SeuL area and to the
negi.onal economy o f northuestev'n Ontario,
coincident üíth the anticipated increase
in angler-days through to the Uear 20C0.

18.

r9.
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. 5.4.2 Management Strategies - Contributions
to SocLety

In order to ensure a continual contribution to loca]

and regional economies through fishery based tourism, it is

essential that quality sport fishing opportunities are made

available through the achievement of fish community targets.

The increased demand projected for non-resident sport fisher-

men is expected to make significant contributions to locaL

and regional economies. However , for such economic contri-

butions to be realized, mechanisms are reguired to transform

current non-resident non-contributors into future contribu-

tors to the sport fishery based economy.

In 1984, the CEÍNR proposes to institute regulations

that wiII reguire non-resident sport fishermen to be identi-

fied with a "base of operations " " Those non-resident

anglers not staying at an established tourist lodge or

Provincial Park will be required to purchase a Crown Land

Resource Access Permit (John McDonald, pers.comm.). The

fee for such a permit is proposed to approximate the

Provincial Park daily camping fee. Changes in current

licensing structure for non-resident anglers have also

been proposed, whereby thepr-esent seasonal- non-resident

angling permit mav be changed to a three-week angling

permit of which a maximum of two such permits are available

per non-resident angler per year (John McDonald, pers.comm.).
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ft is anticipated that tl¡ese

posed by (MìR. will- generate

province and will encourage

the Lac Seul- area tourist lodges.

Tac tíc :

management strategies, pro-

increased revenues to the

an increased utilization of

society's
and their

20.

2r. Evaluate current non-resident seasonal
angling permit as provincial policies
affecting the sport fishery change.

5.5 Public Awareness and Scientific Knowledge

fnstitute a mandatory Crown Land Resource
Access Permit program aimed at non-resident
sport fishermen not iclentified with an
established tourist lodge or Ontario
Provincial Park "

SPOF Sub-goa1: to contribute to
understandíng of fish ecosystems
interdependence with man.

5.5. I PubLic At)areness

5. 5. 1. 1. Objective

To inform the public of the management
pLanning actiuitie s pÍ'opo s ed f or Lac
Seul.

5-5-r.2 Management Strategies
Awareness

Publi c

ry,,^+;ñJUUUUV

Hotd public information and participation
meetings upon the release of the Lac Seul
Fisheries Management PIan Final Draft
and at each S-year review and update of
the plan.

))
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Tactic:

23

24.
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Scientific KnouLedge

5-5.2.I Objective

To promote the exPansion of the
fisheries data base to enabLe-*onognn" to make better deei's'Lons
and to assess Pï'ogress and imPacts
of ma.nagement Programs.

5.5.2.2 Management Strategres
Knowledge

Scien ti fi c

Apply and integrate data. collected in
piãpôsea assessment studies for Lac
'S"ri (Section 5.2-I-2 and 5'3'2'2) to
areas of the lake exhibiting similar
conditions.

Utilize assessment studY data
Lake of the Woods Assessment
and other units such as Lake
or Lake NiPissing.

from
Uni t
Nipigon



CHAPTER V]

AILOCATION AND SUI'IMARY

6. I Introduction

This section presents the priorization of management

tactics developed in ehapter V and a discussion of potential

yield based on priorized management tactics, leading to the

efficient allocation of Lac SeuI fish stocks to the various

user groups.

To facilitate the priorization of management tactics,

tactics dÍscussed in Chapter V are listed and grouped

(Appendix 6.1) to iltustrate those tactics which are new,

those implVing a continuation of managenrent tactics current-

Iy in place, tactics requiring further consideration and

tactics deemed not feasible at present.

New management strategíes are priorized by subjective

eval-uation, rather than the cost-effectiveness approach

suggested in The Guidelines for District Fisheries l'lanage-

ment Plans (SPOF, 19Bl-) . The subjective eval-uation method

for priorization reflects the author's opinion regarding

those strategies which will incur the least relative costs

upon implementation" The priorization of new management

strategies may be reassessed using cost-effectiveness analy-

sis once annual budgets for Lac Seul have been allocated.

Potential yield based on new management tactics is

discussed for each basin ín Section 6.3. Management empha-

sis required to achieve future targets is indicated for each

basi n .
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The final section indicates the allocation of the Lac

Seul fish stocks based on the following

(le78):

allocational ranking

system established bY SPOF

Priori ty
Ranking Allocate to

All residents (maintenance and/or
rehabilitation of the resource)

Native people with TreatY fishing
rights for subsistance and/or
traditional needs

Resident sport fishermen

Business enterprises - priority between
commercial fish or sport fishing in-
dustries to be decided on the basis
of optimum benefits to the residents
of Ontario.

(modified from WePruk, I9Bl)

For the purpose of fishery allocation for Lac Seul-,

priority 4, is broken down such that non-resident contributor

sport fishermen have priority over the commercial fishery.

The benefits to the local and regional economy of northwest-

ern Ontario, from the lodge based fishing industry (catering

almost whoIlV to non-resident sport fishermen), far exceeds

those derived from the commercial fishery at Lac Seul (Hough

et a}., 1981). It is this premise that establishes priority

of non-resident contributors over the commercial fishery.

However, a thorough valuation of benefits between these

groups remains to be completed. ft is suggested that the

economic analysis techniques discussed in Section 2-3 be

undertaken to provide a more thorough account of these values '

1

2

3

4
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Once this is done, âllocationa1

may be established with greater

pri ori ties

confidence

listed under rank 4

and accountability.

6.2 Priorization of New l,lanagement Tactics

The priorization of new management tactics will- proceed

by sub-dividing tactics with respect to their expected time

of implementation

The Lac Seul Fisheries Management Planning program is

considered to continue for a 2O-year period. This period

can be sub-divided into four S-year time frames. Five-year

revisions of the operational management plan are proposed at

the end of each time frame (SPOF, 19BI). These revisions

will evaluate the relative success or failure of management

tactics in achieving planned objectives. In order to faci-

litate the evaluation of management tactics during future

revisions, new management tactics are priorized by time frame,

within the following categories:

Tactics requiring inunediate implementation--
i.e. those tactics that are implemented in
time frame one. Some of these tactics will
require monitoring within later time frames.

Monitoring Tactics--i.e. tactics intended to
conmence during some year within time frame
one, with monitoring ât, e.9., 5-year inter-
vals in subsequent time frames (e.9., creel
surveys).

It is intended that these tactics wilI gener-
ate a trend-through-time data base.

1

2
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Lag/ConLingency Tactics--i.e. tactics in-
tendecl to come on stream durinq the
second or later time frames within the
planning period. The implementation
of these tactics will be contingent
upon the relative success,/fail-ure of
preceding tactics to achieve objectives,
temporal structure of budgeting, etc.

The following represents nev¡ management strategies

priorized within the above categories.

3

6.2

Priority I Tactic 2A zI Evaluate the proposed
Crown Land Access Permit.

The Crown Land Access Permit is scheduled for imple-

mentation early in time frame one and wil-I continue through-

out the duration of the management planning period, oD an

experimental basis. It will be necessary to review the

utility of the Crown Land Access Permit at each 5-year oper-

ational revision. Revisions should examine the effects of

the tactic imp'ìs¡s¡tation on non-resident angler demand,

and the success of the tactic as a means of generating reve-

nue from sport fishing--in particular the generation of

revenues from the current non-resident, non-contributor

angler group.

1
Tactics are stated here in abbreviated form; for

further detail, see ChaPter V.

I Imnediate
Frame 1

ImpLementation Strate gi e s - -Tim e
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Priori t 2 Tactic L: Decrease non-resident
northern pike angling limit from
6 to 3, allowing for one troPhY
size northern pike; this restric-
tion to apply to Lac Seul on1y.

Tactic one is intended to be implemented early in time

frame one, on

revasron.

an experimental basis, at least until the first

that time, the tactic should be assessed with

effects on northern pike populations and non-to

At

itsrespect

resident angler demand.

Priori t ? Tactic 24: Utilize assessment studies
from other Assessment Units that will
aid in fish stock imProvements.

Priority 4 Tactic l-4: SurveY Lac Seul Indian
Reserve 28 to determine annr¡al
guantity of fish consumPtion;
Index net to determine Percent
biomass by fish sPecies of
domestic harvest.

Tactic 14

the requirements

is intended to produce an accurate value of

of the domestic fisherY.

6.2.2 Monitoring Strategies

Prioríty I Tactic 4: Conduct roving creel surveys
on basins I, 2, 3 and 12-

Tactic 4 is intended for implementation within tj-me

frame one (e.g. year 2) with subsequent monitoring every

fifth year thereafter. This will allow for the acquisi-

tion of a trend-through-time data base '
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Priority 2 Tactic J-2: Apply scientific knowledge
as it becomes available to refine the
MEI determined potential yield of the
commercial fishery, such that accurate
productivity determinations and quotas
wiIl ensure a sustained yield.

Priority 3 Tactic 3: Continue the monitoring tac-
tics currently in place (see Appendix
6.1, B), in particular the AdamhaY
winter creel survey and tagging pro-
gram, to provide a solid trend-through-
time data base.

The degree to which immediate implementation and moni-

toring tactics can proceed in concert will depend upon cost-

effectiveness determinations made by district fisheries

managers for the Lac SeuI fishery.

6.2.3 Lag/Contingency Strategies

Priority I Tactic 2z Redirect non-resident north-
ern pike angling effort a!{ay from Lac
Seul restrictive zoning

The implementation of Tactic 2 will occur during time

frame 2 contingent upon the relative success/faíl-ure of

proposed immediate implementation strategies aimed at reduc-

ing northern pike overharvests. This tactic is designed to

mitigate against gross overharvests of northern pike in

specific basins.

Tactic 3:
Vaughan
factors

fnitiate assessment study of
Lake basin 9 - to examine
relating to overharvest.

Priority 2
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It will be necessary to implement Tactic 3, within

time frame 2, should immediate action strategies and scien-

tific knowledge (e.g. relating to MEI and production poten-

tial) fail to indicate factors responsible for the gross

overharvests in this basin. An assessment study of this

nature would require substantial funding. Therefore, it

is considered here as a lag strategy in order that managers

are provided with sufficient time to weigh the data collected

in the interim and be prepared to justify expenditures should

such an assessment be necessary. Tactic 3 is intended for

implementation at some year within time frame 2, contingent

upon the deliberations of the first five-year revision-

Priority 3

Tactic 23 is intended to come on stream during time

frame 2 or 3, contingent upon the completion of the Vaughan

Lake assessment study.

Prioritv 4 Tactic 9: Where conflicts occur between
the commercial fishery and other usel:-
groups, redirect commercial fishing
demands to basins capable of sustain-
ing additional Pressure.

The implementation of Tactic 9 is intended for basins

where top predators (e.g. wal-leye) are harvested by both

commercial and sport fisheries (e.g. basin 18). This tac-

tic should be considered in time frames 2, 3 and 4.

Tactic 232 Apply and integrate
Lake assessment studY data to
basins within Lac Seul.

Vaughan
similar
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Redirection of commercial i+'aI'leye

necessary contingent upon changes

harvest maY

in domestic

also be

fishing rights.

6.2

To date Lac

ment Unit status.

warded regarding

Lac Seul. For

However, many arguments have been

4 Management Strategies Requiring Further
C on s idev'ation

6.2.4.I Establishment of a Lac SeuI Fisheries
Assessment Unit

Seul has not been assigned Fisheries ASseS S-

for-

the establishment of an AssessmenL Unit for

example, Hanna and Michalski (t982) state:

...it is apparent that trends in the yLeld
of Lac SeuL's fishery correspond to th-e

,otnn LetteL chanEes that haue occurred' To

ansL)er d.efinitiueLy, uhat the optimum (uater)
regulation pattern shouLd be, r'eguLat ?io-
LoþicaL analysis f ot" each of the Lake basins
uouLd be required- Water resouTce mana'geï's
aiLL need to coLlect thís tApe of data in
the future if cnedíbLe responses a.Í'e to be
made and opti'mum regulation patterns are to
be formuLated...

Further, much of the data required to adeguately assess

the effects of water level fluctuations on spawning and nur-

sery habitats for the fish community of Lac seul could be

feasibly collected only through the large scale undertakings

of an assessment unit. Although Lac seüI is not presently

a candidate assessment unit, this option should be Ieft open

for future consideration-
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6.2.4.2 Assessment of Embayment Areas (Potential
Northern Pike Spawning Grounds) Using
LANDSAT Imagery

This technique was proposed (Section 5.3.2.2) as a

least-cost method for detecting rapidly changing thermal

regimes within embayments during northern pike spawning

periods. Hassler (1970) has suggested that northern pike

egg mortalities would be complete if increased sil-tation and

water leveI changes were combined with abrupt temperature

changes during the earJ.y,stages of egg development.

LANDSAT data is currently not available within the

required freauency (apparently the satellite passes over

northwestern Ontario every 1B days, Neville Ward' pers.colrrm. '

February 4, 1983) to properly detect these thermal effects.

At present, it is considered more crucial to acquire

fundamental data regarding location of northern pike =pu*r,-"

ing areas, siltation effects and spring water levels within

spawning zones. Once the fundamental data base is estab-

lished, further data, regarding water thermal regimes during

the northern pike spawning period, may be collected using

infra-red photo-techniques or LANDSAT imagery (should data

frequency improve, for this type of application, in the

future).
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6.3 Projected Yield Based on New ManagemenL Strategies

Quantitative projections of yield, by basin, are not

possible at this time since predicting the quantitative ef-

fects of new management strategies on fish production is

purely speculative. Rather, this section will indicate

management emphasis (i.e. maintenance or rehabilitation) for

each basin depending on the current state of harvest of the

respective basin. Maintenance or rehabilitative management

emphasis will be conducted Lhrough the aforementioned prior-

ized management tactics. The progress of the management

tactics toward the achievement of management emphasis for

each basin witl be assessed at each S-year revision through-

out the planning period.

Table 6.1 presents potential yield, by basin, and man-

agement emphasis. Basins exhibiting current (L979 ) over-

harvest will resuire rehabilitatíve management emphasis aimed

at bringing harvest leveIs within that basin's maximum sustain-

able yield (t'tSy). Management emphasis or) basins with no

apparent overharvest will involve maj-ntenance of harvest

levels within the potential (MSY) yield (SPOF, 19BI).

Through the implementation of priorized management

strategies, with consideration of the management emphasis

and production potential of each basin, the projected yield

for Lac SeuI fish stocks will be as follows:



6. 3. ! Commeret)aL Fishery

Projected yield will

for commercially harvested

L37

remain as per present quota level-s

species, i.e. :

Species Harvest (Eg )

Whitefish 52,935 quota

Walleye 9,09 2 quota

Coarse 46,679 average 1976-198I

The walleye harvest wilI be distributed evenly between

the two commercial blocks (3 and 4) retaining walleye quotas.

Rehabilitative emphasis may become necessary in block 4

(basin 1B) should future conflicts arise between this conmer-

cial fishery and other users (domestic, sport, see Table 6.I)

6 . 3. 2 Sport Fishery

Projected yield will be maintained at current leveIs

within the MSY (Table 6. f) for those Lac Seul basins current-

ly underharvested. Further exploitation of these basins is

not recommended at present as these basins may provide a

significant "fish reservoir" function, contributing to the

rehabilitation of adjacent overharvested basins -

For basins currently experiencing overharvest due to

excessive angling pressure, rehabilitative management tac-

tics (Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.3) will be necessary to bring

future yields within the MSY. Management tactics designed

to reduce angling pressure and limit harvest must be employed



lable 6.1: l{anagenent Eophasle for the lnPlementatlon of Ner¡ Manageurent stråtegles, Lac seul, BasLns and Fleh coEnunfty.

l{a l leye NorÈhern Plke Lake lJhlÈefteh

B¿eln

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ö

9

10
11
L?
r3
14
15
l6
L7
18
19
20
2L
72
23

under
under
under
under
under
under
over
ovef
over
ove r
under
over
over
unde r
under
under
over
over
under
under
under
under
under

over
over
over
under
under
under
over
over
over
ove r
ove r
over
uncl er
unde r
unde¡
unde r
over
unde r
under
unde r
under
under
under

r90
300
243441

382
981
696
328
703

MSY

(ke /yr )

9,076
1, 555

Current
Scate of
Harves Èa

Percent (Z)
Overharvest

Hanagement
Ernphas lsb

HSY
(ke/yr)

CurrenÈ
State of
HarvesÈ

Percenr (Z)
Overha¡vest

l{anagement
Ernphas i s

Current
HSY State of

(kg/yr) HarveBr
Hanage¡ænt
Eaphaale

aalnt.
nalnt.
nalnt.

ú^sLnt. currenÈ
corm. hervest
o lto (52,935 ke)

16
I

I
24

¿ 7

86
280

33

278
,:

malnt. 5,236
maint. 897
nalnt. 9,601
malnt. 1,374
malnt. 1,143
nâlnt. 14,248
rehab-ep l,343
rehab-sp 405
rehab-sp 2,165
rehab-sp I,578
maLnt. 3 1327
rehab-sp 986
rehab-sp 186
maln t. 1, I 26
malnt. 1, 931
naint. 300
rehab-ep 2,667

rehab-sp corm 5,797
malnt. t,030
rnalnt . 1,728
nalnÈ. 2,495
malnt. l,735
malnt. 2,280

20

rehab-sp
rehab-sp
rehab-sp
naint.
malnt.
nalnÈ.
rehab-ep
rehab-s p

rehab-sp
rehab-sp
rehab-sp
rehab-ep
urainÈ.
malnt.
maint.
malnt.
rehab-sp
malnt.
malnt.
malnt.
¡na1nt.
malnÈ.
malnÈ.

7, 680
1, 316

14, ogl
2,051
|,677

20, 896
1,970

595
3,L76
2,3r5
4,890
L,446

272
1,651
2,932

440
3, 911
8,502
1,510
2,534
3,660
2,545
3,344

n/a by
baain

5l,275
(unde r)

,7
,7
,J
,7

3

3

2

)
1

53
36

09
22

1,951
3,347

520
tt,622

10, 048
l,785
?,995
4,325
3,008
3,952

173
210
138
100

60
548

67
P
UJ
co

4;
u:

Total 110,002 92 ,37 5
(under )

a - under *1979 beeln harvest < HSy
over +1979 baetn harvest > HSy

rualnÈ. 63,578 92,21I
(over)

rehab-sp 93,248

+ managernent emphasls almed at rnaintalnlng current harvesÈ leveLs
+ nânagement emphasls almed aÈ rehabllttatlng overharvest.
+ sportflsh rehabllltaClon; comm * connnerclal flshery rehabflltatlon

b - naint
reha b

sp
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with specific attention to these basins (Appendix 6.L,

Figure 5.1). Once tactics have achieved harvest levels

within the potential yieId, management emphasis on these

basins can revert to sportfish harvest maintenance.

In accordance with the lrlorthwestern Ontario Strategic

Land Use planning targets, the projected demand to the year

2000 for Lac Seut sportfish will be 90,416 kg (45,208 angler-

days x angler satisfaction level of 2 kg per angler day--

Section 5.2.I, Table 5.3) This target appears achievable

given the production potential of 173,580 kg for Lac Seul-

sportfish. It is important, however, to consider that the

majority of angler-day demand will be concentrated on those

basins traditionally used by anglers--basins presently in

need of rehabilitative management. Therefore, the degree

to which future sportfish demand is real-ized wiI] directly

depend upon the relative success of rehabilitative manage-

ment strategies aimed at controlling basin-specific demand

and overharvest.

6 - 4 All-ocation

The procedure used to all-ocate Lac Seul fisheryresources

para l Ie Is methods described in lVepruk ( 19 B I ) . SPOF IVorking

Group Five (1978) allocational priorities have been outlined

in Section 6 .1.
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The first priority implies maintenance and/or rehabili-

tation of the fishery resource to ttre benefit of Ontario res-

idents for present and fUture generations. l'lanagement tac-

tics aimed at achieving this objective have been addressed in

Sectíon 6.2.
provision of adequate fish stocks for native subsistence

consists the second allocational priority. Current alloca-

tion to native users, based on estimates derived in Section

5 .2.3 is 18,795 kg of f ish, including a walleye al-location of

6,202 kg. Allocation to t].e year 2000 based on future de-

mand is 35,000 kg of fish, i.ncluding 11,550 kg of walleye.

Table 6.2 illustrates allocation of Lac Seul fish stocks to

the domestic fishery and residual harvest available for

aIl-ocation to subsequent user groups "

Tal¡le 6.2: Domestic Fishery Allocation of Lac Seul Fish Resources
Present Q9B2) and Future. A1l Values in kg.

Es t ima Eed
Harvest &

Allocatíon
1982

M.E.I.
A11owab1e

Allocation
Year 2000

Residual Harvest
Avai lab 1e

L982 2000

Walleye

Northern Pike

Whitefish

All Species

110,002

63,57 8

93,248

423,8554

6,202

,,Kb

1 r,550

uK

uK

103,800

63,57 B

9 3 ,248

405 ,060

98,452

63,578

9 3 ,248

388,855

uK

18,795 35 ,000

a
"Å.11 specíes" - Íncludes top predators, coregonids and coarse

físh values takerr from Table 4.3.

b-_"uK - species composition of domestic harvest unkno\'¡n

proceeds assuming no pike or whitefish harvested within the
fi she ry .

Allocati.on
domes tic
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Resident anglers receive next allocational priority.

fn 1979 this user group accounted for 24.I percent of the

sportfish harvest, based on number of fish kept (Hough, €t

a1., r9B1) . The major portion of the resident harvest

(Ig7g) was top predators with approximately 17,3L6 kg walleye

and 3,043 kg northern pike harvested (Hough, êt â1., 19BI).

Resident angler demand is expected to remain constant to the

year 2000 (Section 5.2.1.1). However, reduction of current

resident angler harvest wilI be necessary in order to achieve

future harvest targets based on an angler satisfaction level

of 2 kg of fish per angler day. Table 6.3 indicates current

allocation based on I97g harvest data (Hough, êt âI., 19Bl)

and future all-ocation (based on NWSLUP targets) for resident

anglers of the Lac Seul fisherY.

The fourth allocational priority is to the non-resident

angler component. Non-resident anglers can further Lre

divided into contributors and non-contributors (as discussed

in Section 5.4.2) . SPOF (1978) states that no f ish shoul-d

be allocated to non-contributing, non-resident anglers'

Hence this group must be identified within the non-resident

angler component and restricted with respect to allocational

priority. Appendix 6.2 presents a method for distinguish-

ing non-resident non-contributors from non-resident contri-

butors, based on LgTg creel survey data (Hough et af., 19Bl)'
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Table 6.3: Resldent Angler Allocatlon of Lac Seul Físh Resources,
Present (L979) and Future (2000). Alf values in kg'

Residual MEI
Allowable.

Es tímated
Harvest &

A1loca tion
L979t982 2000

Allocatlon
2000

Residual
Harves t
Avaí 1ab le

1982 2000

I^lalleye

Northern Pike

hlhitef ish

AI1 Species

103, 800

63,57 8

93,248

405 ,060

98,452

63 ,57 B

93,248

388,855

L7,3L6a

3,043

uK

20,359

ø 
'trøA

1,136

uK

7,6004

86,484

60 ,5 35

93,21+B

384,52r

91, 9BB

62,442

93,248

381,255

a
7,600 kg based on projected demand (2000) of 3800 angler-days x

angler satisfaction level (2 kg/ angler-day) -

b
species breakdovm of future harvest allocation based on % specíes

harvested in 1979.

c
harvest figures based on nrrmber fish kept (Hough et al., 1981 -

Table 6.14).

Appendix 6.2 determines the non-resident contributor component

to range from 65-76 percent of alI non-resident anglers - There-

fore a mean value of '70e" non-resident anglers will be used

here to allocate fish stocks to non-resident contributors.

In Lg|g, non-resident anglers accounted for 5]e¿ of wall-

eye sportfish harvest and 508 of northern pike sportfish

harvest, based on number of fish kept (Hough et â1., 1981,

Table 6.l-4) . To al]ocate fish resources to non-resident

contributors on1y, these figures are modified by 702, there-

by allocating 29,Bg5 kg of walleye and 32,0l-6 k-g of northern

pike to this group (Table 6-4).
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Table 6.4: Non-resident Contrlbutor Angler Allocatlon of Lac Seul
Fish Resources, Present (1979) and Future (2000). All
Values tn kg.

Residual MEI
Allowab 1e

1982 2000

Es timated
Harvest &

Allocatíon
LgZ ga

Allocation
2000

Residual Har-
vest Availab le
r9B2 2000

I^Ia11eye

Northern Pike

hrhi tef ish

All Species

86,484

60,535

93,248

384 ,52r

91,9BB

62,442

93,248

381, 255

39, 990

42,826

uK

82, 816b

56 ,589

28,5I9

93,21+8

322,610

51,998

19,6L6

93,248

2qB. Llq

29,895

32,0l.6

uK

61,911

a
Species harvest based on nrurber of fish kept for each specíes

rnodifíed by 70"/. for non-resident contributors. NB: If non-resident
non-contributor component was included, combined with Hough, Stansbury
and Michalskits (f9BI) 50% mortality factor for fish released, an over-
harvest would be apparent for northern pike leaving 1982 northern pike
residual at -28,634 kg.

h'species break-dov¡n of future harvest allocatíon based on Z species
harvested ín 1979;82,816 = (4I,408 angter-days x 2 kglangler day) as pel
West Patricía Land Use Plan (WPl-Up) targets.

As management strategies intend to transform non-resident

non-contributors into future contributors to the locaI and

regional economy, these two components of the non-Iesident

angler group are expected to coalesce during the fisheries

management planning period. Therefore, allocation to non-

resident anglers to the year 2000 is based on the projected

demand leveI (41,408 angler-days-Section 5.2.1.1) times the

target angler satisfaction fevel of 2 kg per angler day

(Table 6.4) .
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Final allocation of Lac seul fish stocks goes to the

commercial fishery. Table 6.5 illustrates the allocation of

residual harvest to the commercial fishery after the needs of

domestic and sport fishery user groups have been satisfied.

Present allocation is based on average harvests from I976

1981, within existing guotas, âs outlined in Section 5'2'2'L'

Future allocation is based on the wpl,up (OMNR, L9B2) target

of maintaining existing quotas for species on guota (9,092 kg

walleye, 52,935 kg whitefish) and average harvest /I976-1981)

for species not on quota (i.e. 46,680 kg) ' Therefore' the

total harvest target projected for the commercial fishery is

I0 B, 706 kg.

Table 6.5 commercial Fishery Allocation of Lac Seul Fish Resources,
Present (1981) and Future (2000). All values in kg'

Resídual MEI
Al-lowab1e

Es t ima ted
Harvest &

A1loca tion
(Average
1976-1981)

Allocation
2000b

Resídua1 Harvest
Available

t9B2 2000L9B2 2000

Walleye 56,589

Norrhern Pike 28,519

Whitefish 93,248

All species 322,610

51,998

19 ,6L6

93 ,248

298,439

6, 698

0

50,54 3

104,393

9,092

0

52,935

108, 706

49, 891

28,5L9

42 ,7 05

zLB,2r1

42,906

19 ,616

40,313

189,733

"D"t" from Tabl e 5.4

bBu".d on WPLUP target to maintain Present quotas
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final sunmary of present and future allocation of fish

to the Lac seul user groups is provided in Appendix

6. 4.

6.5 Concluding Comments

Although both Present and future "residual harvest avail-

of fish resources remainingable" values indicate a surPlus

following

I.

2.

3.

allocation, it is important to note the following:

In order to achieve the projected harvest
target for resident sportfishermen (Table
6.3i , current harvest levels by this group
must be reduced by 63 percent. It appears,
in the case of Lac SeuI, that allocation
rationale for resident sportfishermen is in
conflict with the prime allocational prior-
ity of maintaining fishery resources to the
benefit of Ontario residents. Thus, it may
be in order to re-evaluate the angler satis-
faction level of 2 kg per angler-day or at
least acknowledge that resident anglers will
have to adjust their expectations of sport-
fish harvest during the planning period'

Non-resident sportfish allocation (present)
is indicated for non-resident contributors
on1y. An additional 302 of the present
harvest is harvested by non-resident non-
contributors.

The amount of illegat fish harvest is unknown '

Although the residual harvest appears to indicate ample avaíI-

able fish stocks, it is important to consider that these

residual stocks will be necessary to absorb the above exter-

nalities during the implementational transition from present

to future management planning strategies. In light of these

considerations, fisheries managers are cautioned against any
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initiatives intended to redirect excess angling demand from

more southerly, heavily exploited districts within North-

western Region, to Lac Seul

The economic contributions that the Lac Seul fishery

provides to the loca1 and regional economies of northwestern

Ontario are directl¡l attributable to the ouality of that

fisherv. It has been the intent of this report to provide

fishery managers with strategies to maintain a quality

fishery while reconciling the demands for fish and fishing

opportunities with the available supply of Lac Seul fish

stocks. Fishery managers are chaltenged to implement these

management strategies, as they see fit, with a sound sensi-

tivitv to the vagaries of the resource, and with the fl-exi-

bility to acknowledge environmental changes and changes in

societal demand. Acceptance of this challenge will- ensure

that economic contributions and quality of the Lac Seul

fisherv will be maintained.
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APPENDIX 2.7

Annotated BibliograPhY,
I^iater Level Fluctuations
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INTRODUCTTON

This annotated bibliography was compiled to supplement the

development of a fisheries management plan for Lac Seul,
northwestern Ontario. Lac Seut is a large, irregular,
crescent-shaped reservoir approximately 190 km long with a

surface area of I,437 km2. Water levels in Lac SeuI are

controlled by a hydro dam at the extreme west end of the

lake at the town of Ear Falls, Ontario. The fish community

of Lac SeuI contains three fish species of major commercial

value: walleye, northern pike and lake whitefish. Concern

has been expressed over changes in the abundance of northern
pike and walleye populations as a result of water-Ievel
fluctuations. However, Iittle data has yet been compiled

relating water-level fluctuations in Lac Seul to direct
and/or indirect impacts on the inhabiting fish species.

This document will serve as a useful collation of studies
in which the effects of vrater leve1 manipulation on

fisheries are described. The annotated bibliography will
be organized under the following areas of concern:

I Regulation, Economic

Cooperation
Environmental Impact
Habitat Effects
Reservoir Management

Effects and InteragencY

Fisheries ProductivÍtY
Life Histories

in Reservoirs

In addition to the perusal of journals (e.9. J. Fish. Aquat

sci., Trans. Am. Fish. soc. ) hetd in the l-ibraries of the

University of Manitoba, Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources and Freshwater Institute DFO, references were

II
III
IV
V

VI

Practices
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acquired through the mail from agencies in Ohio, Ontario,
Manitoba and l'lissouri. The American Fisheries Society main

office in Bethesda, Maryland providcd a number of references
as well.
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REGULATION, ECONOMIC EFFECTS AND
INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION

1.1 Allen, G.W. l-970. Pool f luctuations in Corps impound-
ments in relation to fish spawning. Proc. Annu. Conf.
Southeast Assoc. Game Fish Comm. 23:553-558.

This paper provides a useful example of interagency coopera-
tion in the regulation of water levels for a variety of
purposes. Each spring and early sulnmer the Corps of Engineers
and the associated conservation agencies of the various states
work together to program and operate the Corps reservoir
levels so that a minimal- alteration of environment will occur
during the spawning period of game fish in these reservoirs.
The demands of flood control, navigation, hydro-electric power
and fisheries resources must be coordinated to produce a
condition Ín which these varied interests are working together
to produce the required results to the benefit of all-.
Communications between aII involved agencies during the time
of gamefish spawning and notification of operational pro-
cedures is the major contribution to failure or success at
this time. In spite of coordinated efforls, this reservoir
level manipulation has not been proven to have either a
beneficial or detrimental effect on the fisheries resources.
In areas where such activities have taken place desirable fish
populations have continued to increase, and maintain high
populations. This correlation between the fish populations
and intensive r¡tater level management is such however, that
it wilt be continued until proven to have no effect.
1') Doan, K.H. 1979. Commercial catch of the fishery at

Cedar Lake, I'lanitoba, bef ore and af ter the Grand
Rapids hydro-electric project. Man. Dept. Mines,
Nat. Res. and Envir., Fish }4gt. Branch. MS Report No.
79-48.

This report documents beneficial socio-economic changes and
improvement in fish quantities as a result of the implementation
of a hydro-electric generator at Grand Rapids, Manitoba. Re-
location of an isolated fishing community was undertaken in
advance of elevated water levels at Cedar Lake associated
with hydro generation at Grand Rapids. The fishery has marketed
three times as much fish since flooding than in an equivalent
previous period, andhas yielded $1.3 million more to the
people of Easterville than when they formerly lived at Chemahawin
The improved fishing has attracted an average of 19 more
fishermen in summer and 32 more winter fishermen. A fisherman
who fished both seasons average 3 times the fishing gross income
annually after the reservoir became operational than before.
The fishery has also benefitted from better transporation and
increased fish prices.
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Before impoundment, some predict,ions were made about changes
in fish stocks and yield that might be expected after fÌood-
ing. À doubling of total yield and short term increases in
catches in pickerel, pike and goldeye \¡rere correctly fore-
cast, as htas the subsequent decline of goldeye. Reduction
of whitefish did not occur, nor did pickerel and pj-ke decline
in the intermediate run.

1.3 Maclaren, J. F. Ltd. 1978. Report to Manitoba Hydro
on changes in quality of whit.efish fishery on Southern
Indian Lake. J.F. Maclaren Consulting Engineers,
Planners and Scientists, 435 McNicholl Avenue,
Willowdale, Ontario I MzH 2RB. 16 pp.

This report provides an insight into the possible effects
that changes in water leve1s, brought about by the develop-
ment of hydro-electric powerr frây have had on the whitefish
fishery of South Indian Lake, Manitoba. It was concluded
that the water quality of this l-ake has indeed been affected
by changes in water levels, which may have disrupted the
integrity of the fishery. As a result of shoreline re-
structuring, attendant increases in sedj-mentation may have
affected spawning success. Further, the spawning movements
of adults may have been confused by the changes in water
quality. These changes ín whitefish gualíty have negative
economic i-mpacts in terms of marketing and net returns to
the fishermen,

L.4 Munro, D. A. and P. A. Larkin. 1950. The effects of
changes to natural water 1evels and water courses on
wildlife. Trans. Third gritish Columbia, Nat. Res.
Conf. p. 267-272.

The fundamental effects of water level changes are reviewed
in general terms. Some of the items incl-ude: the area and
depth of a lake are primary factors in determining its
relative productivity. In general, bigger areas and greater
depths are associated with lower productivity. There is an
optimum size for a lake, ínsofar as the production of any
species of fish such as trout is concerned. Flooding may
produce more shoals than previously existed. The immediate
effect of a large rise in water level is the virtual
elimination of a large number of fur-bearing animals.
Lowering of lake levels in late winter may strand semi-
aquatic mammals between ice and water. The development of
a good littoral zone is essentj-a1 to the production of fish.
Authors stress the need for early Iiaison and consultation
between the various agencies concerned in order to facilitate
compromises between original water development proposals
and wildlife needs.



r.5 Ne1son, R. W., G. C.
West,ern Reservoi-r and
Handbook. Biological
p. 250.

-3-

Horak, and J. E. Olson. 1978.
Stream Habitat fmprovements

Services program FwS/OBs-78/56,

The handbook is a guide for selecting more effective measuresto recommend and negotiate among admlnistrators, biorogistsand engineers of fish and game and. construction agencies. Theguide is based primarily on measures shown to be errecii,re i;-the past at a representãtive selection of 90 dam and reservoirprojects in 19 western states. It presents measures believedto be potentialty effective by inveltigators invol-ved in cur-rent researchr or authors of recent liierature. The measuresconsidered generally involved structural and operationarfeatures as werl as direct habitat modificatioi and popura-tion control. various 'aspects of water rever fructuationsare evaluated and discussed.

1.6 Neth, P. c. 1978- An anarysis of the rnternationalchamprain-Richilieu Board proposal to water leve1regulation in Lake champrain. N.y. state Dept. EnvirCons. p. I-62.
A review of documentation supporting the rnternationalchamplain-Richilieu Board's reconmendations and criteriafor water lever reguration in Lake champlain was compJ-eted.The review yierded a number of concrusions concernin| theexpected impacts of regulation on fish, wirdJ-ife andwetland resources and the suitabilÍty of support studies.Losses of grass rld sedge meadows of up to fOO percentwourd adversely affect northern pike sþawning t; a con*siderabre degree. short-comings of thä Board's recomrnend.a-tions and criteria are noted, in particular, the fairureto assign dorrar varues to wetraná losses in the benefit/cost analysis. The literature cited section is a valuableguide to a complex ]egal_, institutional, biologicalresource-use problem.

(see al-so 4.3)

II. ENVTRONMENTAI, II"IPACT

2"1 Duthie, H. C. and M. L. Ostrofsky. 1975. Environ-mental impact of the Churchill f'ãtts (Labrador)
hydro-electric project: A preriminary assessment.J. Fish. Res. Board Can. 32:II7-I25.

The churchirl Falls hydro-electric project in western
!"|:idgrrinvorved rhe crearion of råseivoirs totarring6,500 km" in area. Frooding began in LgTr and furl pondwas expected in 1974" A study of the impact of flooåingon water quality and biorogy was begun bãfore damming and
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will- be continued after impoundment. Preliminary findings
show littLe evidence for humification or oxygen deficiency
even in newly flooded areas, but conductivity and many
dissolved ions have increased and changed qualitatively
since impoundment, particularly in shallow water. The
primary productivity of the phytoplankton has increased
significantly in flooded areas, The ecological impact on
the ¡laskaupi River of the loss of its headwaters is being
investigated.

2.2 Estes, R. D. L972. Ecological impact of fluctuating
water leveIs in reservoirs. Ecological Impact of
Water Resources Development, Bureau of Reclamation
Rept. REC-ERC-72-I7 , p. 7-9.

This article is a summary of some of the literature con-
cerning fluctuating water leveIs in reservoirs. The
importance of the littoral zone in terms of spawning, pro-
tection and food for young fish, higher aquatic plants as
substrate for other plants and animals, and as a site for
nutrient exchange between land and water is stressed.

2.3 Gaboury, 14. N. and J. W. Potalas. 1982. The f isheries
of Cross, Pipestone and Walker Lakes, and effects of
hydro-electric development. Man. Dept. Nat. Res.
MS Dept. No. B2-I4, t9B pp.

A very good document assessing the fish stocks of Cross,
Pipestone and Walker Lakes and describing impacts of the
current water level- regime, âs regulated by the Jenpeg
hydro-electric impoundment. Under regulation, water level
drawdown has contributed to a decrease in the absofute
abundances of Cross and Pipestone l-akes fish by causing
a winterkill in lr4arch 1981, and by detrimentally affecting
coregonid hatching success and recruitment, apparently
through a de-watering of their spawning areas and dessica-
tion of eggs. Low spring water leveIs have prevented
walleye and pike access to their spawning areas, while
Iow suflìmer levels have reduced the available habitat for
plankton, benthos and fish. Walker Lake fish stocks do
not, appear to be impacted by Jenpeg regulation. Changes
to the commercial quotas on Cross and Pipestone lakes are
reconmended. A minimum Cross Lake stage of 206.5 m is
recommended if the outlet control- structure is constructed
and an interim water leve1 regulation scheme is proposed.



Jenkins, R. M.1969.
design and operation
on reservoir fishery
(1) :110-1I9.
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The influence of engineering
and other environmental factors
resources. Water Res. BulI. 6

2.4

The apparent effect of selected reservoir environmental
variables - including surface area, mean depth, outlet
depth, thermodine depth, water leve1 fluctuation, storage
ratio, shoreline development, total dissolved solids,
growing season and age of reservoir - on fish standing
crop in 140 large impoundments has been explored through
partial correlation and multiple regression analyses. At
the species Level partial correlation revealed a negative
effect of water l-evel fluctuation on pike and pickerel,
redear sunfish and gizzard shad.

I]I. HABITAT EFFECTS

3.1 Benson, N. G.1980. Effects of post-impoundment
shore modifications on fish populations in Missouri
River reservoirs. U.S. Dept. of Interior Fish and
Wildlife Serv., Res. Rep 80. Wash., D.C. 32 pp.

Bensons' report provides a useful demonstration of how
hydrodynamic processes in reservoirs have influenced fish
abundance and species composition by affecting the quality
and quantity of suitable habitat available for spawning
and nursery activity. In the Missouri mainstem reservoirs
in Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota, hydrodynamic
processes have decreased Lhe lengths of shorelines and
changed their configuration during the first 20 to 25
years of impoundment. Banks slumped, embayments fiIled,
and stumps and debris were covered by sediment. GIaciaI
t.ill tended to armor the shorelines and deter their degra-
dation in all reservoirs. Water level fluctuation retarded
the development of stable shores. Some aquatic vegetation
developed along shorelines and in shallow sections of
reservoirs in which water leve1s fluctuated little. Sub-
strate suitable for terrestrial vegetation did not develop
along the shores of fluctuating reservoirs, except where
alluvial deposits were present. Physical changes of the
shore probably influenced fish abundance and species com-
position primarily by changing the quality and quantity
of spawning and nursery habitat. Species that appeared
to be adversely affected by shore changes required pro-
tected embayments or flooded vegetation for reproduction.
These included yellow perch (Perca flavescens) , northern
pike (Esox lucius) and- some mem5ers-of the cãtostomid and
Cyprinîd fañifTes. Fish that spawn in tributaries or
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along rocky shores hrere not greatly influenced by shore
changes (alt.hough the growth rate of several species was
slowed) e.g. sauger (Stizosted.ion canadense) and goldeye

( Sti zostedion(Hiodon alosoides). One speci"es, the walleye
v treum ) ápÞeared to be benefitted by the shore changes
Physical changes along shores have not been adequately
addressed in reservoir ecological planning. Fish popula-
tion data collected before reservoir shores have reached
a reasonable degree of stability do not provide a reliable
estimate of the ultimate species composition of a reservoir.

3.2 Hunt, P. C. and J. W. Jones. 1972. The effect of
water level fluctuations on a littoral fauna. J.
Fish. Biol. 4 :385-394.

The littoral fauna of LIyn Tegid, North Wa1es, in 1968-69 is
compared with the results of similar faunal investigations
in 195I-52 and 1957 and 1959. The results show the Iong
term effects upon the littoral fauna of the change in mean
water l-evel and the increased water level fluctuations pro-
duced by the control-l-ed outf low scheme, which was f irst
implemented in 1951. In 196I, Hynes reported large re-
ductions in the numbers and varieties of littoral fauna
as compared to pre-impoundment conditj-ons. The reduced
water level fl-uctuations since 1965 have resulted in
re-establishment of some of the fauna. Crustaceans such
as Grammarus pulex and Assellus meridianus, are perhaps
the rnost sensiEive of iñverte6Fates to Jrrcreased water
leve1 fluctuation and their re-establishment is indicative
of the decreased fluctuation.

3.3 Murphy, G. I. L962. The effect of mixing depth and
turbidity on the lake productivity of freshwater
impoundments. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 91: p. 69-76.

Mixing depth and turbidity negatively affect the producti-
vity of an aquatic environment through the control they
exert on the effective energy available for photosynthesis.
A feedback equation is developed that defines the inter-
action of these two guantities with the production by
phytoplankton. Calculated relative production corres-
ponded very well with observed production for a series of
33 small shallow ponds. The possibility is advanced that
the same principles apply to reservoirs when thermocline
depth can be regarded as mixing depth. Further, it is
suggested that the productivity of reservoirs might be
increased by reducing the depth of the mixed layer by
withdrawing from the surface. In addition, this practice
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might enhance production by mixing deeper water,
nuLrients, into the trophogenic zone during the

Benson, N. G. I976. Water management and fish
in Missouri River mainstem reservoirs' in J'
C. H. Alman, eds., Instream flow needs' Amer'
2 zL4I-I47 .

richer in
productive

season.

IV. RESERVOIR MÄNAGEMENT PRACTICES

4.1 Benson, N. G. 1968. Some ef f ects of hTater management
on biological productj-on in Missouri River mainstem
reservoiis. Plesented at Am. Soc. Civil Engineers
Specialty Conf., Jan. 1968, Portland, Oregoni mimeo,

P. I-17.

This paper is a general review of some of the information
gatneieã in a stúay of the relationships between reservoir
ðnvironments and físh growth, mortality, abundance and
reproduction in Missouii River mainstem impoundments. The
vJater management practices considered to be factors affecting
reservoir biot- aie water level fluctuatj-on, water exchange
rate, and depth and timing of discharges from powerhouses.
The data disãussed were cóIlected on Oahe reservoir, Lake
Francis Case, and Lewis and Clark Lake.

4.2 Benson, N. G. L973. Evaluating the effects of discharge
rates, water levels and peaking on fish populations in
Missouri River mainstem impoundments. Man-made Lakes:
their problems and environmental effects. Geographical
Monograph Series I7 z683-689.

This paper reviews effects of water level fluctuations on fish
poputätions in Missouri River impound,ments and describes a

þräfiminary model to predict effects of water management.
beclining iater tevelã wiIl affect reproductive success of a

variety ðf species of fish which spawn between Aprit I and
July I: eeriphyton develops on. submerged plant stems in 25

dayä following -inundation, and insect populations develop
in 40 days. if these fish food organisms develop late, not
only is Lft"t. loss of totat fish food production, but it wil-l
not be there early when the demand is high. .Those.species
that are less influenced by water levels during this same

spawning period have had more consistent reproduction"
Wãtteye-sþaw.t at clepths below the effects of water level
fluctuation.

4.3

The Missouri River
Corps of Engineers

production
F. Osborn,
Fish. Soc.

reservoirs are managed by the U.S. Army
primarily for flood control, po\¿rer productiorr
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and navigation, but there is enough flexibirity in watermanag'ement during_?omg.years_to móairy water levels or peakingschedules to benefit fi;h. Recommendâtions to enhance fishproduction are d,.y.loped through a committee of state andfederal fishery biologists in õ""="it"ïion with the reservoj.rcontrol- center, corps of Engineers. rhà primary bioiogicarinformation needs fór each riajor fish-"puci." are habitattypes required fgr reproductión and spaining time and tempera_ture- Modification oi water levei_" 
""à p"uñi'g schedureshas been shown to benefit northern pik;, sauger, walJ-eye,yellow perch, white crappie, and ¡iämoùir, buffaro. Factorsaffecting deveropment oi- terrestriaí vegetation aroundreservoir shorelines are discussed. wiË", levels shoul-d bedropped after I Jury to develop vegetation on the shorerinefor the following yèar.

4 4 CuJ-ver, D. A., J. R. Trip1ett, and1980. The evaluati-on of leservoirpulation as a fisheries management.
DNR, Div. of WiIdlife, r'eaerát aiAProject, F-57-R, Study-8.

c. B. Watesfield.
water-level mani-
tool in Ohio. Ohio
in Fish Restoration

The_ dual- probrems of high fishing pressure and. the predictabledecline of fishing =r-,"cõss associaled *i¡h lh; üi"ã otreservoirs currently confront the fishery manager in ohio.rt-has. been proposed thar warer r-ever flùctuatíon (dr;;äã;"=and subseguent_refroodi-ng) can do much in an older'ialce torestoring the fishery to a higher productive IeveI. Thisfisheries management techniqué "ttäÃpis to revert the raketo an earlier sere of succession whei the fish popuiationswere expanding into new habitat. As part of t.he ètrray anexhaustive literature review and annolated bibJ_iography\^ras compiled. Fishery ad,ministrators \,rere intervíewàothroughout the northeastern u. s. to ascertain current useof water level- manipuration in the region. using aÌt thisinformatíon the autñors generated a tist of important studiesthat might be performed ír, ohio to assess the ütirify ofwater level manipulation there.
4'5 Goddard, J. A. and L. c. Redmond. rg7}. Northern pike,Tiger Þluskerr unge and warreye populations in stocktonLake, Missouri: A Management svãruation. Am. Fish. soc.Spec. pub1. l_1, p. 313:319.

A.three stage filring of L0t072 ha. stockton Lake coupled
iÌ:l^:y1ll? releases of watteye and norrhern pike rry anarr-ngerrr-ngs rnto the frooded terrestriar vegelation in Lg7o,
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1971 and L972 result,ed in good survival, exceptional growth
and a quality fishery. The success of survival and growth
of the stocked fry of both species appeared to be due to the
abundance of flooded terrestrial vegetation in the three
succeeding spring periods. This three-stage filling of the
basin provided a fertile environment as the flooded plants
slow1y decayed. Zooplankton was plentiful. Small forage
fishes hrere abundant every year throughout the growing
geason.

4.6 Hu1sey, A. H. 1958. A proposal for the management of
reservoirs for fisheries. Proc. Ànn. Conf. Southeast
Assoc. Game Fish Comm., I22:I32-L43.

A fisheries management plan for reservoirs is proposed which
is dependent upon having a fish management pool and provision
for drainage incorporated into the basíc design. Justifica-
tion is given to support the cost of having a cl-eared
management pool in the l¡ottom of the reservoir as well as
drainage facilities. The use of a fall and winter drawdown
is advantageous to an overall fisheries management plan in
many ways. The lake should be fulI of water during spring
spawning and summer growing seasons. In the arly faII the
water level is lowered and fish concentrated. The predator
fish will eat most of the small forage fishes. As a result,
the predator fishes should grow faster, coincident with the
thinning of panfish. When the reservoir refill-s in the
spring, a successful spawning of bass and crappie usually
occurs because the small fishes that prey on their eggs and
young have been drastically reduced in nurnbers. In addition,
bottom mucks are exposed during drawdown and mineralization
of the organic matter proceeds rapidly. Clean-up and main-
tenance operations can be carried out best following draw-
down. Angling may be excellent during and following
drawdown. Specific examples of the benefits of drawdown are
given

4.7 Jenkins, R. M,
possibilities.
36: B2-89.

1970.
Proc.

Large reservoirs - management
Ann. Midwest Fish and Game Comm.

The major possibilit.ies for improvement in mid-western
reservoir fish management include: angling regulation changes
based on better knowledge of population dynamics factors
such as production and mortality rates; introduction of
suitable specíes in warmwater reservoirs with an oxygenated
hypolimnion; extreme drawdown or dewatering of suitable flood
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control and recreational reservoirs followed by planting the
exposed bottom, refilling and reintroduction of desired
species; controlled water level fluctuation and improved
substrate to enhance spawning and survival of pike, bass,
and crappie; improved designs for timber clearing, brush
shelters, piers and ftoating fishing docks; pollution control.;
improved access and zoning for undisturbed angling.

4.8 Jenkins. R. M. 1970. Reservoir fish management in
N. G. Benson, €d., A Century of Fisheries in North
America, Spec. Publ. No. 7, Amer. Fish" Soc., p.
17B-18 2 .

The history and extent of reservoirs in North America rs
discussed. Management accomplishments through techniques
such as stocki4g, harvest regulations, drawdown and rough
fish control are reviewed. Management needs are listed.
It is suggested that short periods (2-3 months) of drawdown
rarely have measurable effects. Soundly conceived, water
level fluctuation is potentially the most effective manage-
ment tool for the reservoir biologist.

4.9 Walburg, C. H. L976. Changes in the fish population
of Lewis and Clark Lake, 1956-l.974, and their relation
to water management and the environment. U.S. Fish
and Wil-dlife Serv. Res. Rep. 79, p. 1-34.

Annual- sampling of the reservoj-r fish population of Lewis
and Clark Lake on 11r300 ha mainstem òlissouri River reservol-r,
in l-956-7 4 indicated that fish abundance decreased about 662
and the number of species about 202 between 1956, the first
year of impoundment, and the early 1970's. Poor fish re-
production and decreasing recruitment to adult stocks v\¡ere
caused by the water management regime and rel-ated shoreline
modification. Low and fluctuating water levels during May
and June were detrimental to fish spawning and survival of
young. If this schedule of water management continues the
lake wilL be dominated by species that do not depend on
reservoir shore areas for reproduction. Due to a high water
exchange time (l or 5 days in 1969-72) large numbers of
young-of-the-year are lost from the reservoir in the discharge.
This loss of young not only decreased the potential abunQance
of adults of this species, but also had a detrimental effect
on the growth and survival of predator species for which they
served as prey. Management alternatives are considered too
costly or inconsistent with the primary flood-control
function of the reservoir.
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V FÏSHERIES PRODUCTIVTTY TN RESERVOTRS

s.1 Aggus, L. R. and S. A. Lewis. 1978. Environmental
conditions and standing crops of fishes in predator
stocking evaluat,ion reservoirs. Proc. Ann. Conf .
Southeast. Assoc. Game Fish Comm. 30:I31-140.

The authors examined the relationship between fish standing
crops and two environmental variables in reservoirs. Of
the two environmental variables tested, storage ratio,
outflow volume, growing season and dissolved solids were
consistently rel-ated to fish standing crop components.
Except for growing season, these variables were influenced
by high 1973 inflows. Although responses of fish crops to
increased water leve1s were generally positive, they were
highly variable and could not be quantified. Six of eight
reservoirs with much higher water levels in spring and early
sunìmer 1973 showed marked increases in both total and small
fish standing crop. Storage reservoirs generally experienced
increased fish standing crops associated with increased
flow-through, whereas mainstream impoundments generally pro-
duced slightly diminshed standing crops. The authors con-
clude that, overall, the highly variable responses of fish
populations in different reservoirs to environmental change
reflect the importance of variables not measured in this
analysis.

5.2 Bodaly, R. Ã,., T. W. Johnson and R. J.
Post-impoundment changes in commercial-
and cat.ch of lake whitefish (Coregonus

Fudge. 19 B0 .
fishing patterns
clupeaformis )

in Southern Indian Lake, ¡¿anitõbã. Can. MS Rep. F
Aquat. Sci. 1555:iv + 14 pp.

IS h.

Prior to flooding, the commercial l-ake whitefish catch from
South Indian Lake was composed almost totally of light
coloured, export or Grade A fish. Following fJ-ooding, dark
col-oured lake whitefish have made up L2-722 of the catch.
(oark coloured lake whitefish are graded as continental or
B grade fish on the basis of darker external colouration and
higher ave):age Triaenophorus crassus cysts counts). The
authors hypothesTze tfrãE-Tfresã-TTEh-are entering the commer-
cial catch because of a major shift in the geographicai-
location of the majority of fishing efforb, âs a result of
decreased catches in traditional fishing areas. They suggest
that the decreased catches may be due to changes in fish
movement brought, about by decreased light penetration re-
sulting from higher post-impoundment turbidity levels from
extensive shore erosion.
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5.3 Chevalier, J. R. 1977. Changes
vitreum vitreum) population in

in walleye
Rainy Lake

( Stizostedion
and factors

in abuñ dance, L9 24-75. J. Fish. Res. Board. Can. 34:
1696-1702.

Trend-through-time information on annual commercial harvests
of walleye from Rainy Lake in northwestern Ontario is
examined in this ärticIe. Annual commercial harvests of
walleye steadily declined from the 1920's to the early 1970's;
total (aII speci-es harvests) over t,he period I924-L975
averaged 459 greater than the MEI allowab1e harvest. Spring
water levels and broad stock abundance v¡ere identified as
significant factors in determining walleye abundance 5 years
later; these same two variables accounted for 65å of the
variation in commercial walleye catch-per-unit-effort.
5.4 Cooper, G. P. 1966, Fish production in impoundments.

Míchigan Dept. Cons. Research and Development. Rept.
No. 104 : I-2I.

This is a review of general information on fish production
in impoundments in temperate North Amerj-ca. The authors
conclude that productivity in impoundments depends on:
nutrients in inflow waters, nutrients from reservoir basin
soiIs, rate of volume displacement in the reservoir, and
character of the dominant plant-animal food chaj-n. Reser-
voirs lose their initial high fertílity in 5 to 10, or even
up to 25 years as nutrients are locked up ín bottom deposits,
lost to outflow, or to fish harvest. The authors suggest
that periodic drawdorvn andr/or aeration of basin sediments
in order to manage impoundments for fish, particularly sport
fish, production.

5.5 Crooks, S. L972. Water level fluctuations and yellow
pickerel, northern pike and lake whitefish in Lake
Seul. Ont. Min. Nat. Res., Sioux Lookout Dist. Off.

The flooding history of Lac Seul and water level fluctuation
regulations are discussed as they pertain to commercially
valuable fish species within the lake: walleye, northern
pike and whitefish. The study was undertaken to determine
whether yearly water level variations were indeed affecting
purported decreases in the abundance of sport and commerciaf
fish stocks. Crooks maintains that the declining trends
observed since 1942 is consistent with classical population
trends exhibited by fish species in reservoirs (as described
by Ellis, 1942). He concludes, based on year-class strength
and growth rate studies, that Lac Seul walleye and northern
pike poputations have since stabilized.
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5.6 Derksen, A. J. L967. Variations in abundance of walleYês,
stizostedion vitreum vit,reum (Mitchell), in cedar and
Moose Lakes,
Winnipeg.

I4anitoba ; M;3c. Thesis, Univ. of Manitoba,

Data from experimental gill-netting and sampling of com¡nercial
fish catches from Cedar and Moose Lakes, Manitoba, were used
to determine estimat,es of relative strength of year classes
in both populations. These estimates were correlated with
annual fluctuations in walteye catches of the commercial
fisheries six years after hatching; year class strengths for
both lakes, wele positively correl-ated with spring (April-
June) discharges ¡rom the Saskatchewan River during the first
year of life of the year classes. The author speculates
lfrat water levels may affect year class strength through a
number of mechanisms, including: availabíIit.y of spawning
areas, changes in survival of young due to changes in com-
petition, cñanges ín temperature regimes and changes in
þroduction of zoopJ-ankton (i.e., food for larvaÌ walleye) .

5.7 EIlis, M. M. 1941_. Fresh-water impoundments. Trans.
Am. Fish. Soc. 7L:80-93.

Ellis discusses fresh-water impoundments from the viewpoint
of the physical characteristics of impound.ments, physical
and chemióal characteristics of impounded waters, biological
productivity, PoIlution hazards and effects of the impound-
irent on t.he-parent stream. EIIis identifies several char-
acteristics of impoundments, including extensive fl-uctuation
of water Ievel, which can limit biological productivity (and
hence fish production). In addition, the author suggests
such methods as maintenance of water level (through control-
Iing the draw-off) during nesting season of certain species,
re-Átocking and the construction of certain structures to
enhance nanitat as means of offsetting l-imitations on fish
productivity.

5.8 Hanna, E. J. and M. F. P. Michatski. I982. Fisheries
productivity and water level fluctuations in Lac Seul,
ñorthwestern Ontario. Hough, Stansbury & Michalski
Limitedr/J. E. Hanna Associates Inc' Unpublished MS

prepared for Ont. Min. Nat. Res-, Sioux Lookout,
Ontario. 42 PP.

Since 1935, the outlet from Lac Seul has been regulated for
power production. Beginning in 1958, annual water levels have
iraried- by as much as 3.7 m. Hanna and Michalslci conducted
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correlations betwen water level fluctuations and fisheries
productivity. lwo factors were identified to account for
the major tiends in fish yíeld. First, after the original-
flooding in 1934, a classical increase in total harvest was
recordeá, attributed to the release of soil nutrients and
resultant elevation in primary and secondary production.
Second, v/íth spawning occurring either durj-ng water draw-
downs or at thè perioA of lowest }ake leve1, recruitment
can be negatively and/or reduced spawning and nursery
habitat. Correlations demonstrated a rel-ationship between
changes in water leve]s and reduced commercial fishery
yields

A comparÍson of measured and predicted yield based on I979
harveèt data and Ryder's morphoedaphic index indicated that
catches have been less than or stightly greater than Lac
Seul's predicted annual sustainable yield" This, coupled
with iniormation on the biological health of the fishery,
indicating a stable community, suggests that the morpho-
edaphic iñaex is not overestimati-ng the sustainable yield
and may be underestimating it for the l,ac SeuL reservoir.

5.9 Henderson, H. F., R. A. Ryder, and A. W. Kudhongania'
1973. Assessing fishery potentials of lakes and
reservoirs. J. Fish. Res. Board Can. 3022000-2009'

Timeliness in estimating fishery potentials seems more
important than precision, at least in the earlier periods
of development òf specific fisheries. Comparative studies
of several- sets of lakes, particularly of those supporting
developing fisheries in Africa, suggest that potential
yield may-be related to several simple indices of production.
ihe morphoedaphic index, derived from measures of total
dissolväd solids and the mean depth, has provided the simp-
Iest and most general approach to the problem of initial
estimates of potential yield in lakes and reservoirs. Other
methods of relating yield to nutrient concentration and
primary production reinforce the concept of dependence of
þotentiat yield on lake productivity. Programs of monitor-
ing relative abundance of stocks over time have been useful,
Uotfr in indicating the approach of actual yield to potential
yield and, after ùcalibration" against actual yieJ-ds, âs
indices of stock and total biomasses.
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5.I0 11'Ina, L. K. and N. A. Gordeyev. 1-972.
regime and the spawning of fish stocks
J. Icthyol. 12(3) :373-381.

Water-1eveI
in reservoirs.

The possibility of integrating the interests of the fishing
industry and of other water users such as agriculture and
hydro-electric power generation is considered on the basis
of an analysis of the spawning conditions of the phytophilous
fish in the existing lowland reservoirs. Recommendations
are made concerning the regulation of water-Ievel regime in
reservoirs of different types in rel-ation to their position
in the chain of reservoirs and to the stage of formation.
The concept of implementing a surûner drawdown to facilitate
development of terrestrial vegetation in the Iittoral- zone
early in a lake's lifetime, before severe erosion has
occurred is stressed. A winter drawdown is reconmended to
evacuate young into deeper water, reduce winterkill by
emptying shallows containing humic material, and prevent
the destruction of the vegetation by ice during the spring
flood period. The literature cited section of this paper is
a good representation of the Russian literature concerning
the effect of water-leve1 fluctuation on fisheries.

5.rl Jenkins, R. M. L982. The morphoedaphic index and
reservoir fish production. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc.
lll: I33-I40.

The morphoedaphic index (MEI) developed by R. A. Ryder in
the mid-1960's as an estimator of potential- fish yield in
Iakes, can be used to predict both fish harvest and standing
crop in U. S. reservoirs. The relation of reservoir sport-
fish harvest to the index is curvilinear, with maximum yields
expected at index values of 50 to 100. Fish standing crops
in 290 reservoirs was also significantly correlated with the
MEI, maximum crops would be expected at values of 50 to 200.
Predictive value was increased when the sample was divided
Ínto four subsets on the basis of the reservoir operational
type and water chemistry. The MtrI crop relationships \dere
also curvilinear; predict.ed crops vrere highest in hydro-
power maínstream reservoirs and lowest in nonhydropower
reservoirs where sulfate-chloride ions were dominant. Co-
efficients of determinatíon in the subsets ranged front 0 .41
to 0.72. The MEI should be of practical utility to reser-
voir managers who must make decisions on the basis of minimal
field data.



5 .12 Jenkins, R. M. and D. I.
sport fishing effort and
environmental varíabIes.
Fisheries and Limnology,
No. 8, p. 371-384.
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Morais. I97I. Reservoir
harvest in relation to
G. E. HalI, €d., Reservoir

Am. Fish. Soc. Spec. pub.

I^Iater revel fluctuation was incruded as an environmental_variable in an,analysis of reservoir sport fishing effortand harvest. Litt.re effect was found, þrobably because onrymean annual vertical fluctuation was.cãnsiaeråa rather thantiming or duration of fluctuation. The effects of othervariables area, mean depth, outlet d";th;-;;";"-ãi;;-depth, storage ratio, shorã development, - toial ai-sÀorrr"asolids, growing season, and. age of-impound.ment were ar-soconsidered.

5.I3 Johnson, F. H., R. D. Thomasson, and B. Catdwel_1.1966. Status of the Rainy Lake walleye fisireiy, 1965.Minn. Dept. conserv. oivl Game Fish, sec. Res. pr-ann.fnvest. Rep. 292, p. I_22.
rn 1965 the walleye popuration of Rainy Lake was considerablybelow that of 1959. À positive correlåtion of 0.Bl_ was foundbetween mean water rever-s during trre warreye "prr'i.,g periodand the commerciar catch per 1000 feet of net 4, 5 and 6 yearslater suggesting strongly that spring water levels have hadan important infr-uenc.-oi year-class abundance. The rake-wide decrease^in walreye stocks has for.rowed three consecu-tive years (1958 , Ig5g-, 1960) of fow spring watei 1ãvels andpoor reproduction. accompanied by co^pelitió., between thesport and com¡nerciar fisheries ior the avairabre stock. rtis advised that in the future that every effort be made toassure adequate spring water levels so Lrr-t the best spawningshoals available can be used by the walleyes.
5'14 Jones, J. R. and M- v. Hoyer. rg}2. sportfish harvestpredicted by sunì.mer chrorõpiryII-a concentration inmid-western lakes and reservõirs. Trans. Am. Fish.Soc. I11 : I7 6-Li9 .

An index based on the relationship between angrer harvest and
:neal sunìmer phytoplankton standing crop (chroiophyrl-a) is abasis for estimating the annuar yíerd ãf sportfi;É;; in mid-western lakes and reservoirs. The relatioñship is 

- 

=trong",than that berween fish yierd and totar prrosprroius, ãixurinity,or the morphoedaphic index.
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5.15 Ryder, R. A. 1978. Fish yield assessment of large lakes
and reservoirs a prelude to managementr PP. 403-423
in S. D. Gerking (ed.). Ecology of Freshwater Fish
ñoductíon. Wiley and Sons, N. Y.

Emphasis is placed on the derivation of yield estimates for
large lakes and reservoirs prior to the implementation of any
management scheme. The proposed modus operandj- of preliminary
fish yield assessment is at the community level-, rather than
at the traditional- species or population levels. Major
constraints on freshwater production systems incl-ude climatic
and edaphic conditions, the morphology of the lake or reser-
voir (primarily area, volume and mean depth, and flushing
rate since it regulates both the degree and regime of nutrient
loading. Flushing rate (or one of its correlates (eg. water
level fluctuation, storage ratio) may be one of the major dis-
tinguishing features between Iarge natural l-akes and reservoirs.
Several- community and subsystem approaches to yield estimation
in large lakes and reservoirs are discussed. They include the
following: morphoeclaphic index, particl-e. size hypothesis,
gillnet monitoring, a systems approach and the estimation of
asymptotic yield elvels in reservoirs.

VI. LIFE HISTORIES: WALLEYE ' NORTHERN P]KE, WHTTEF]SH

6.1 Beard, T. D. 1971. Impact of an overwinter drawdown on
feeding activities of northern pike. Bureau of Research
Report No. 4, Wisconsin Dept. of Nat. Res., 6 pp.

During an overwinter drawdown involving 3 consecutive years,
feeding activities of northern pike incrased. The author
believes that, with the predator-prey ratio that existed in
the reservoir, it was very unlikely that any increased pre-
dation by northern pike due to the drawdowns - would have
had any noticeable impact on the panfish populations.

6.2 Franklin, D. R. and L. L. Smith (,1r.). t963. EarJ-y
life history of the northern pike, Esox lucius L.,
with special reference to the factors influencing the
numerical strength of year classes. Trans. Amer.
Fish. Soc . 92 (2) z9 1-110 .

This study contributes to an understanding of the relation-
ship of adult pike abundance to the strength of resulting
year classes, the existence and chronology of critical
survival periods, and the nature and origins of mortality
mechanism involved. Results show that the greatest survivaf
of naturally-reared fingerlings results from stabilization
of water in the nursery areas. The authors conclude that
water levels must be quickly attained and held at feast until
JuIy l-, and preferably until August L The management tech-
niques for maintaining spawning and nursery areas are
described.
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Hassler, T. J. 1969. Biology of the northern
Oahe Reservoir, 1959 through 1965. U.S. Bur.
Fish. wiIdl. Tech. Paper 29, p. t-13.

pike in
Sport

6.3

This article examines variations in length, weight and
maturity of northern pike in a reservoir with sex and year
cfass. Results show that females v¡ere larger and more
numerous than amles, annulus formation began in April and
was completed by JuIy and some females matured at Age II
which makes generally matured at Age I. Perhaps most
importantly it was rated that, since impoundment large year
clãsses have been associated with a rise in water ]eve1,
above previous spring highs, and continuation of the high
level- through early summer.

6.4 Hassler, T. J. 1970. Environmental inf l-uences on early
development and year-c1ass strength of northern pike
in Lakes Oahe and Sharpe, South Dakota. Trans. Amer.
Fish. Soc. 99(2) :369-375.

survival of artificially fertilized ova and larvae of
northern pike was estimated from embryos held in natural
spawning areas in two reservoirs. Mortalities approached
fóOZ during early embryonic development were associated
with suddeñ aropã in wãter temperature below IOoC on prolonged
temperatures near 5oC. Silt deposition of I.0 mm per day
was associated with mortality of 972 or above. Following
hatching, available food appeared to be a more important
factor in survival than temperature change or silt deposition.
The author suggests that large year classes were associated
with stable to rising water leve]s and temperature, flooded
vegetation and calm weather during the spawning season. Con-
versely, small year classes were associated with abrupt water
temperãture fluctuations, dropping water level and high silt
deposits.

6.5 Johnson, F. H. l-957. Northern pike year-class strength
and spring water levels. Trans- Amer. Fish. Soc. 86:
28s-293.

In this article, the relatinåhips between sprj-ng water IeveIs
and the strength of year cfasses of northern pike in a re-
servoir in Minnesota are examined and compared for a period
of seven years. The years are ranked according to water
conditionã, inctuding height during spawning and fluctuation
during egg incubation and according to the strength of year
classés pioduced. The author concludes that a high spring
water l-evet during spawning anq a small decline in the level-s
during egg incubatioñ repreqetì good conditions for the pro-
duction of a strong northern-pike year class -
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6.8

The differential survival- of walleye eggs on several bottom
types was determíned using natural spawning eggs. Egg
survival on improved gravel-rubble bottom was high while
survival on muck bottom was very low. In addition, abundance
of eggs on sand bottom to which gravel and rubble had been
added was more than t0 tímes that observed previously;
survival of eggs on the improved bottom type increased five
fold. One factor in determining egg survival was length of
incubation period which was, in turn, determined by water
temperature. Walleyes sel-ected gravel bottom for spawning
when it was available, and most eggs v/ere deposited in
water 12-30 inches deep. In years of l-ow water level, numer-
ous eggs v/ere spawned on gravel inwater as shallow as 2 inches.

6.7 June, F, C. 1970. Atresia and year-class abundance of
northern pike, Esox lucius, in two Missouri River
impoundments. Jour. r-ishlRes. Board Can. 27 :587-591.

Atresia in northern pike ovaries (i.e. involution of a part
of an ovarian follicle not destined to produce a functional-
ovum) was associated with low year-claSs abundance in these
successive years in two large Missouri River impoundments.
Atresia was associated with fluctuations in water tempera-
ture and leveI that apparently interrupted spawning-
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Johnson, F. H, 1961. !^lalleye egg survival during
incubation on several types of bottom in Lake Winni-
bigoshish, l'linnesota, and connecting waters. Trans.
Amer. Fish. Soc. 90 (2) z312-322.

June, F. C. L976. Changes in young-of-the-year fish
stocks during and after fitling of Lake Oaher âD
Upper Missouri River storage reservoir, 1966-1914.
Fish and Wil-dl. Serv. Tech. Pap. 87, 25 pp.

U.S

This article documents the changes in species numbers and
composition both durj-ng and afLer filling of a reservoir. In
general, species numbers declined after the reservoir filIed.
Forage fishes, mostly those produced in }ittoral areas, deter-
mined the trends and levels of total fish abundance. Abund-
ance of species produced in littoral areas was greater while
the reservoir v/as filling partÍcu1arly when spring water
levels covered vegetatioñ, fluctuated littte, and were main-
tained through May or longer. The yellow perch was the most
abundant speóies in every year; its abundance increased during
filting and decreased after. Growth rate of yellow perch
increased after the reservoir had fitled. Most significant
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was the authorts assertion that reduction and generalized
degradation of the Iittoral spawning and nursery habitats
were probabJ-y responsible for the general decline in species
numbers and abundance after fiIling. Finally, it is con-
cluded that future prospects for most commercial species
(primarily Ìittoral spawners) are poor, whereas those for
most sport species are good.

6.9 Machniak, K. 1975. The effects of hydro-electric
development on the biology of northern fishes
(Reproduction and Population Dynamics) . I. Lake
Whitefish, Coregonus clupeaformis. A Literature
Review and sîbfiography. Fish and Man. Serv. Tech.
Rep. No. 527, DOE Canada. 67 pp.

The spawning and early life history of the lake whitefish is
reviewed. Lake whj-tefish spa\,vn at different depths in differ-
ent lakes, although it appears that in shaLlow inland lakes
they generally spa\,,/n in less than 5 m of water. Spawning
substrata can be quite varied but in the main consists of
boulders and coarse stones. The potential impact of reser-
voirs on whitefish spawning success are outlined. Among the
hazards to reproduction in impoundments are: water level
fluctuations, altered water quality (therma1, current and
chemical), predation and erosion silt. Swedish and USSR
studies point out areas of concern for the population dynamics
of lake whitefish in impoundments. Factors which could
influence the growth and numbers of the species are: food
supply, competition, predation and parasitism. An excell-ent
bibliography is provided.

6.10 Machniak, K. L975. The effects of hydro-electric devel--
opment on the biology of northern fishes. II. Northern
Pike (Esox lucius). A. Literature Review and Biblio-
graphy. nïsñ. and Man. Serv. Tech. Rep. No. 528. DOE
Canada, 82 pp.

This report is essentially a literature review providing quite
good coverage of the European and Russian literature. Infor-
mation on the reproduction and population biology of the
northern pike is reviewed. Among the many hazards to success-
ful spawning in both nature and reservoirs are: fluctuating
water Ievels, cold weather, water quality, disease, preda-
tion, cannibalism and siltation. Terrestrial or dense aquatic
vegetation are the most preferred substratum types; the depth
of spawning usually being less than 50 cm. High water levels
during spawning and a small decline during egg incubation,
represent ideal conditions for the production of a strong
year class. For this reason, reproduction of northern pike
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is highly favored during the initial fitling period of an
impoundment; after filling reproductive success fluctuates
with water level regulation. Growth and numbers increase
following impoundment but the ultimate supply of forage
species regulate the producÈion. Erosion and silt deposition
is identified as a serious mortality factor to developing
pike embryos. If silt depositions are accompanied by abrupt
temperature or water level changes complete mortalities of
an entíre year elass can occur.

6.1r Machniak, K. 1975. The effects of hydro-electric
development on the biology of northern fishes (repro-
duction and population dynamics). fII. Yellow WalIeye,
Stizostedion vitreum vitreum. A Literature review and
bibliography. F L sh. Mar. Serv. Res. Dev. Tech. Rep.
529t DOE Canada, 68 pp.

The reproduction and early life of the yellow walleye is
reviewed. Walleye commonly spawn in riffles of streams or
along shorelines of Iakes. Although they have been reported
to spawn on a wide variety of substrata it appears they
prefer clean gravel bottoms at depths less than I.5 metres.
In impoundments, walleye are less infl-uenced by water levels
during the spawning period than other Iittoral- spav/ners.
Stab1e or slightty rising level-s during spawning and incu-
bation are recommended if spawning is to be successful. The
silting over of spawning beds due to erosion is probably the
major cause of spawning failure in impoundments. Growth
and numbers could increase but wil-l be dependent upon the
availability of forage species and spawning habitat.

6.12 Nelson, W. R. 1968. Reproduction and êarly-Iife history
Clarkof saug€rr Stizostedion canadense, in Lewis and

Lake. Trans. Amer. F h. Soc. 91zI 59-166.LS

Sauger reproduction and early Life hi-story were studied to
determine f actors af f ecting year-class strength. Sauger rá/ere
found to spawn over a rubble substrate in the Missouri River
below a dam. Details are given of optimum water temperature
and depth for spawning and egg survival, and on larval and
adul-t feeding regimes. Adu1t year-class strength was deter-
mined to be inverseJ-y related to water level fluctuations
over the spawning grounds; year class strength is therefore
determined before young-of-the-year enter the lake. Abundance
of larval was 15 times greater when water levels fl-uctuated
2.67 ft/day than when water levels fluctuated 4.44 fL/day.
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6.13 Nelson, W. R. and C. H. Wa1burg. L977. Population dynamics

(s. vitreum vitreum) in four
mainstream Missouri River reservoirs. J. Fish. Res.
Board Can. 34: I74B-I763.

In the L5-25 years four large reservoirs have been operational
on the Missouri River in South Dakota, percid populations
have generally increased in abundance relative to other groups
of fishes. Saugers vtere initially the most abundant percid,
but their numbers gradually declined, probably due to a re-
duction in river spawning habitat and an increase in v¡ater
clarity. Yellow perch populations increased as the reservoirs
filled but later declined, Walleye populations developed
slowly, due to initial lack of suitable spawning habitat.
Reproductive success lvas the primary factor regulating the
abundance of percids. Above average precipitation presumably
enhanced reproductive success, both through the increase of
spawning substrate through higher stream flours and water
Ievels and by providing a larger forage supply. The authors
speculate that water level fluctuation can aid in removal of
fine soil- from potential walleye spawning areas.

6.r4

of yelIow perch (

canadense), and W

NeIson,
on Lake
fishes.
154-rsB.

flavescens), Sauger (StizostedionPerca
ã,ITeye

W. R. L978. Implications of water management
Oahe for the spawning success of coolwater
Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc. Spec. Publ. I1, pp.

The history of the impoundment of Lake Oahe is reviewed,
especially pertaining to the effects of fish populations.
Initially, northern pike and yeIlow perch were favoured as
inundation provided ideal spawning habitat ('e. submerged
vegetation). Later, water fl-uctuations within a narrow
range and wave action have reduced the amount of this habitat
and these 2 species have declined in abundance. Sauger and
walleye deposit their eggs over gravel or rubble, and there-
fore spawn in tributary rivers rather than the reservoir.
Diversions of water for human use will reduce both the
inflows and the lake leveI, thereby affecting both riverine
and reservoir spawning habitats. The author concludes that
in order to maintain present fish populations, minimum spring
stream flows must be assured and critical reservoir spawning
areas protected and even artificially enhanced.
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Determination of sportfish target by
species, using Hough et âf., (198I) data.

Appendix 5.1

Assumption: d ire ct ly
required

The ratio of fish caught is
proportional to angler-daYs
to catch those fish.

Fish Caught
(Numbers )

?of
Total Catch

Ang 1er*daYs
(May-seotember )

a

Species

Walleye

Northern

Other

10, 519 .5

Pike 3, BB0

296

72

26

2

25,704

9,284

7L4

b
TotaI

uTublu

btubr"

14,695 . 5 100 35,700

6.14,

9. 10,

Hough

Hough

et aI. ,

et 41.,

(reBl)

(198r)
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APPENDTX 6. T GROUPING OF MANAGEMENT TACTICS1; TACTICS
ARE NUMBERED AS THEY OCCUR IN CHAPTER V.

A. NEI^7 MANAGEMENT TACTICS

Sport Fishery

Tactic I Decrease non-resident angler possession timit
for northern pike from 6 to 3. New limit of
3 northern pike will further be restricted to
include only I northern pike at trophy size.

Tactic 2 Encourage a redirection of non-resident northern
pike angling effort to waters in the vicinity
of Lac Seul capable of sustaining additional
angting pressure for Northern Pike. This
strategy may be employed under varying degrees
of scale t ê.9. t restrictive zoning of basj-ns
incurring marked angling pressure or restrictions
could be placed specifically on non-resident
angler use of these basins (Nevil-le Wardr p€ns.
comm. February 4, 1983).

Tactic 3 fnitiate a 3-year "Assessment Study" on Basin 9,
Vaughan Lake.

Tactic 4 Conduct a "roving" creel survey on basins 1, 2

and 3 (through Red Lake District, OI'{NR) and
basin L2, Deception Bay (through Sioux Lookout
District, OMNR).

Commercial Fishery

Tactic 9 Encourage a redirection of demand to basins t ot
parts of basins capable of sustaining additional
fishing pressure with particular attention to
basins where conflicts may be anticipated \,rith
the sport fisherY.

Tactic 12z Apply scientific knowledger as it becomes
available to refine the MEI determined potential
yield of the commercial fishing blocks, such that
accurate productivity determinations and quotas
will ensure a sustained Yield.

Further details of Management Strategties explained in
Chapte:: V.

1



Tactic l-4z Conduct a survey on Lac Seu} Indian Reserve #28
to determine consumption levels of atl fish and
the top predator component. Index net to determine
percent fish biomass of domestic fishery.

155

Domestic Fishery

Contributions to SocietY

Tactic 202 Support the proposed Crown Land Resource Access
Permit as a means of generating more revenue
from the fishing activities of non-resident
anglers not identified with an established
tourist lodge or Provincial Park.

Tactic 2Iz Restructure current non-resident angling permits.

Scientific Knowledge

Tactic 232 Apply and integrate "Assessment Study" data to
areas of Lac Seul exhibiting similar conditions.

Tactic 242 Utilize assessment study data from
ment units which can contribute to
imProvements for Lac Seul.

other assess-
resource

B. CONTINUATION OF I{ANAGEMENT TACTICS CURRENTLY IN PLACE

c rt Fisher

Tactic 6

Tactic 7

Tactic B

Continue AdamhaY

Continue Adamhay

Continue wall-eye spawning sanctuary status of
Adamhay Lake.

Lake walleye tagging Program.

Lake winter creel survey.

Commercial Fishery

Tactic 10: Continue to p::omote greater utilization of fish
species ottrer than top predators.

Tactic I1: Continued monitoring of commercial fishery.



Tactic 13: Encourage
allocated

r56

ful1 utilization of fish stocks
toward commercial fishery.

Water Quality/Fish Habit4!

Tactic 15: Utitize water quality data in fisheries manaqe-
ment schemes.

Continue shoreline development regulations.

Continue Modified Management Area programs.

Continue road construction evaluations.

Pub1ic Information and participation.

Tactic

Tactic

Tactic

Tactic

L7z

1B:

19:

,l4.
LJ.

C. TACTICS REQU]RING FURTHER CONSIDERATION

Tactic 16: Assessment of northern pike spawning and nursery
habitat thermal regimes using LANDSAT imagery
and IR photography.

D. TACTICS DEEMED NOT FEASIBLE

Tactic 5 Promote a greater utilization of fish species
other than top predators (deened not feasil:le
based on present social angling attitudes) .
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APPENDIX 6.2 DETERMINATION OF THE NON_RESTDENT CONTRTBUTOR
PORTION OF ALL NON_RESIDENT ANGLERS SURVtrYED
DURTNG L979.

A Hough, Stansbury and Michalski (t9Bl) report that 99e"
of all lodge guests \¡¡ere from the U.S.A. and 1A from
Canada, outside Ontario (p. 26I) . ContribuLors to the
IocaI/regional economy are assumed to represent those
non-resj-dent anglers staying at tourist lodges or
camping at some revenue-collecting campground. The
weighted average for anglers staying at lodges was
73eot and ]-4Z for anglers camping (Hough, Stansbury
and Michalski, L9BLt p. 457). However, Hough, Stansbury
and Michalski (f9Bl) do not indicate whether camping
anglers camped on crown land or at a revenue generating
campground. Therefore the following calculation to
determine non-resident contributors will be presented
in two scenarios:

l

2

assuming all campers are
ducing campgrounds, and
assuming all camping is
generating no revenue to

camping at revenue pro*

on Crown land,
the province.

therefore

B

l-

CALCULATIONS

Assuming camping component generating revenue to the
Province:

3 Non-Resident Contributors
3 contribution

lodge guests + I campers)
% non-resident anglers
+ l-4)Z x BB%

= (?,

= (73
= 762

2 As suming
Province

campr-ng' component
(i . e. all- camping

not generating revenue to
on Crown Land)

å Non-Resident Contributors
3 contributÍon

= (732 + 0%) x BBB
= 65%

Summary : Non-Resident Contributors/Non-Contributors

Non-Resident
Contributors

762
65e"

702

Non-Resident
Non-Contributors

242
35A

Total

1
2

1.002
l-00%

Average 30% 100%
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Appendix 6.3: Pnesent Allocation of Lac Seul Fish StocKs,

by species. *

S PEC TL. S

Usen Gnoup ldaì leye
Nor thern
PiKe krhitefish

Ail
Spec ì es

DOMEST I C
FISHERY

RESIDENT
ANGLËRS

NON-RESIDENT
CONTR I BUTOR
ANGLERS

COMMERCIAL
F I SIIERY

TOTAL
ALLOCAT ION

6,202

17,316

uk

3 ,043

uK 18,795

20,359uK

29,895 32,016 61,911

6,698 50,543 1 04,393

60,111 36,059 50,543 206,458

uK

0

MEI POTENTIAL
PRODUCTION 1 1O, OOO 63,758 93,248 423,855

* Aìì va lues in Ki ìognams
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Append'ix 6.4: Futune Allocation of Lac seul Fjsh stocKs,

by spec i es . ,t

SPECIES

Usen Group k/aì leye
Non thenn

Pil<e h/hitefish
Al I

Spec i es

DOMESTIC
FISHERY 1 1 ,550

6,464

NON-RESiDENT
CONTR I BUTOR
ANGLERS 39,990

COMMERC I AL
F I SHERY 9, 092

TOTAL
ALLOCAT ION

42,826

60, 096 42,962

35,000

7,600

82 , 816

1 08,706

52,935 234 ,122

ul< uk

uK

uK

RE S I DENT
ANGLERS 1,136

52,9350

MEI POTENTIAL
PRODUCTION 11O,OOO 63, 758 93,248 423,855

* Al I values in ki lograms




